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MESSAGES
Wijono, Vice-Chairman, Asian

Socialist Conference,

Rangoon :

We have always believed that democratic Socialism is
the only alternative for resurgent Asia . Social develop
ments throughout Asia have shown in unequivocal terms the
truth of this, thus indicating that we are on the right
path .

However, the more democratic . Socialism has become
the great truth for so many peoples, themore this seems also
to have become the fashion or babit for adventurers,
authoritarians, totalitarians and the like to claim to be de

mocratic Socialists as well, to take advantage merely for
their immediate political ends or to perpetuate their power
or position in the country 's administration . We should be
aware of all this so that we may distinguish the genuine
from the false. We should not be distracted by the false
brand which is merely a slogan and has nothing to do with
what we ourselves are dedicated to, i.e ., democratic Socia
lism which alone can emancipate the vast masses of people

from their sufferings and which has also the important
task of bringing a new life and culture to the world society
of man .

Socialist parties alone can be the right vehicle

for achieving this task .
I hope the Conference will smooth the way

forward marching of democratic Socialism
Albert

Carthy,

Secretary ,

Socialist

for the

in India.
International,

London :

The problems which India has to face are of such a com
plexity and magnitude as to lay before democratic Socialism
a challenge. Their solution would be a major contribution
towards remedying the ills of the world today. . For this
great task , there are tremendous resources human and

material— to hand and now lying , largely idle .
e SocSocialist
o:f thThe
PorotlainttichaloInternational
nutrerennattiuorngaelntiissakeenly
nd Indiainterested
our
make thiinn yyour
struggle.

Political developments in India make the tasks

of the Socialist movement urgent and bring your Conference
at an important hour in your history.' While we shall not

be with you by physical presence, the Socialist Inter
national will be with you in the spirit to wish your delegates
wisdom and power in reaching their decisions.

Heinrich Nittel, Vice-President and Kurt Kristiansson ,
General Secretary , International Union of Socialist Youth ,
Vienna :

' The International Union of Socialist Youth salutes the
Praja Socialist Party and wishes their Conference success
ful deliberations which will continue to contribute further
achievements for Socialism in India and as well all over the
world .

Without relaxation of the controversies in world policy
and an extensive controlled disarmament the peace of the
world cannot be ensured . On the contrary, the senseless
armament race with its modern destructive means of our
time leads to the danger of a completely ruinous atomic war.
For this reason all Socialists must demand stronger attem
pts to end the cold war and to take the first steps towards
disarmament.

Socialists must further intensify our
freedWe
om for and dictatorships.in the forefront

struggle for

freedom for all people and against all kinds of imperialism ,

colonialism and dictatorships. At the same time it is neces
sary that the Socialists are in the forefront when achiev
ing not only political freedom for the people but economic
freedom as well. The economic exploitation must disappear
everywhere and furthermore the better - off countries must .
make serious and revised efforts to help financially the

technically under -developed countries. This is particularly
shing the international class society , in the spirit of Socialist

of great concern to us Socialists who must work for aboli
solidarity.
We wish your extremely important Conference the best
of success .

Mosaburo Suzuki, Chairman, Social Democratic Party
of Japan , Tokyo :

Japan Socialists convey best wishes and fraternal greet
ings for your conference.

F . Thomas, Secretary-General, Singapore Labour Front,
Singapore :

In this year 1958 the world is dismayed by the spectacle
of the massive and intransigent powers of private capita
lism and state capitalism ranging their military forces to
intimidate each other . In such circumstances the need for
democratic Socialism is outstandingly clear. The eyes of
men of goodwill turn towards the uncommitted nations as

the source from which solutions to world problems may be
drawn. Consequently , the Fourth National Conefrence of
the Praja Socialist Party has a part to play in history which
cannot be evaded . With these thoughts in our minds Singa
pore Labour Front conveys to the Praja Socialist Party

the most cordial expression of its fraternal greetings.
Tom Mboya , General Secretary, Kenya Federation of
Labour, Nairobi:

As you will appreciate , under the present circumst
ances, I am unable to make the trip but send my very best
wishes to the Conference and to your Party .
B . Glew , Confidential Secretary to Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe,

the Premier of Nigeria :
Dr. Azikiwe wishes you success in your effort to make
Socialism a living reality in contemporary times.

Bediako Poku, General Secretary, Convention People's
Party of Ghana, Accra :
I regret that we cannot send a representative to attend
due to previous engagements.

However , we shall be with

you in spirit since your mission is of good nature.

Cherif Guellal, Permanent Delegate to India of the
Algerian Front of National Liberation :
It gives me great pleasure to convey to your Party
the fraternal greetings of the Algerian people and that of

the Algerian Front of National Liberation . We are deeply
aware of the staunch support that your Party has always
given for our national cause. We are confident that your
Party will make further progress towards the socialistic

goal and will work for the ultimate welfare and progress
of the country. We wish your Conference all success.

Israel Socialist Labour Party (MAPAI), Tel-Aviv :
Looking forward to closer co-operation with nations of
Asia especially Socialist movements.

Hope and pray it will

be given to PSP play decisive role in shaping destinies of
free prosperous India .
R . Barkatt , General Federation of Jewish Labour in

Eretz Israel, Tel-Aviv :
Together with all Israel Socialists and Socialists all over
the world I watch
fervent hope that
strength and inner
a guiding force in

development of Indian Socialism with
Party will muster all its great moral
power to make Socialist Party of India
India 's progress, a stronghold of Asian

Socialism and an inspiration to free Socialism everywhere.

: : Morgan
Britain :

Phillips,

Secretary, The Labour Party

of

Your Conference is meeting at a historic moment for,
the future of democratic Socialism in Asia, and much will
depend upon the decisions you make and the policy which
you carry out in the immediate future.
Indeed , demo
cratic Socialism in Asia vitally depends upon the lead which

is given by the peoples of India during the next few years.
Nothing less than a firm Socialist policy based upon demo
cratic principles can meet the challenge of totalitarianism

and social reaction which faces the peoples of Asia as they
advance to the solution of their grave problems.

We in

the British Labour Party have always had the closest feel
ings of friendship with all the peoples of India , and we look
to your Party to find the way forward towards a new and

better life for the Indian masses .

Jules Humbert-Droz, Socialist Party of Switzerland :
We hope your meeting will reach decisions apt to fur
ther and strengthen the forces of democatic Socialism in
the historic process now on its way in

your country, to

achieve unity and an advance towards our common goal.
Giuseppe Saragat, General Secretary, Social Democratic

Party of Italy :
We take this opportunity to send our best wishes for
the success of your Conference and our firmest fraternal
greetings to the Praja Socialist Party , whose members ,

like millions of Socialists throughout the world, are dedicat

ed to our common ideals of freedom , democracy and equa
lity . ...

Oluf Carlsson , Secretary, The Social Democratic Party

of Denmark :
:

You are doing your job for Socialism and democracy
in a part of the world which is very important indeed . We
feel that your work in India may to a great extent have
influence on the development in many other countries. We
therefore wish you every possible success and strength of
your Party in your efforts for furthering Socialism and

democracy.

.

J. Schmella, Federal Secretary, Australian

Labour

Party :

I take this opportunity on behalf of the Australian
Labour Party to wish you the fullest success in the excel

lent work you and your colleagues are performing in your
country .

Irwin Suali, National Secretary, Socialist Party - Social
Democratic Federation , U .S . A . :

•

Since the founding of the Praja Socialist Party and its

predecessor organisations, American Socialists have followed
with sincere interest your development.
Your victories

have been our victories and your losses have been

felt

deeply by us. We are firmly convinced that the Praja
Socialist Party represents the finest and best hope of the
Indian people for a nobler and happier future.

Your poli

tical activities, together with the trade union work of Hind
Mazdoor Sabha, and the bhoodan movement to which Jaya
prakash Narayan is so deeply committed , are greatly ad
mired by American Socialists. To all the arms of your
great movement we offer your most sincere best wishes for

substantial progress in the days ahead.
We American Socialists recently experienced a unifica
tion of our two wings — the Socialist Party and the Social
Democrtic Federation . We are happy to report that our
unification has been

a most successful one.

May we ex

press the hope that in India too , the forces of democratic

Socialism will soon be reunited again ?

.

Please accept our very best wishes for a fruitful and
forward looking conference and for a bright future for
democratic Socialism in India . Together with you we are

firmly convinced that Socialism

represents mankind's best

hope for a peaceful, democratic and prosperous world .
Carl Hamilton, National Secretary, Co-operative Com
monwealth Federation of Canada :
. . CCF is proud to declare its solidarity with Socialist

comrades in India and extends its best wishes for a succes
ful conference.

Emanuel Nowogrnusky and Dr. Emanuel Scherer, Stc.
retaries, International Jewish Labour Bund , New York :
- Please convey our best wishes to the delegates of your
Fourth National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party

of India at Poona. Advancement of democratic Socialism
is the main stay against totalitarian slavery and capita

listic exploitation .

Vilem Bernard , Secretary, Socialist Union of Central
Eastern Europe :
We should like to extend to you by this letter our most
sincere greetings and expression of solidarity.

We have

been following with the deepest sympathy your efforts, and
we wish full success to you in your struggle for our common

cause of Socialism combined with freedom .

Norman Thomas, New York :
Democratic Socialism , expressed through your Party,

seems to me India's fairest hope and that means it greatly
concerns the world .

Julius
tional:

Braunthal, ex-Secretary, Socialist

Interna

As the most important item of the Conference agenda
is , as I learn from your letter of invitation , the issue of
the unity of the Socialist movement in India , may I, with
your kind permission , avail of this opportunity to say a few

words on the matter.

I am a lifelong student of the history of the Socialist
movement from

its inception and have myself experienced

in its service its fortunes and disasters during the last half
century. The obvious lesson which I derived from its study
and its experiences is the fact that the destruction of the
unity of the Socialist movement in any country affects

sooner or later the destiny of the Socialist movement in all
countries. We have only to remember the fearful conse

quences of the split in the Russian

Socialist Party, for

example, an event which , when it occurred in 1903, appear
ed to be of no significance whatsoever. But this split
caused in the last resort the cleavage of the international

Socialist movement and the rise of a monstrous travesty
of Socialism in Russia . Or, please, remember the conse
quences of the split in the German Socialist movement dur
ing the first world war. It was the main cause of the
frustration of the German Revolution of 1918 , which made

possible the rise of Hitlerism , with the second world war
as its outcome.

After the war, you remember, there was an upsurge
of the Socialist movement in Europe, in particular in Great

Britain , France and Italy .

In Great Britain , the Labour

Party, because it preserved its unity in spite of genuine
differences over matters of policies, was able to seize power
and to transform to no small degree the structure of the
capatalist society at home and to liquidate British doimnation
in Asia . But in France and Italy , the upsurge of the

Socialist movement was, because they were split , of little
avail.

If the movements in both these countries would have

been united , they would have become the dominant force in
their countries ; the split paralysed them , and one of its
shocking effects is the disgraceful situation in Algeria , a

disaster which gravely affects the whole movement of demo
cratic Socialism .

All these is, of course, very well known to you. I men
tion these observations, because I had them submitted in a
message to the Foundation Conference of the Socialist

Party in India in December, 1955 , as a last effort to ward
off a misfortune.
In that message, in which I expressed my deep regret

about the destruction of the unity of Indian Socialism , I
admitted that an organisational split of Socialist parties

might be inevitable if caused by irreconcilable differences.
of principles, as for example, the split between democatic
Socialism and Communism .
But there are no differences of principles, as far as I
can see, which still divide the parties of democratic Socia
lism in India. I know of the controversy of the issue of
tactics in the PSP since its Betul Special Conference in
June 1953. But I remember that the Allahabad resolution

ion wings and, abond put forwardinciples commoesolution
eoflectDecember
1953 reaffirmed the principles common to the
whole of the Party and put forward a programme, binding,
all its wings and , above all, demonstrated by the unanimous
election of the late Comrade Acharya Narendra Deva as the

Chairman

of the Party at the

Nagpur

Conference

in

November 1954, most solemnly its determination to preserve

the unity of the Party .

The rift in Indian Socialism occurred nevertheless . It
has, as the general elections showed, certainly harmed it
but, fortunately , the harm it has done is not irreparable.
lf the unity of the movement would be restored now , Indian

Socialism would , like Japanese Socialism after the restora

tion of its unity , speedily recover and recapture its wonder
ful crusading spirit of old .
This is a matter which concerns the whole interna
tional movement of democratic Socialism , because, as you
rightly wrote in your letter of invitation , on the strength

of democratic Socialism in India " rests the whole issue of

freedom and the open society now so dangerously poised bet
ween the veiled

challenge of authoritarianism

and the

ässault of socially retarding forces” — not only in India, as
I would add, but in the whole world . For should India be

lost to the cause of freedom and social progress, the night
of despotism and social reaction would descend upon the
whole world ultimately and, at the same time, accentuate
the antagonism between the power blocs to such an extent

that it might become almost impossible to ward off the

dreaded global war.

I am certain that your Conference will discuss in full
awareness of its grave responsibility the matter, and I wish
with all my heart that you might succeed in your earnest
endeavour to restore the unity of Indian Socialism and thus
inaugurate a new chapter in its history. '

For Messages wishing success to the Conference were also
received from : ".

S. O . Veitch, Deputy Secretary, The People's National
Party of Jamaica,
Otto Probst, Central Secretariat

Austrian Socialist

Party ,

Emil Johnson , Icelandic Social Democratic Party,
George Morgan Thomson , M . P ., British Labour Party,

Hugh Gaitskell, M . P ., British Labour Party.
Rita Hinden , Editor, Socialist Commentary, London .

P. Galvin, Member, House of Representatives, Austra
lian Labour Party,
· V . J . Doube, Member, Legislative Assembly, Victoria ,
Australian Labour Party,

H . May, M .L . A ., (Western Australia ),Australian Labour
Party.

PROCEEDINGS

SUNDAY - MAY 25 , 1958
AFTERNOON - INAUGURAL SESSION

The proceedings of the Fourth National Conference of
the Praja Socialist Party began at 2 p .m . in the specially
erected Hirve Guruji Pandal at Acharya Narendra Deva

Nagar. More than two thousand delegates, member visi
tors and members of the Reception Committee attended .
Lam Duc Minch , Joint Secretary General, Hoang Van Chi,
Political Adviser and Lo Van Mai of the Viet-Namese Socia
list Party , E . Omolo Agar (Kenya ) of the African Bureau ,
Nikos Poulipoulos of the Greek Anti-colonial League and
his wife, and Yoshiki Hoshino of the Social Democratic Party
of Japan were also present by special invitation .

The Conference proceedings started with a song in
Marathi exhorting the people to unite and fight for socialism .

WELCOME ADDRESS
N . G . Goray, Chairman of the Reception Committee,
welcoming the delegates, member visitors and the distin
guished guests from abroad said :

On behalf of the Reception Committee of the Praja
Socialist Party (Maharashtra ) I extend to all of you a hearty
welcome. It is exactly after a decade that we are meeting
in annual conference in this part of the country . Last time

we had met in Nasik on the morrow of independence and
we had decided to separate ourselves from the Congress.
That decision was taken at a very critical moment in the
history of India . Communal frenzy that followed on the
heels of independence had left behind ugly scars and bleed
ing wounds, the deepest being the assassination of Gandhiji.
And yet, we, who had fought in the vanguard of the free
dom fighters until liberation, had taken the final decision to

leave the Indian National Congress. We considered this
action inevitable because the Congress had , in our opinion ,
even then ceased to represent the deeper aspirations and
urges of the Indian people. If this characterisation of the
Congress was correct ten years back , when apparently the
Congress stood unrivalled and unchallenged in the political

arena, it is much more so today.
During the last decade our country has been a witness
to radical shifts and changes in every sphere of life - politi

cal, social and economic .

This transformation reminds me

of the words of Bhavabhooti :

पुरा यत्र स्त्रोतो पुलिनमधुना तत्र सरिताम् ।

विपर्यास यातो धनविरलभावः क्षितिरुहाम् ॥

Where the river flew before, now there was a stretch of
sand, a patch of desolate sand where formerly was a shady

grove. Today, standing once again at the crossroads of
destiny, the decisions that we take in this conference will
have far-reaching consequences not only on our Party but
on the political development in India as a whole . .

Enough has been said and written already about the
disintegration of the Congress and I have no desire to
on that point. But when we say that the Congress
is disintegrating , does it mean that within the next
or four years it would cease to exist physically ? I

dwell
Party
three
think

what is meant is that the Congress can no longer serve as a

pathfinder, as a vehicle of new thoughts and new social or
economic experiments. Very soon the Congress would be, if
it has not become already, an election machine par excellence,

a caucus of politicians and functionaries invariably support
ed by the money bags in this country .

And however the

Congress High Command might fulminate against the re
actionary tendencies like casteism in the land I have no doubt
that at a pinch the reactionary elements would always run
for and always find a ready shelter in the Congress. From

an army of satyagrahis and idealists to a junta of politi

cians, this surely is a great and tragic descent.
It would be a mistake, however, to gloat over this
downfall of the Congress just as it would be a mistake to

think that this process could be reversed by any one outside
the Congress. What we are witnessing is in no way diff
erent from what has taken place in Russia , or, for the
matter of that, in any other totalitarian country where all
power got concentrated in the hands of a single party . The

only difference is, and therein lies the hope, that in India
the climate of democracy still persists and it is still possi

ble to think and plan in terms of replacing the Congress
with something better.
But who would replace the Congress ? This question

is sometimes presented as a challenge and because at the
moment at least there is no other party except the Congress
which has a network of organisation in every State of India

it is argued that people must reconcile themselves to be
ruled by the Congress. I consider it a sign of democratic
health that the Indian people have refused to accept this
dismal logic of political inevitability . They have shown

that they are ready to elect other rulers if given a fair
chance.
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Since the General Elections of 1957 the CPI has emerg
ed as a serious contender in the political field . Embolden
ed and also reassured by their victory at the polls in Kerala ,
they have, in their latest Amritsar thesis , accepted peaceful
and democratic means to their political ends. All of a sud
den they have recollected that some seventy years back Marx
had mentioned these means as possible and permissible.
Whether this right-about-turn is only a temporary move or

a new realisation , whether it is a genuine change of heart
or merely a change of face, a new conviction or a right
manoeuvre, is yet to be decided . The Communists natural

ly do not like to be suspected . But they should remember
that it is not possible and also not good for other political
parties to forget history so easily . Right from the time
Lenin broke up the Constituent Assembly in Russia to the
crushing of the People's revolution in Hungary two years
back , it is a sad and unbroken tale of the rape of democracy .
Again and again people have been assured of democratic

rights and as many times their confidence has been betrayed
by the Communists .

The professions of the Indian Com

munists become all the more suspect because they have taken
special care to assert that they firmly stood by their inter
national alliances.

Disintegration of the Congress and suspicion about the
Communists are but negative reactions and they will not
take us far unless we decide to put our house in order. Our
former leaders who are no longer with us would do well to
contemplate how they have harmed the social- democratic
forces in the country by their wavering and impressionable
politics. A party , which they themselves founded in 1948

was hardly five years old when they disowned it. Of course,
nothing would be achieved by lamenting over their depar
ture or by living in the fond hope that some day they would
return . It would be much better to reman the posts that
they have deserted and pooling our resources step out to
wards our goal.

It is my hope and prayer that the delibera

tions of this conference would succeed in infusing into our
Party to cease to work in isolation and rally round a single
.action . May I hope that from this conference a call will
go forth to all democratic Socialists who are not in our
Party to cease to work in isolation and rally round a single

banner of socialism ? Principles, however lofty, stand little
chance of being effective if those who hold them stand dis

united and continue to compete with and cancel one another.
Before concluding I would like to say a few words about
the peculiar conditions that are prevailing in Maharashtra .
Since 1953, Maharashtra has seen two powerful movements- -
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the movement for the liberation of Goa and the movement
for Samyukta Maharashtra . These two movements have
stirred the people of Maharashtra to a degree not known
before. The first movement succeeded in attracting support
and sympathy from every nook and corner of India . But
infortunately that support and sympathy was not vouch
safed to the second. It is really surprising why this should

have been the case. While every linguistic group in India
had been given a state of its own, only two language groups
were discriminated against - the Gujarati speaking group

and

the Marathi-speaking

group . This

discrimination

created a sharp reaction and the resulting mass pressure
was so great that all the political parties except the Con
gress were forced into a solid front. The latter tried to
fight against the current and found itself completely iso
lated. Time has now come when those of us and those in
the other parties in the land who wish that democratic values
should prevail must consider it their duty to bring about a

speedy and a just solution of this problem . Such problems,
if neglected too long, can become dangerous to the life of a
nation . Let me assure you that no one in Maharashtra has
so far hinted at separation from the Republic on the lines
of the Dravida Kazhagam . All of us are intensely Indian
Indians first and Indians last. That is all the reason why,
we are pained to see our just demand being misconstrued .
I want all of you who have come from distant states of
Bharat to be true witnesses to our sentiments and actions
and to goback convinced that the Praja Socialists in Maha
rashtra , though loyal to the cause of Samyukta Maharashtra ,

rashto goback true witndes have comand beinthe reasmoes
woundra , though convince that to our senem distantco

would never play false to the values of Socialism and demo
cracy .

Once again I welcome you and request the Chairman
to

assume charge and guide the deliberations of

the

conference.

CHAIRMAN 'S ADDRESS
Ganga Sharan Sinha, Chairman of the Praja Socialist
Party, then delivered his address.

(See Appendix A )

MESSAGES
The Chairman invited Lam Duc Minch, (Viet Nam ), E .
Omolo Agar (African Bureau ), Nikos Pouliopoulos (Greek
Anti-colonial League ) and Yoshiki Hoshino (Japanese Social

Democratic Party) to address the Conference.
After they had conveyed fraternal greetings of their
respective orgnisations to the Praja Socialist Party the
Chairman called upon K . K . Menon , Joint Secretary of the
14

Party , to read out the messages received from fraternal
parties abroad.

K . K . Menon then read out the messages. (See
Messages).

CONDOLENCE RESOLUTIONS
The Chairman moved condolence resolutions on the
death of Shri Sarangdhar Das, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad,
Shri Phulan Prasad Verma, Shri Keshav Gore, Shri P .
D 'mello , Baba Raghav Das, Shri Gopabandhu Chowdhury,
Shri Laxmi Narain, Dr. Khan Saheb , Mr. H . N . Brailsford

and Dr. Jadu Nath Sarkar :
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party mourns the
demise of Shri Sarangdhar Das, a veteran spokesman of the Party and of
the Socialist Movement. His unwavering allegiance to the principles of the
Party was a source of inspiration and his life was dedicated to the service

of the people.

The Socialist Movement is poorer by his death but is

enriched by the heritage he has left to it.
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party deeply mourns
the Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. Maulana's eloquence, vision and indomit .

able courage imparted new strength to the freedom movement, Against
virulent opposition Malulana helped the nation to remain steadfast to
secularism and after achievement of freedom strvoe hard to deepen that
heritage and to foster with his remarkable intellectual powers cultural
synthesis and national integration . This Conference dips its flag in memory

of one of the Founding Fathers of the Republic.
This Conference places on record its deep sorrow at the passing away
Socialist Moveinent in this country and a well-wisher and supporter of the
Praja Socialist Party .

of Shri Phulan Prasad Verma who was one of the founder members of the

This Conference records its deep sorrow over the untimely death of
Shri Keshav Gore and Shri D 'melio , prominent Socialist workers and
fighters of freedom . In their death the country has lost devoted , servants

of the people.
This Conference records its sorrow over the passing away of Baba
Raghav Das, Shri Gopabandhu Chowdhury and Shri Lakshmi Narain . In
their death the country has lost devoted servants of the people who had
throughout lived a dedicated life.
This Conference is deeply shocked by the assassination of Dr. Khan
Saheb , This great soldier of freedom died as he lived fighting for the
well-being of the people and honest administration . In his death the
sub -continent has has lost a gallant leader and a great patriot.
This Conference mourns the death of Mr. H . N . Brailsford , an eminent
friend of India, an uncompromising champion of the freedom of colonial
peoples and a penetrating exponent of democratic socialism . In him idion ,
ideas and intellectual integrity achieved a radiant fusion and his life and
work will continue to illumine the path of struggling socialists in all
lands,
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• This Conference records its sorrow over the passing away of Dr. Jadu
Nath Sarkar, eminent scholar and historian , whose contribution in the field
of history is of permanent value and has opened up new fields of re
search .

Those gathered at the Conference then paid their
homage to the departed by standing up and observing silence

for two minutes.

i

GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT

The Chairman called upon the General Secretray, Triloki
Singh, to place his Report before the Conference.
· Triloki Singh then presented his Report to the Confer
ence . (See Appendix B).
CHAIRMAN :

We have completed the agenda for to

day in time. We have now to disperse and join the proces

sion that is due to start from here very soon . . Tomorrow
evening we shall take up the main

Conference the resolution

on

resolution

of the

the National Situation ,

Copies of the draft resolutions to be moved here on behalf
of the National Executive as well as of the General Secre
tary ' s Report have already been distributed to the delegates
so that they can come prepared tomorrow for discussion .
The debate on the General Secretary' s Report will take
place on 27th morning and two hours have been allotted
for it .

The inaugural session then concluded with the singing
of the National Anthem .

.. . MONDAY - MAY 26 , 1958 MORNING SESSION
CHAIRMAN :

Before we take up the resolution on the

National Situation I propose that we should adopt a condo
lence resolution on the death of Shri Bhai Raul, Shri Daya .
nanda Suvarna and Shri, Iyyunni, all. Party comrades who
were active in Party work till the last. Comrade Iyyunni,
I may mention , was murdered by the Communists in Kerala
a few months ago .

After the resolution had been moved, all stood up to
pay homage to the departed comrades and observed silence
for two minutes ,

RESOLUTION ON THE NATIONAL SITUATION :
i

CHAIRMAN : I will now call upon N : G . Goray to

move the resolution on the National Situation .
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N . G . GORAY (Maharashtra ) moving the resolution
said :

The resolution which I have the honour to move now
is fairly long and comprehensive.

I shall not therefore

take much time explaining it . I may however have some

thing more to say on it in my reply to the debate.
The resolution before you is the most important one
that the Conference will consider. It is important because
a critical situation faces the Party and the future of demo
cratic Socialism depends on how we react to the national
situation . This resolution represents our reaction . Hence

its importance.
In 1934 when our Party was founded we were in the

Congress and we tried to modify the attitude of the Con
gress. We said that achievement of independence was essen
tial for the creation of a Socialist society and also that only

the goal of a Socialist society would take the movement for
independence forward. There were many parties in the
field . The Congress was there. The Communists were also
there.

But people rallied round the CSP because it was

always in the forefront of the struggle for independence and
Socialism .
Today, ten years after the achievement of independence,
the situation has changed and we are faced with a different
set of circumstances. The character of political parties has
changed . Congress is not what it used to be ; nor are the
Communists what they were. The issues before us have
also changed . There is the Five Year Plan . There are

problems of industrial and agricultural development. If the

Plan does not succeed, the Congress might disintegrate and
the Communists will strive to

fill the gap .

They have

changed their strategy for this purpose. It is no use saying
that they were antinational and that they say one thing and

do the other. We have to evaluate their tactics and line of

action and formulate our own stand.
How is our Party to react to this situation ? We have
to consolidate our organisation from top to bottom . Our
Party is not what it should be. It is not only the rank and

file that is to blame for the situation , the leadership also
is to blame. There has to be more exchange of ideas bet
ween the Central Office and the State Offices. We have to
see that our cadres are educated .

Sometimes I reflect sadly

on the chances we have lost. In 1946 we emerged as a
rival to the Congress. On the one side there was Pandit
Nehru and on the other Jayaprakash . But today what is

the situation ? Year by year we have been losing our leaders.
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If they die we cannot help it. But many of them commit
politiial suicide. A sense of despondency comes over our
Party when developments take place. Our rank and file
are not getting any economic help , political guidance or
ideological direction . If, in spite of it , the Party is alive,
the credit entirely goes to the rank and file. It is they
who have struggled against odds and kept the Party flag
flying. We must now pull ourselves together and build up

the Party on a realistic basis . We must see that our cadres
in the various units are developed in consonance with de
mands of the various States and the people. I have no
doubt in my mind that the people of India want a democratic
Socialist party , a democratic Socialist government. But
they do not know who represents such an ideology . The PSP

has a great future if we could demonstrate to them that we

symbolise the values they cherish .

We must also try to rally round us all the democratic
Socialist forces in the country . Small organisations cannot
live and discharge their role effectively. Parties working in
isolation in one or two States cannot become alternatives to

the present ruling party . To our Socialist Party comrades,
therefore, I ask : what is the use of starting a splinter party ?
We cannot split on every small difference.

This will not

help anybody . If in Uttar Pradesh there had not been a
split I am quite sure we would have had in the Assembly
no less than 100 to 150 seats. But unfortunately the split
came and the forces of democratic Socialism split. We now

find two parties, both of which are weak , instead of one

strong democratic Socialist party.
. The resolution before us has been drafted with all these
facts as its background. It takes stock of the political and
economic situation that exists today . It draws pointed at
tention to the fact that the Second Five Year Plan must
į succeed . It points out that the ruling Congres Party which
stood supreme is now disintegrating . It makes an as
sessment of the Communists and, finally, it indicates our
own role in this situation . The resolution , as I have said
before, is the most important one before the Conference and
I consider it a privilege to have this opportunity to present

it for your consideration and acceptance.

CHAIRMAN : Genda Singh will now second the reso
lution .

GENDA SINGH (Uttar Pradesh ), while seconding the
resolution , said :
: You must all have the read the resolution which I have

been called upon to second. The ability with which Goray
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has moved the resolution would surely have impressed on
you the tremendous import it has on the Party's future.
Goray has also explained

lucidly

the background against

which it has been drafted.

The first paragraph of the resolution is an analysis of
the economic situation . That there is a crisis is evident and

no one can deny it. The First Five Year Plan has ended and
the Second Plan has covered half its period . The " achieve
ments" of the First Plan

have been advertised so much

that we are not unaware of them . It was said we had
gone far ahead of the targets set in the Plan , although we
had not spent all the money that had been set for it. The
First Plan was agrarian -oriented . Why then do we have
this crisis ? Why is the food problem so acute ? Our cloth
production has increased but our capacity to consume has
not. Mills are being increasingly closed and unemployment

is increasing. It is not surprising therefore that there is a
crisis . But who is responsible for this ?

The responsibility is plainly on the ruling party. But
its affairs are in such a mess that it dares not to face the
people and take them into confidence. It is therefore our

task to go to the people and tell them what the facts are.
The PSP has never in the past failed the people . It will
not fail them now in the hour of their crisis ; it must become
more aware of their difficulties and more active in solving
them .
Another thing - democratic Socialists must all unite
wherever there are not fundamental differences. When we

talk of the unity of democratic Socialist forces, we must
be careful about the Communists. They have always been
changing.

The latest is the Amritsar thesis .

They claim

to have become believers in democracy . It is difficult to
believe they will stick to it very long . They were praising
Tito but all of a sudden they have begun to denounce him .
We can never say what their line will be. We must not be
taken in by the desire they profess for unity.
They will
not permit democratic forces in opposition to function. We

cannot therefore invite them when we talk of unity .

And now the Congress. After Avadi it has been flaunt
ing socialist slogans. But this is only on paper. They have
been compelled to recognise that Socialism is inevitable . It
is our victory . The Communists also , after their Amritsar

session , profess faith in democratic methods.

This also

is our victory.
When we recognise the fact of crisis and appeal to all
democratic Socialist forces to unite it is incumbent on us to
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pause a while and search our minds.

If we do that wemay .

come to the conclusion that a national effort will have to
be made. The resolution before you emphasises this point.
We have talked of conquering famine, poverty and un .

employment. But this is more easily said than done.

It

requires a stupendous effort. What is the situation today.
About 70 to 80 million people are facing starvation . Tex
tile factories producing coarse cloth are closing down, be
cause the people who buy coarse cloth have no purchasing

power. Unemployment is on the increase. “ We thus find
ourselves in a vicious circle ,

How shall we break it ? ' At

the best of times it will be a Herculean task .

The crisis

that we are facing today makes it all the more difficult to
combat it . But we shall not fail.
Goray is not only a theoretician but a practicalman also.

The resolution moved by him with such rare ability deserves
your utmost consideration .

CHAIRMAN :
Some of them

I have received so far 15 amendments.

are only verbal.

Some are very long .

I

would therefore suggest to all who want to speak , , to be
short and to the point.

CHANDU MEDHEKAR (Maharashtra ):
move the following amendment:

I want to

In para 4 , delete lines 7

and 8 and substitute them with the following : :

. " with democratic socialist forces who have proved their
bona fides."
The purpose of my amendment is that only such de
mocratic forces should be called upon to come together whose
bona fides cannot be doubted . We have got to be careful
because we find even communal parties raising socialist

slogans. We can work with such parties in organisation
like the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Maha Gują .
rat Janata Parishad for the achievement of a specific pur
pose. But it is a different matter entirely to form a socialist
united front with them .

I hope delegates will appreciate

my point and endorse it.

GANGA SAHAI CHAUBE (Uttar Pradesh):
an addition to be made at the end .

I wanti

It reads as follows:

“ To achieve this
objective the ; Conference o asks: its
National Executive to direct the provincial units to edu

cate the people about the changed circumstances and to
organise

them

in such a way that they may meet their

daily difficulties
time.”

and fulfil the vacuum

at the proper

The analysis made in the resolution before you is sound .
But it must contain an operative clause also .
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You will all

!! agree with me that what we lack most is organisation . Uns
less we go to the people and organise their discontent we

IGwill not be able to build up the Party. We are living in a

fast-changing world . The attitudes and policies of different
- parties are undergoing vital changes.

To meet the situa

tion a well-knit Party organisation manned by conscious
Jand active Party workers is absolutely essential. We have
to devote ourselves whole-heartedly to this task .
The
resolution is incomplete without this emphasis .
I

I hope the mover of the resolution will accept my amendment.
V . P . SATHE (Maharashtra ): My amendment relates
to para 4.
I want that it should be substituted by the
· following :S1 .

“ In this situation the PSP feels that it would be wise
to be forewarned if a serious national crisis is to be averted .
It is therefore necessary

that a state of 'national emer

gency ' be declared by the Government of India for a period
of about ten years and a 'National Emergency Council re
pressenting all national forces believing in democratic socia

lism be formed to guide the destiny of the nation during this
period of emergency in the sphere of national development.
This might mean certain amount of curtailment of the
sovereign powers of the ruling party but that would be
. essential in the larger interest of the nation . The PSP feels
that such a step alone can launch a nation -wide movement
and create necessary enthusiasm and urge in the people for
a , crusade against poverty . The PSP sincerely hopes that
the Congress and its leaders will realise the need of the
hour before it is too late and would rise to the occasion . Buti

Ef the ruling party fails the nation on account of selfish and
narrow considerations of power and false sense of prestige,
then the task of the other political forces believing in demor
cratic, socialism becomes more difficult and important as it
will have to play its due role in rallying togteher all the
démocratic socialist forces in the country to save it from

eventual catastrophe and dictatorship.”
It may be that I am putting forward a bold theory but
we are meeting at a historic juncture. We are in the midst
of à crisis and the country is in danger. There is no one
party which can save the country . We must recognise the
fact. However much we may like to believe otherwise the
PSP is not in a position, as constituted at present, to rise
to the occasion . It may be due to the political suicide of

a certain leader. It may be due to many other causes. But

what we find today is a party that cannot meet the situa
tion single-handed . What then is the way out ?
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I humbly

believe that Nehru , Vinoba Bhave, Jayaprakash Narayan
and Asoka Mehta must stand on one platform and work
unitedly . Only then can the situation be saved . I appeal
to you to understand the gravity of the situation . We are
rightly proud that our Party was the first to adopt demo
cratic Socialism . The others were compelled to follow suit .
We are proud of it . But we cannot be content with it .

It is necessary that once again we take the initiative and
give a call to the nation and its great leaders to close up
the ranks and make a determined bid to march forward.

I

appeal to the delegates and to the mover to accept my
amendment.
I have another amendment to move in para 6. It is :

substitute the first sentence by the following :
" The Communist Party's recent announcement in favour
of democratic functioning would have deserved considera
tion if it had come from a party which was free from the
bondage of international communism .”

I hope I need not explain what I mean .

It is clear

enough .

D . M . VAGAL (Maharashtra) :

I rise to move two

amendments : ( 1) Para 3 , line 5 , substitute the word
" can " by the word “ will” ; ( 2 ) Para 4 , line 4 , substitute the

words " democracy and Socialism " by the words “ demo

cratic Socialism ” .
The resolution has my wholehearted support but there
are two words which do not fit in with the spirit of the
resolution. Hence my amendments. The Congress Govern

ment has not given anything to the nation . They claim
that the First Five Year Plan solved the food problem .
This is sheer deception .

The

first Plan

was in

fact a

failure. But the Congress had not the courage to admit it .
The purpose of my second amendment will be clear when
we realise that we have in our country a number of parties
which believe only in democracy or only in Socialism . We
cannot have friendship with such parties which are symbo

lised by the Congress on the one hand and the Communist
Party on the other.

P . R . VASAVDA (Maharashtra) :

My amendment is :

para 4 , line 7, add at the appropriate place the following

words " except Communists and Communalists" . I do not
think I need explain my point at great length . In the past
these words " like-minded forces ' have played havoc with
the Party . We must be careful now and not include the

Communists and the communalists in the scope of “ like
minded forces” .
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Ř . NARASIMHA REDDY ( Andhra ) :

I have two

amendments :
( 1) Add to para 6 the following :
“ The PSP will consistently oppose, both on the ideolo
gical and operational plane, the non -human
jorces of communism .

totalitarian

In any fight between democratic

forces and the Communists, the PSP will boldly uphold and

support the democratic forces.”
(2 ) Add at the end of the resolution :
“ In the present critical situation in the country when
there is a real danger of the growth of totalitarian Com

munist forces the PSP, which stands for democratic Socia
lism and a decentralised political and economic structure,
will uphold the fundamental human values without any

regard to temporary expediency and local situation” .
Friends, we are facing a serious crisis. Communists
are gaining in strength . They are consolidating their posi
tion in Andhra . If they capture Andhra it will be nothing
short of a tragedy as it will become very difficult to halt
their march after that. We must view the situation in the
context of the values that all of us carry .

What is after

all common between us and the Communists ? We stand
for decentralisation, economic as well as political.
The
Communists believe in controlling the entire life. We stand
for small scale industry as a permanent feature of our
economy. The Communists have no use for it . Freedom is
a basic value to us but not to the Communists. What can
therefore bring us and the Communists together ? Let us
be clear once for all and eschew

all alliances or

united

fronts with them . There are different forces operating to
day in the country, democratic as well as totalitarian . With
whom shall we go ? I for one will go for the democratic
forces. We have before us the lesson of East Europe.
Hobnobbing with the Communists will lead us to a catas
trophe. We have to think of the situation from the natio
nal and international perspectives because if India goes
Red others will follow . We must therefore keep our flag
flying.

We must make democratic Socialism

a living doc

trine.
I feel aghast when I hear some comrades say that
in Russia there is socialism . There is State capitalism
there. Private life of the citizen is controlled . Then again
China. I went there in 1952. I had an impression that
Mao might take a line different from Stalin . But now I
feel that Mao is also following the Stalinist line. Political
opponents are liquidated . For every student there is a

political register . His entire life is controlled.
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Do we in

India want such a State ? Communism , to every one of us,
not only to the upper and the middle classes, is a tyranny
unprecedented . When there is vacillation among us there

is great danger.

For instance, at one place we hobnob

with the Communists. At another we are against them .
In Kerala we are fighting them . But in Uttar Pradesh we
are fighting with them . Is this a line that any serious
party should pursue ? Let us decide here and now what we
stand for — the fundamental values of human life we res
pect. Do men have more importance for us or machines ?
This will help us to evolve a political and economic pers
pective.

There is only one force in the country which is aware
of the dangers of communism and that is the PSP. Even
Sarvodaya workers are not clear about it. We have con
sistently stood for the lofty and noble ideals of democratic
Socialism and fundamental human values. In this context
I am sorry to say that our policy towards totalitarianism
has been no policy at all. What was the stand we took in
Bangalore ? What is our stand now ? In this resolution we
say we cannot " alter our policy towards forces of totali

tarianism " .

But have we had a constant policy

in the

past ?

Because of these reasons I am constrained to move the
amendments.

BISWA GOSWAMI ( Assam ): My amendment reads
as follows:

Add the following after the last para :

“ The present situation in the country demands of the
PSP a clear -cut policy regarding its attitude towards the

Congress and the Communist Party.

The Conference is

convinced that the Party must stand clear of the two
evils of the Congress and the Communist Party in order to

build it up as a truly alternative party to the Congress

capable of taking the reins of the country.”
We have a Policy Statement which clearly defines our
attitude

towards the Communists.

Notwithstanding

this

the National Executive gave special permission to the
Maharashtra and West Bengal branches to ally themselves
with the Communists . Had the Party fought the elections
in West Bengal on its own strength it would have emerged
as a mature party. But today it has lost its independent
existence. In Bombay too it is the Samyukta Maharashtra
Samiti which has got its seats. People in other parts of
the country say, because of all this , that the PSP has no
leaders and that it has no policy either. Even after

Lohia 's defection we have not followed a consistent policy.
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in Kerala we support the Congress. If we join with the
Congress neither of us will survive for the Congress is
disintegrating and we will also disintegrate with them . As
a result the Communists will emerge as the only alter
native.
The purpose of my amendment is to remove any hesit
ance in our attitude towards the Communists and the Con
gress. The National Executive, I am sorry to say, has
always been reluctant to take a clear and positive line. At
this hour only if we stand on our own would we be able

to emerge as an alternative to the Congress. Take for
instance the Samiti. We say we are fighting for legitimate
demands of the people . If we do not have the confidence
to fight for them on our own strength , how can we justify
our claim to be an independent party ? In Assam the PSP
joined hands with the Communists on the oil refinery issue

and learnt bitter lesson .

The Communists betrayed us in

the thick of the struggle.
The country is passing through a crisis . At this junc
ture our leaders must not say different things. In the Lok
Sabha the Leader and the Deputy Leader sometimes speak
in contradictory tones. This is something which must be
avoided and there must be unanimity of opinion among
them . I am not perturbed at the disintegration of the Con
gress. No revolutionary can be perturbed over a crisis.

Our leaders should therefore be courageous in their stand .

A . SUBRAHMANIAM ( Tamilnad ):

Para 1 , lines 9

and 10, delete the words “ of a nascent democracy and deve
loping economy” ; ( 2 ) Para 2 , after the words “ in the organi

tion ” , add the words “ and partly to its capatilist policies
and” ; (3 ) Para 2, delete the words “ and partly to its in
ability ... ... ... ... transformation of society.” ; ( 4 ) Para 3 ,

line 2, for the words “ there is every danger

substitute the

words " we are witnessing” .
I am very sorry to say that the substance of the resolu
tion disappoints me greatly . The resolution does not clarify
our attitude to the Congress . In para 6 , our attitude to
CPI has been defined , but nothing has been said about the

Congress. This omission seems to contain a hidden idea
which might lead us to co -operate with the Congress. The
mover should clearly say that the resolution does not mean

co -operation on the plea of national emergency. The Con
gress is described as a leaky boat. Let us beware of taking

a ride in such a boat.
SADANAND VARDE (Maharashtra ) : My amendment

is very simple. Add at the end of para 2 the following :
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" The Conference regrets to note that the Prime Minis

ter of our country, far from taking effective steps to stop
this decline in administration , is becoming a party to it for

reasons of sheer party prestige.”
.

The resolution is clear on our stand towards the Con

gress. But the purpose of my amendment is merely to
emphasise the fundamental weakness of the Congress.
It
places on Pandit Nehru his share of responsibility towards

the crisis .

S. B . GIRI (.Andhra ): My amendment is — add at the
end the following :
“ In this critical situation the danger of communism
gaining ground has become real. The PSP pledges te firmly
stand on its basic ideology and will consistently oppose the
forces of totalitarianism , and will not get into all kinds of

alliances on the plea of expediency.”
Our alliance with the Congress and the League in
Kerala and our alliance in West Bengal and Maharashtra
with the Communists perplexes me. We must remove all

This is what I desire.

ambiguity on this question.

SHIV CHANDRA JHA (Bihar) : My amendment is

add in para 6 before last sentence the following :
“ And the Communist Party's recent announcement
furnishes one more proof about the

triumph of democratic Socialism

eventual

inevitable

in the Indian historical

make-up."
The changes that CPI has announced is a mere change
of its tactics. They will resort to old methods and try to
establish a one-party rule as soon as circumstances change.
If we could have had alliance with others in our fight for
freedom , why should we not do so now ? Historical situa
tion demands an alliance of democratic forces. The reso
lution is precise so far as its analysis is concerned but it

lacks a perspective for the PSP. That is the purpose of my
amendment.

SANTI MOY AICH (West Bengal) :

My amendment

is _ add the following after the first sentence of para 7 :

" Since the Conference is of opinion that the capitalist
policy of the present government is responsible for this
national crisis, every effort to overcome it will lead us into

conflict with the forces of exploitation as represented by the
Congress

Government.

It is therefore

through

United

national struggle against these forces that this crisis can be
averted ."
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The resolution before us points to a deepening crisis
in our national life . And though most of us are conscious
of this crisis many of us unfortunately do not understand
what forces we have to contend with or what policy we
have to adopt in order to overcome this crisis . In some
areas comrades say that communism is the immediate
danger and therefore to combat it we should have alliance
with the Congres. In some other areas our comrades feel
that Congress is the real danger and therefore to fight it

effectively we should join hands with the Communists. These
attitudes, I am afraid , will lead us nowhere.

And we will

not be able to fight either. All that we should do today
is to build our party for a nation -wide struggle against the

forces of exploitation through which alone we can success
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. fully combat the Congress and keep back the Communists

from gaining further grounds.

· The resolution as it is seems to give more emphasis

on the menace of communism than on the dangers of Con
gress- capitalism . It may therefore cause much misunder
standing and may even be construed as a plea on our part
for collaboration with Congress. We must therefore make
our stand clear to the masses. We must state categorically
that our fight is as much against the capitalist Congress as
against the totalitarian Communists. To us, both are equal
ly irrelevant. We should also remember that the best way

to fight the Communists is to fight the Congress consistent
ly and vigorously. This is also the way in which we can
be absolved of the charge made in some quarters that we
are supporters of the status quo and inspire the masses to
rally round us in our struggle for the realisation of our ideal
of a socialist society .

- BRAHMAKUMAR

BHATT

(Gujarat):

My amend

ment is — add at the end of para 6 the following :
· " This Conference reminds the people of India that they
should not forget the anti-national past of the CPI and
warns them that they should not be misled by the new mask

worn by it."
Our leaders have always attacked the Congress but not
the Communists so often . They are always reluctant to

attack them . I feel we should draw people 's attention to
wards the Communists also. Last evening, for instance ,
it was not a Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti meeting but a
PSP meeting . But our leaders spoke nothing of the Com

munists and attacked only the Congress.
Shri Dhebar has recently said that the change of policy
of Communists is a victory for the Congress. But there is
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really no change. Under Congress rule we can function uñ
hampered . We can take our processions, organise public
meetings and carry on our activities. But under Com
munists rule we will be liquidated or sent to forced labour
camps. We must therefore be clear about the Communists.
Congress is disintegrating.

Communists are a rival force.

They are an anti-national force. Let us not forget it. ...!
RATILAL PATEL
delete from

(Gujarat) ; My amendment is

para 6 the sentence beginning with the words

“ As crusaders” and ending with the words " of totali
tarianism " .

I am proposing this amendment because of various
difficulties with which field workers are faced . The PSP
Policy Statement lays down that we can have no truck with
the Communists. But in Kerala some time ago some com
rades felt that an alliance with the Communists would

enable us to defeat the Congress. Today they are support
ing the Congress to defeat the Communists .

In Orissa some

of our comrades are expecting the support of the Communists
to form a coalition government. In Gujarat and Maharash
tra our units have been permitted to form a bloc with the

Communists. All this is creating difficulties for the field
workers. It is

all inconsistent and look like a farce. It

creates a very bad political atmosphere. I wish we did not
co -operate with the Communists. But in view of what has
happened I feel that the wordings in the resolution ' critical
of the Communists have no meaning . That is why I am

asking for a deletion of this portion .

THANGAVELU (Tamilnad): My amendment is
delete in para 7 the last portion beginning with the words.
“ If the present mood of frustration " and ending with

the words " in the means of achieving our goal.”
I find that the bogey of communism is being raised and

the PSP is being dragged into the camp of the Congress
Party which is killing democracy in India .

In Kerala we

have co -operated with the Congress in the name of demo
cracy . In Orissa , again in the name of democracy, we are
allying ourselves with the Ganatantra Parishad. Nehru is

like Chiang Kai-shek . He represents the capitalists.' I do
not know where our leaders are taking us. I would say
that Nehru , Krishna Menon , Morarji & Co. are out to des
troy democracy in this country. That is why I submit that
the last ten lines of para 7 which mentions a national effort
with the Congress should be removed from the resolution .
Otherwise we will soon find ourselves in the Congress camp .

The Congress, I repeat, represents capitalists in the country
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and will not hesitate to oppress people who want to preserve
their liberties.

AMUL DESAI (Gujarat):

I agree with every word

that Narasimha Reddy has said. Our Party has no policy .
Rather, whatever policy there is, is not executed. Execep
tions are permitted which have become too many . Out of
21 branches, 12 branches are given exception . I do not

understand this situation .

Nehru and Henry Cabot Lodge said that communism
is not growing strong in India .

I do not know how they

got this impression . In every local election or State by
election they are getting strong and their strength is in
creasing . The publicity about their achievements in Kerala

is something terrific and is getting a psychological grip on
the people of India . ' We too are becoming enamoured of
the Communists.

In Gujarat you cannot find even 50 Com

munist workers but the people of Gujarat are impressed
with Kerala . This is a dangerous situation for the country
and our Party is to a great extent responsible for it. The

National Executive is very much responsible. Instead of
consolidating democratic sentiments of the Marxists the
National Executive is estranging itself from

the masses.

Yesterday we raised the slogan Janata Jage Congress Bha
age. Actually, it is always the National Executive which
is Bhaage, that is, running away. The people and intelli
gentsia of the country stand for democracy but our leaders
in the National Executive have not responded to this stand.
Ploye and respect every member of the National Executive
individually , but on behalf of the rank and file let me say
that collectively they have failed miserably . Let me give
an example . There was talk about the Samiti. It was felt
that the Samiti, as it was composed , was not in consonance
with the Policy Statement but the Maharashtra Party went
against this .
The National Executive did nothing . It

tolerated this act of indiscipline, and by doing so failed the
Maharashtra Party and the people . On the contrary , had

it taken a stand against the injustice to the people of Maha
rashtra it would not have become necessary for our Party
to ally themselves with the Communists, and the Samyukta
Maharashtra movement would not have acquired the present
narrow , sectarian approach . To waver and falter has be
come a conspicuous trait of the National Executive. It

passés a resolution , endorses it , reiterates it and the sudden
ly , withdraws it . It should have more courage than this .
It should have the will to execute its resolutions. It should
regain self-confidence which appears to have been lost. It

is the duty of the rank and file to create it ,
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To give you another instance, there is the Muslim
League in Kerala. Pattom

Thanu Pillai and Dr. K . B .

Menon attended its convention . They even addressed it. It
demanded a separate electorate. Aga Khan asked for it in
1915 and you saw the slaughter of 1947 and partition . This
is a deplorably dangerous thing to do. Should the PSP
be a party to the rise of communalism ?

As for the Com

munists I want to ask just one question to Goray.

Is there

any difference between the Communists in Kerala and the

Communists in Bombay ? Will S . M . and Nanasaheb form
a government with the Communists if the Samiti becomes a
majority in the Bombay Legislative Assembly ? Let them say

yes or no . Let them be clear about it .
CHAIRMAN : It is now time to disperse for lunch . We

shall assemble at 3 p .m . and continue the discussion .

The Conference then adjourned for lunch.
MAY 26, 1958 — AFTERNOON SESSION
Due to heavy rains which made it impossible for the
Conference to assemble at the Pandal, the afternoon session

was held in a big room in the adjoining Sivaji Maratha
High School. As the room was not big enough to accom
modate all the member visitors, many of them could not

witness the proceedings.
CHAIRMAN : The rains have disturbed all our arrange
ments. We are sorry for the inconvenience caused to the
delegates, member visitors and members of the press. Hope

you will not mind a little discomfort.
We had not concluded discussion on the resolution on
the National Situation when we had to adjourn for lunch .
We are now due to resume that discussion .

But I have re

ceived a suggestion that in view of the fact that so many
member visitors have not been accommodated in the Con
ference room we should not resume discussion on that resolu
tion but postpone it to tomorrow morning . The second part
of the suggestion is that we should take up some other

resolution at this time. I am aggreeable to the suggestion
and I hope you will endorse it.

The suggestion was unanimously endorsed .

CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the resolution on

Socialist Unity. I call upon Prof. Mukut Behari Lal to
move it.
MUKUT BEHARI LAL ( Uttar Pradesh) then read out

the resolution .
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A DELEGATE : I rise on a point of order.

The reso

lution is redundant as the need of socialist unity is empha

sised in the resolution on national situation .

MUKUT BEHARI LAL :

The question of socialist

unity is very important. A brief reference in the resolution
on national situation is not sufficient. It must be dealt with

in a separate resolution .
THE CHAIRMAN : I hold the resolution in order. .
MUKUT BEHARI LAL : When in the thirties of this
century we started democratic Socialist movement in India
we were jeered and condemned by many. While the Com
munist Party of India

condemned us as social fascists ,

Hindu Mahasabha charges us with disloyalty to our ancient
culture and many Congressmen accused us of betraying
Gandhian humanism .

We were told that Socialism

was so

alien to the genius of our people that it could have no root
in the country . But in course of a quarter of a century we

have been able to so popularise the idea of democratic Socia
lism that even those who scoffed at us have begun to pro
fess their faith in democratic Socialism . Today Hindu
Sabha talks of Hindu Socialism , the Congress claims to

stand for the Socialist pattern of society and even the
Communist Party since its Amritsar Conference has begun
to profess faith in democracy and Socialism along with
peaceful means. It is not possible for us to regard any of
them as a democratic Socialist party. To us socialism is a
universal doctrine which cannot be interlinked with com
munalism . The Communist Party of India stands com
mitted to international communism which is definitely

totalitarian and authoririan . Communist-controlled “ people's
democracies in countries such as Hungary , Bulgaria , Rouma

nia and Czechoslovakia as well as China cannot be regarded
by democratic socialists as genuinely democratic . Even in
Kerala our Communist friends have failed to be consistently
democratic. They are tending to foster totalitarianism in

ways hardly democratic and peaceful. Congress Govern
ments have persistently ridden roughshod over principles of

democracy and are doing nothing to foster democratic spirit
and traditions in the country . Their industrial policy belies
their profession of Socialism . Instead of Socialism , capita
lism is being fostered and strengthened under Congress re

gimes. No attempt has so far been made to check the

growth of oligopoly in the private sector of Indian industries.
But while we refuse to entertain the claims of the
Congress , the Communist Party and the Hindu Sabha, it

is not possible for us to deny that there are many who stand
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for democratic Socialism

but are not with us today.

As a

vanguard of the Socialist movement, the Praja Socialist
Party must strive for Socialist unity , specially because the

developing crisis can best be met if the separate endeavours
of the Socialist parties, groups and elements, including the
Socialist Party, are integrated into a broad -based Socialist
movement. We must, therefore, invite all such Socialists
as are outside the Praja Socialist Party to join a common
endeavour. I think I am voicing the sentiments of all of
you when I say that we would welcome most our reunion
with members of the Socialist Party who for certain rea
sons parted company with us three years ago . We extend
our fraternal greetings to them and assure them that we
are very keen to be one with them . For years we worked with
them and we wish to work with them for the realisation of
our common Socialist objectives. We know that our reunion
with them will invigorate the Socialist movement and I hope
our old friends will also realise that united we can march
ahead to our objective much better than otherwise.

wigorate the ss . We know the realisa

CHAIRMAN : Surendranath Dwivedy will second it .
SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY

(Orissa ): Seconding

the resolution said : The nature of the resolution is such that
there can be no difference of opinion . Since the days of
the Congress Socialist Party we have been striving for Socia
list unity . It was at the altar of Socialist unity that we
brought in the Communists and lost the South to them . The

situation has now changed.

The Congress has been con

stantly propagating that the Communists are the only alter
native to them . The slogan of Socialism which the Congress

has raised is a deception and a bluff.
The Communists have realised that the strategy of Te

vesheir faith in deed in Indiathat the strate

lengana will not succeed in India .

They have therefore

declared their faith in democratic method but until they free
themselves of international associations and until they de
clare that they are a nationally sovereign party their pro
nouncement of democratic faith is nothing but a garb .

Our purpose is to strive for unity with all those who
believe in democratic Socialism . In the Parliament we are
making attempts to form a group consisting of the Forward
Bloc, the RSP and some Independents. There was no diff
erence between us and the Lohia Socialists. Our Policy

Statements are not contradictory.
tant than we are paralysed .

They are no more mili

The only difference is that

Lohia , like Trotsky, talks of permanent civil disobedience.
He thought that the PSP would disintegrate soon after his
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defection . Leaders may come and go, but the PSP will
remain intact.

•

The Indian masses at the moment want a strong Socia

list force which will be an alternative to the Congress and

be capable of capturing power. It is a most opportune and
psychological moment. The people of Kerala elected Com
munists not because of their support to Communism but
because they seem to provide a strong and stabilising force
in the State. If we are to succeed we can do so only by
uniting all Socialist forces.

There is also a ginger group formed inside the Congress.
We would like to appeal to them to join us and strengthen
the cause of Socialism . Our doors are open to all Socialists.

Our approach has never been dogmatic. Let us all Socia
lists sit together and analyse their mutual failings and
shortcomings. Let us overcome the defects of the Socialist

movement and let us rebuild the old house.
There is disruption in the Socialist Party

Some of

them want to come back to us. Let us welcome them .

We again appeal to all Socialists to realise the impera
tive need of the hour for a strong Socialist organisation

and we shall certainly play our part in achieving unity .

CHAIRMAN : I have received five amendments. Sanat
Mehta's amendment to add the word “ democratic " before
the words “ Socialist forces" in the first line has been accept
ed by the mover. So also Tembe's amendment to add the
word “ democratic " before the words “ Socialist movement”
at two places in the resolution has also been accepted by the
mover. Tembe's other amendment is to add the words “ but
excluding the Communist Party " after the words “ including, .
the Socialist Party' in the second line. Samar Guha wants
the words “ culminating into one united organisation " to be

added at the end of the second line. .
Gyanendra Shrivastava wants the following to be added
in the end :
“ The Conference appoints a committee with N . G . Goray ,
Asoka Mehta and Prem Bhasin as its members to approach all
democratic Socialist elements in the country for such a
fusion and to report the outcome of their efforts to the

next meeting of the General Council."
The two other amendments are that of Santi Aich and

N . K . Seshan .
SANTI MOY AICH (West Bengal):

I want the follow

ing to be added at the end :
“ This Conference authorises the National Executive to

contact other Socialist parties and groups to build up a
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united movement for the Socialist transformation of
society ."
N . K . SESHAN (Kerala ) : I want para 2 of the resolu

tion to be deleted and the following to be substituted in its
place :

“ This Conference realises the fact that the PSP as the
largest socialist party of India has a direct responsibility
in the matter of forging a united Socialist movement in the
country.

It therefore directs the National Executive to

open immediate negotiations and contacts with all Socialist
forces, groups and individuals with a view to exploring the

possibilities of uniting them into a formidable third force."
B. R . HATLE (Maharastra ) :

Though I am in agree

ment with the spirit of the resolution , yet I oppose the same

being taken up here. There is disunity among our leader
ship and at the moment we have no organised strength to
give a call for Socialist unity . In the circumstances it will
not be appropriate to bring up this resolution now , and any
talk of unity will only result in our losing whatever strength
we have as our past experiences have shown .

PREM BHASIN ( Punjab) :

I support the resolution :

I would however like to say something about the amend
ments that have been moved by Gyanendra Shrivastava and
Santi Aich . I would like to tell these friends that there
are so many points of difference between the various par

ties that it would not be fruitful to start talks on unity at
the moment. What we would like to do is to create the
climate for unity and when the right moment arrives we

could then take concrete steps.
The National Executive has introduced this resolution
on its own initiative. Our Chairman has been issuing state
ments on the subject at different times. This resolution
has been drafted after a close study of the state of affairs
before and after the Sherghati conference. Gyanendra

Shrivastava' s amendment goes against the spirit of the re
solution . The two amendments, if accepted, would imply
that the National Executive was not serious in its efforts for
Socialist unity for it would seem as though concrete steps
were taken only because of the pressure of the conference .
This was not the correct state of affairs. It would be better
for the National Executive to take the necessary action
when appropriate conditions for Socialist unity are created .
This amendment would commit the National Executive to

act in a particular direction which perhaps would not con
duce to bring about Socialist unity . I am therefore opposed
to these amendments.
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MUKUT BEHARI LAL , replying to the debate , said :
Some speakers have suggested that our Party is not in a
position to give a call for Socialist unity . I think this is
wrong . Our Party is the strongest of all those which stand
for democratic Socialism . It is wrong to say that because
the PSP is not strong and because it is not united it should
not give a call for unity. We should certainly pay attention
to internal strength and unity but we should at the same
time continue to make efforts for Socialist unity . I think
Gyanendraji will withdraw his amendment after Prem

Bhasin 's explanation of the difficulties that would follow if
the amendment is accepted . The General Council will meet
in a few months' time and the situation can be reviewed
again .

Samar Guha had suggested that the words " culminat
ing into one socialist organisation " be added . I was in
favour of it but Surendranath Dwivedy has pointed out
the dangers of this addition. The other Socialist parties
prefer to have a united Socialist movement rather than a
united organisation. In fact they are allergic to one united
organisation .
I therefore would like him to withdraw his
amendment.

V . K . Tembe has moved an amendment to add " exclud
ing Communists " . If I agree to accept this amendment, the
context in which these words would be inserted would imply
that the Communist Party is also a democratic party . So

it does not fit into the text of the draft. I would request

Tembe to withdraw his amendment.
CHAIRMAN : The resolution and the amendments are
now before the House.

Samar Guha and Tembe withdrew their amendments.
Santi Moy Aich pressed his amendment to vote. It was
rejected by an overwhelming majority .

Gyanendra Shrivastava alsс pressed his amendment to
vote. It was also rejected.
Chandrasekhar, delegate from Uttar Pradesh , asked the
mover of the resolution to note his abstention from vot
ing.
The resolution, as amended , was then passed .

(See

Appendix C ).

RESOLUTION ON ORRISSA
CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the draft resolu
tion on Orissa . I call upon Triloki Singh to move it .

TRILOKI SINGH (Uttar Pradesh ) moving the resolu
tion said ; Delegates present here are well acquainted with
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the situation in Orissa.

In the Assembly the Congress

Party has only 56 members. No party is in a position to
form or run the

government.

The Congress Party

has

manoeuvred to get round 72 members and formed the govern
ment. Some of its supporters later deserted it and when
the party was in danger of losing its majority some of the
members of the Assembly were arrested and prevented from
attending the meeting of the legislature. They had no rea
sonable grounds for arresting these M .L .A3. As a result
there has been instability and discontent. The PSP felt that
in this situation it had a responsibility to bear. Conse
quently it arrived at a settlement with the Ganatantra
Parishad on a common programme. There is one particu
lar aspect of the programme to which I would like to draw
your particular attention . This is with regard to agrarian
reforms. According to the programme it has been laid
down that there would be a redistribution of land and that
a ceiling would be fixed on land holdings of 15 acres.
I
am pointing this out to you because the Ganatantra Pari
shad has been accused of being a party of landlords.
In
Orissa we have been fighting the Ganatantra Parishad be

cause it was originally a party of reaction . Today how
ever they have changed and have expressed their wish to
function on a concrete socio -economic programme. It is on

this basis that the Orissa PSP proposed to form

a group

in the Assembly with Ganatantra Parishad .
The Orissa
PSP wants now the sanction of the National Conference .
The Congress Government had resigned but the Governor
did not accept the resignation .
Now Mahtab has with

drawn the resignation . But his government may not last
long and a situation might again arise demanding an
immediate move on the part of the PSP . That is why the
resolution has been put before you . It demands that the
Conference should authorise the Chairman to take stock of

events and such steps as he might deem necessary .
The common programme on the basis of which the PSP
and the Ganatantra Parishad have agreed also include
measures to stop ejectment. There are other items with
regard to administrative reforms, education , taxation and
the food problem . It is a programme which is radical in
its character and which would take Orissa out of its pre

sent difficulties. I would therefore commend the resolution
authorising the Chairman to take the necessary action in

any contingency.
CHAIRMAN : Hareshwar Goswami will now second it .

HARESHWAR GOSWAMI (Assam ):

I second the

resolution which has been very ably proposed by Triloki
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Babu. The resolution is a very simple and a straight onė.
The first part of it deals with the steps taken by the Orissa
PSP to forge a united opposition and the second part re
quests for authority to the Chairman to give permission to

the Orissa PSP to act as the situation demands. The
interests of democracy and stability of Orissa is faced with
a trial. The Ganatantra Parishad has considerably chang
ed . Some time ago they wanted to work in close associa
tion with us but we were then reluctant because the

Gantantra Parishad had not yet acquited any clear cha
racter .

The PSP cannot remain complacent to the situation in
Orissa . The parlimentary convention has been flouted by
the Governor for he has withheld the resignation of the
Chief Minister. The Governor is required to act in an
impartial and impersonal manner and yet he contacted the

Prime Minister to seek his advice. · He has thus acted un
constitutionally .

It is therefore necessary

for

likeminded

persons to come together and restore democratic tradition
in the State.

The common programme of the PSP and

the Ganatantra Parishad is such that you could not possibly
have any objection . I would therefore command the reso

lution to you for acceptance.

PRABHAKARAN KUTTY (Kerala ):

I would like to

raise a point of order. The resolution on the national situa
tion is under discussion . When that resolution is adopted
this resolution will become consequential. Under the cir
cumstances I think we should take it up after the resolution

on national situation is discussed.
M . R . DANDAVATE (Maharashtra) : This can be said
of any resolution . I do not therefore see any point in
postponing it. We should continue our debate on this
resoltuion.

CHAIRMAN :

I think Dandavate is right.

Let us

resume our discussion .í. I now call upon Vasavda to move
his amendment.

P. R . VASAVDA (Maharashtra ):

My amendment

reads is as foilows: In the second sentence, after the words
" conditions of stability in the State" add the following :

“ Without directly participating in the formation of a PSP
ministry” . While moving the amendment I would like to
recall our experience in Travancore-Cochin . We were there
in a minority and formed

the government.

We had no

strength to implement policies with confidence. As a result
we had to resign soon . This has shown that we cannot have,
a stable government unless we have an effective strength in
the legislature. In Orissa we are only 11 in a house of 140 ."
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The Ganatantra Parishad can never be called a democratic
socialist organisation under any stretch of imagination . It
is an organisation of Rajas. We will not be in a position

to go with them for long. In these circumstances we should

not directly participate in a ministry. I appeal to the dele
gates to accept my amendment to this effect.
V . R . PATTANI (Maharashtra ) : I had intended to
move an amendment but I am not moving it because it has

been moved already by Vasavda . I would however like to
say something about the resolution .
We have been discussing the resolution on national
situation . In the course of that resolution a great deal was

said about the necessity to implement our policies in the
spirit and letter in which they were meant. This resolu
tion, I am afraid , shows a contradiction between our policy
and actions.
In Orissa we are asked to join Ganatantra
Parishad and form a government. The Ganatantra Pari
shad is a political organisation which I cannot regard as
progressive, democratic or socialist. If we join hands with

such

an organisation people will denounce us as power

mongers.
Besides this we have

the

experience of Travancore

Cochin before us. It was unique in the history of parlia
mentary democracy in India . It showed us that unless we
attain a clear majority in the legislatures we should not
participate in ministries. The Ganatantra Parishad is a

party of exploiters. If our Party joins with them it would
be an unfortunate decision .

sheltering Rajas.

We have accused Congress of

If we join hands with the Parishad we

will also lay ourselves open to this charge.
GANGA SAHAI CHAUBE (Uttar Pradesh ) : I want to
know whether it is the PSP unit of Orissa that has asked

for the permission or whether it is the legislature party.
CHAIRMAN : The State branch of the PSP as well as
the legislature party have asked for it.
CHIMAN PATEL (Gujarat): I have come here not
to oppose the resolution but to move an amendment to re

move some repetition in the text. The suggestion to autho
rise the Chairinan is repeated . My amendment is to delete
para 2 .

VIRCHAND SETH (Maharashtra ): We are a respon
sible party . We cannot be complacent to the situation that
exists in Orissa . A stable government is necessary for
Orissa but the Ganatantra Parishad and PSP combined do

not form a majority. We will still have to depend on Com

munist support. Under these circumstances it seems to me
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that it would be best for us not to form a ministry but to
support any party which is willing to form the ministry.
Such a support should be on the basis of an agreed pro
gramme.

RAJARAM SINGH (West Bengal) :

I oppose this re

solution on Orissa . If we adopt it we will be burying all
our principles and the values we had cherished . We speak

in the name of democracy.

But our strength there is ex

tremely small to form a government. How then can we
justify the formation of a ministry ? The resolution is also
against the Gaya thesis . We had in that thesis decided not
to enter Government unless we had an absolute majority .
The Ganatantra Parishad emerged when the zamindari was
being abolished . It was formed to oppose the abolition of
the zamindari. Today we are asked to take effective mea

sures to bring stability in Orissa . This does not mean that
we should

form

the government there.

Let us not ride

roughshod over principles for the sake of power . Let us
take our decision on the basis of fundamental values.

VASANT SATHE (Maharashtra ):

I stand here to

oppose this resolution . The resolution goes against the
Policy Statement adopted at Gaya . That statement is being
systematically violated under the pretext of expediency and
exceptional circumstances. It is true that in the interest of
democratic socialism we might be forced to co-operate with
other parties, but we must leave it to the State branches.
I agree that State branches must have freedom in this res
pect.
But when a definite and categorical statement has
been made in the Policy Statement that we should not align
with other parties, I think we should stick to it. If you
like, let us delete this clause in the Policy Statement, but

let us not in the name of expediency adopt a resolution like
this . It will be hypocrisy and dishonesty . The resolution

is contrary to the Policy Statement.
RABINDRA MOHANDAS (Orissa): A point has been
raised as to whether the State Assembly Party and the
State Executive are unanimous on this issue. I wish to say
here that there is no difference of opinion as to what line
we should pursue in the situation obtaining in Orissa now .

I do not deny that we are only 11 in the Assembly, but
we as a party

should be responsible to the people .

We

cannot afford to ignore the force of public opinion. Comra

des have pointed out the clause in the Policy Statement
forbidding alliances with Congress, Communist or commu
nalist parties. I beg to say that the clause does not apply
to Orissa for the Ganatantra Parishad is neither Congress,

nor communal, nor it is Communist. When the Parishad
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was started we opposed it more than we did either the
Congress or Communists.

A

large number of seats we

contested during the first general elections was against the
Ganatantra Parishad. But today the position has changed .
The character of Ganatantra Parishad has also changed to
some extent. I do not say that it has become a Socialist
organisation but it has certainly come to realise that it
cannot carry on in the old way with obsolete and reactionary

ideas. I therefore do not see any reason why it should be

treated as untouchable .
The people of Orissa are beginning to feel that there
it no party which can defeat the Congress. The same
psychologyS is responsible for Communist victory in Kerala .
Weisare
uatio vnot happy over the present situation in
We
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Orissa . We are n note. anxious to form a minstry . But the
peculiar situation that exists in Orissa
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At Amritsar the CPI passed a resolution characterising
the Ganatantra Parishad as a reactionary body. Today they
have changed that opinion and have pledged their support
to the ministry that might be formed in the State by the

Ganatantra Parishad Public opinion has compelled the Com
munists to revise their earlier opinion .

There is another Point I would like to place before you.
You will see that in the programme agreed to by the Gana
tantra Parishad and the PSP there is not a single clause
which is contrary to the PSP policy. If the Ganatantra

Parishad betrays this agreement it will be doomed in the
political field of the State. The Gantantra Parishad is com
pelled by the pressure of circumstances to accept this pro
gramme.

MATHURA PRASAD SINGH (Bihar) :

I oppose this

resolution for many reasons. Firstly , the Ganatantra Pari
shad is an organisation of zamindars. Whether they are
small zamindars or big zamindars is immaterial. Rabindram
Mohandas accepts this . Let us not forget that small land

lords are more ruthless than big ones .
.
A lot of people have spoken about the change of heart
among landlords. Let me tell you this is an illusion. Kama

khya Narayan Singh , leader of the Janata Party in Bihar
had talks with Ganatantra Parishad when the crisis was
growing. This clearly establishes the feudalistic character
of Ganatantra Parishad . Let us not be carried away by
superficial declarations. The Ganatantra Parishad is a re
actionary party . Let us not fall into the trap .

: DAYARAM SINGH ( Uttar Pradesh ) :

The Gana

tantra Parishad has accepted 15 acres as the ceiling on
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land. As a peasant let me tell you I want at least 30 acres.
If the Ganatantra Parishad accepts such a low ceiling on
land, how can we characterise them as landlords ? Today
there are only two contending classes, namely the capita

lists and the working classes.
The feudal system is no
more alive.
There is a political crisis in Orissa and that can be
solved by us.

Let us not let down the people of Orissa

or our comrades. There should be no objection to the policy
that is proposed to be implemented in the event of our
comrades forming a government there with the help of the

Gantantra Parishad.
The programme which has been
drafted is a progressive one. Let us therefore stand by our
Orissa comrades and help them

face the grave repsonsibi

lity the people of Orissa have thrust on them .

V . K . TEMBE (Maharashtra): After listening to the
speeches in support of the resolution my fears have come
true. We talk of principles but when the time for action

comes we discard them . The Leader of the PSP in the
Orissa Assembly has, in the name of the exceptional situa
tion obtaining there, appealed to us to approve this resolu
tion .
But would it be right for us to take note of the
situation in Orissa alone ? Should we not take note of the
situation in other States also ? Take, for instance, the

Bombay Corporation .

The Samyukta Maharashtra is in

power in the Corporation and in the Samiti we are the
majority.

We have a good programme.

But the Samiti is

composed of other elements who put obstacles in our way.

The same difficulty, I am sure, will arise in Orissa also.
We can join hands with a progressive party. Is the
Ganatantra Parishad progressive
I am afraid it is not.

If, in spite of this , we join hands with it, we will be putting
the existence of the Party in jeopardy. In the situation
that is facing us we can act the part of the hero. But if
we adopt this resolution we would not be acting the part
of the hero but of the buffoon . We will also lose the
confidence of the people.

Let us not therefore pass this

resolution .

GENDA SINGH (Uttar Pradesh ):

The resolution

poses a profundly important issue and my advice is to face
it boldly . If our conviction and faith in Socialism is strong,

why should we feel afraid of the Ganatantra Parishad?
Rabindra Mohandas and our other friends in Orissa
have been opposing the Ganatantra Parishad since its in
ception .
But so far it has not shown any signs of any
weakening.
On the contrary its strength has increased .

This is because, from a party exclusively of Rajas, it is now
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becoming a party of the common man as well. Only five of
. its 40 M .L .As. are ex-Rajas. The rest are common people.
I was also under the impression that it is a party of
landlords.

But they have agreed to a ceiling of 15 acres.

And the programme, to which they have agreed, promises
a new system of malguzari.

If the Ganatantra Parishad is willing to become pro
gressive and if they are prepared to change their ideas,
should we retard them or encourage them ? Let us develop
the capacity to absorb others. Let us be flexible and let our

comrades form the ministry in Crissa. Let us wish them
well. I am sure they will do much better than what the
Communists have done in Kerala or the Congress else
where.

RAM APTE (Maharashtra ):

The speeches that have

been made here in support of the resolution do not con
vince me that the Ganatantra Parishad can genuinely accept

this programme. Is it then worthwhile to accept office with
them ? We are in a minority in the Assembly ? Can we
hope to run
the government without increasing our

strength ?
I am opposed to this resolution but I am willing to accept
it if our Orissa comrades say that they will not join the
government but merely support the ministry that might be
formed .

M . R . DANDAVATE (Maharashtra ):

I would like to

look at the resolution in the context of the situation in
Orissa as well as the situation in the country as a whole.
What do we find in the country ? There is a tendency
towards polarisation . A belief is growing that only Con
gress or the Communists can run the government and de
liver the goods. The Congress and the Communists are
both fostering such a belief. People are thus led to believe
that only the Congress or the Communists can come to
power . In this situation it is the duty of democratic forces
to check this tendency wherever we can . Let us plan our

strategy in this context.

Class affiliation and past character should not be taken
into consideration in deciding whether we should or should
not join hands with the Ganatantra Parishad. The vast
bulk of the Muslim community had not supported the
nationalist forces in the pre-independence days. But after
independence, through mass contact and constant propa
ganda , the Muslims were made to realise their mistakes and

a change has taken place. Conversion is not opportunism .
Our Orissa branch is one of the strongest we have. They
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might not have many seats in the Assembly but they have
a disciplined and efficient Party organisation .

They imple

ment in letter and spirit the instructions they receive from

the Central Office.

They act with dynamism and unanimity.

Such a party cannot be swallowed by Rajas.

It is with

this confidence that I approach this resolution . There is
a common programme. The Ganatantra Parishad, if it
violates it , will do so at its own risk .

The moment they

diverge from the programme, the alliance will break.
Nowhere does the Policy Statement say that we cannot
have an alliance with the Ganatantra Parishad.

The Gana

tantra Parishad represents neither of the forces - Congress,
Communists or communalists. We have to take calculated

risks. The Communists in Orissa have always been voting
with the Congress. Two of them have even joined the Con
gress. But today they have changed their attitude. They
have bowed to the prevailing sentiment and have declared
their support to the PSP -Ganatantra Parishad coalition .
The Ganatantra Parishad members are declassed zamindars

and they are willing to accept the discipline of the PSP. If
they are willing to do so , are we going to tell them that we
do not want their support ? Engels, the most important
exponent of Marxism , was an industrialist. But he accept
ed the ethics of communism . Everyone is not Engels, but

it is possible for people to outgrow their class affiliations.
The Orissa situation is such that it imposes on us a
duty to act.

There will be President's rule if we do not

take positive steps. If this happens people will not absolve
PSP of the responsibility. Let us therefore go ahead with
a clear conscience with confidence in the programme that

has besn placed before us.
F . M . PINTO (Maharashtra) :

From

the trend of

Events I feel we are slipping down the path of reaction .
Kerala , West Bengal and Bombay are examples of what we

are doing . At different places we seem

to be embracing

different people .

The soul of the Party is being separated

from its body .

If we had anything to learn from the past

I feel it is that we should not trust Rajas and Maharajas.
They are sure to place us in a wrong position. Let the

Ganatantra Parishad , therefore, form the government and
work out our programme. Let us see how they behave. If
they behave properly we may tolerate them . But under
no conditions should we form
the Gantantra Parishad.

a coalition government with

PETER ALVARES, (Maharashtra) :

The decision of

the National Executive was taken under certain circumst

ances and while considering the resolution we must not
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forget these circumstances .

These are anxious days, for

democracy and Socialism in Orissa . I need not elaborate
on the danger which is threatening progressive forces there.
The resolution before you is the response of our Party in

this situation.
The test of Socialism lies in the day-to-day behaviour
of any political party. I have no doubt whatsoever that
judged from this point of view our Orissa branch will acquit
itseif very creditably. It has a band of strong workers
who are devoted to socialism and who have unselfishly built
it up . If such a party is given a chance I am quite sure it
will prove a great success. Some have said that the Gana
tantra Parishad will not adhere to the joint programme.

After all, if they do not, you have always the choice to part
company with them .
Orissa is peculiarly situated politically, geographically
and culturally .

It is a hilly land inhabited by Adibasis . Life

is insecure because the Congress makes use of the back
wardness of Orissa to retain itself in power. The entire
opposition is being browbeaten by the Congress.

In these

circumstances, what is necessary is to forge a strong and
vigilant opposition . A uniform strategy needs to be evolved
to retard the march of totalitarian tendencies. Communists
are in power in Kerala. They are confident of coming into
power in Andhra and West Bengal. They want the entire
coastline to be under their rule. If this strategy succeeds
we will have a situation like that in Korea . In Orissa, if
the present state of affairs continues, the Communists may

take the advantage of instability and dig themselves in .
In taking a decision on this resolution I would like to
place before you these considerations which you must weigh

carefully. If the PSP succeeds in forging an alternative to
the Congress, the march of totalitarian tendencies would be
checkmated . I therefore commend this resolution for your

acceptance.

D . M . VAGAL (Maharashtra ): I oppose this resolution .
After having listened to different speakers including those

of the leaders of the PSP in the Orissa Assembly and that
of Dandavate I was left with the impression that they were
all speeches of clever advocates before the jury. Dandavate,

for instance , said that in India there is a feeling that the
only alternative to the Congress are the Communists. He
wanted us to see that this was not so and that we were also
a force to be reckoned with . How are we to do this ? We
are only 11 in the Orissa Assembly and the Ganatantra Pari
shad are 46 . Dandavate therefore wanted us to join with

the Ganatantra Parishad.

I want to ask him whether it
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would be good for us to join with anybody just to show that
we can also form a ministry. Should we join the Hindu
Mahasabha and the other communal parties for this purpose ?
I think this is utterly wrong. I am entirely opposed to the

spirit of this resolution . Have we not had an experience in

Kerala ? Have we not learned anything from that experience ?
A DELEGATE : Kerala cannot be equated with Orissa .
In Kerala we had formed a minority ministry and in Orissa
it would be a coalition .

D . M . VAGAL : Comparisons are odious but in this
case the position substantially is the same.
PREM BHASIN (Punjab) : Some delegates appear to
feel that the prestige of the National Executive is involved

in this resolution . Let me assure you that there is no such
thing.

You must consider

the resolution dispassionately

and give your verdict according to your judgment. The
National Executive could have passed a resolution subject
to the approval of the National Conference just as it did
in the case of Maharastra . But it did not do so deliberately
because it wanted you to take the decision .
I have listened carefully to the debate and I am sorry
to say that it has not been up to the point. What do you
find in Orissa today . The Ganatantra Parishad is a strong

party and has the support of nearly half the people of
Orissa . There are three trends in the country today — the
Congress, the PSP and the CPI- and all the three trends
are making themselves felt inside the Ganatantra Parishad.
Some members of the Ganatantra Parishad are pro - PSP ,
some pro -Congress and some others want a party of their
own . A majority of them however want close connections
with the PSP. Under these circumstances, are we going to
tell them that we do not want them ? We have a parliamen

tary democracy . We have been trying to become a broad
based party and capture power through the vote. Can we
succeed if instead of assimilating people we erecţ high walls
around ourselves ? The Ganatantra Parishad cannot exist
as a party for long. It will have to join either the Com
munists or the Congress or us. When they are coming near

us, are you going to repel them and throw them in the lap
of some other party ?

In India the best organised unit of the PSP is in Orissa .
Our MLAs there are the only ones who surrender all their
allowances to the provincial branch . Their payroll comes
straight to the Party . Can any Party branch or comrade
anywhere else show more self -sacrifice ? With such a well

knit unit there is no risk in our taking the steps which have

been suggested in the resolution .
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SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY (Orissa): At the out
set I must apologise to you that enough copies of the pro .
gramme could not be distributed among the delegates.

However, you must have read from the few copies which
have been distributed the joint legislative programme issued

by the PSP and the Ganatantra Parishad. (See Appendix D ).
Let me straightaway tell you that had this resolution
come up before us three years ago I would myself have
opposed it. At that time the Ganatantra Parishad was dead

ly against us. A prominent leader of the Ganatantra Pari
shad had , in fact, directed his men to kill me. For a long
time we thought that the Ganatantra Parishad was a pas
sing phase, that it would have outlived its utility and die out.
With this belief we penetrated into their areas and worked
our way. But I can tell you that the Ganatantra Parishad
has shown no signs of dying out. Why has this happened ?

It happpened because the Ganatantra Parishad did not rey
main static and it has grown with the march of time. For
instance, they joined the agitation following the States re

organisation and gained popularity . People who would not
have normally supported the Ganatantra Parishad are sup
porting it now . During the elections we had no understand

ing with the Ganatantra Parishad not to contest against each
other and as a result we lost in places where otherwise we
could have won . The Congress won 56 seats and the Gana
tantra Parishad 51. Of the 56 Congress candidates 20 had
never been in the Congress. There was a keen competition
between the Congress and the Ganatantra Parishad to
get as many ex -rulers as possible into their fold . The num
ber of feudal elements is more in the Congress than in the
Ganatantra Parishad . Out of the 49 Harijan and Adivasi
MLAs in the Orissa Assembly, about 20 are with the Gana
tantra Parishad. To say therefore that the Ganatantra Pari

shad is nothing but a party of Rajas is a mistake. True, it
was reactionary when it was established . But now compul.
sion of events have changed them . The present President

of the Ganatantra Parishad is an ex -trade union worker and
among other leaders only two or three are ex -rulers. Realis
ing the change that had come over them other political
parties tried to woo them . Harekrishna Mahtab , Orissa 's
Chief Minister, for instance, wanted to form a coalition goy
ernment with them . Some leaders of the Ganatantra Pari
shad and the Congress signed a document to develop Orissa
on that basis . But there was severe opposition to such a

move by the majority of its members and that is why they
do not want to go with the Congress anymore,
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Today the Ganatantra Parishad finds that we are the
only genuine opponents of the Congress. The Communists ,
along with

Jharkhand, supported the Congress.

On the

contrary we, although small in number, were earnest in our
opposition . Some of the leaders of the Ganatantra Parishad
feel that unless there is consolidation in the opposition their

members would become frustrated. Some of their members
have already changed sides. That is why they wanted to
come closer to us. For some time talks have been going on .
We are not in favour of the suggestion that we merge to

gether immediately because there are elements in the Gana
tantra Parishad who had a very bad past behind them . But
it is hoped in course of time better understanding would

develop and there should be no difficulty in our coming closer.
Now about the immediate situation in Orissa. There
are two courses open to us. One was to form a ministry
and the other to support a Ganatantra Parishad ministry .

We told the Maharaja of the Patna , who is the leader of the
Ganatantra Parishad in the Orissa Assembly, that we would
support his ministry if they set up one. But the Maha
raja said that the Ganatantra Parishad did not have ade

quate experience or confidence to do so without the PSP . He
insisted on our sharing the responsibility. Without this,
he said, they won ' t go ahead . I suggested that we would be
willing to consider joining them if they agreed to a pro
gramme which would enthuse the people of Orissa . We told
them frankly that a programme of that sort would harm
their interest too. They thought over it and said they would
agree to such a programme, because that was the only way
they could go ahead . It is a matter of political expediency

with them . Thus you will find that our programme has
been accepted by them in toto .
I do not say that the Ganatantra Parishad people have
become Socialists. They are not Socialists. But due to cir
cumstances they have become democrats and they realised
that they have to accept a Socialist programme. After this
programme was published the Communists decided to sup
port although earlier they were opposed to any agreement
with the Ganatantra Parishad .

They took money from the

Congress to print a pamphlet against them .

They supported

Congress as against the Ganatantra Parishad.
There is a lone Lohia Socialist. He moved a no -con
fidence motion without consulting anybody . The headquar
ters of the Socialist Party directed him not to oppose our

programme, but he disregarded the telegram . He is opposed
to all types of ministries excepting perhaps his own . Let
me tell you however that the entire opposition is with us
on this programme.

The position has now changed. The Congress has come
back to office. There is now no question of forming a
ministry . But the fundamental problem of Orissa remains

unsolved . What is the role that our Party has to play in

stabilising the political situation in Orissa ? Wherever the
Congress is crashing in the country the Communists are
threatening to come to power. But in Orissa it is different.
If we do not take the Ganatantra Parishad with us they will

go with the Congress. At the moment they have confidence
in us. They find us reliable and are anxious for our sup
port. · What is our duty under the circumstances ? I would
therefore like you to accept this resolution which will help
us to face the situation in Orissa boldly. But if you think
that the resolution will affect the growth of our Party in
any corner of India you better throw it out. We will not be
upset. We do not want to do anything which will harm the

Party . The people in Orissa however will draw their own
conclusions.

CHAIRMAN : All those who wanted to speak have
spoken . Triloki Singh will now reply to the debate.

TRILOKI SINGH : I can see I have very little to add
to what Dwivedy has already told you . The resolution has
two parts : one part which welcomes the efforts for stabi
lity inade by the PSP and the other which authorises the
Chairman to take the necessary steps as may be required
for this . All of us are agreed that we should strive for

stability in Orissa . I do not understand why you should
oppose the rest of the resolution then . If you agree to the
first part of the resolution, naturally the second part follows.
If the PSP is to bring about stability in Orissa , its inter
vention is obviously necessary. All that the resolution does
is to authorise the Chairman to act in such a contingency .
The Orissa branch is an example to the rest of India . I don ' t

see why you should not have confidence in a party like that.

CHAIRMAN : I now put Vasavda's amendment to vote.
The amendment was lost.
The original resolution moved by Triloki Singh was then
adopted . (See Appendix C ).
TUESDAY -- MAY 27, 1958 -- MORNING SESSION
CHAIRMAN : We shall now resume the discussion on

the resolution on National Situation . Gurupadaswamy will
now speak ,

M . S. GURUPADASWAMY (Karnatak ) : The resolu
tion is described as one portraying the national situation .
Motives and sentiments are praiseworthy, but I am afraid
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they are not enough. The resolution does not contain any

Compolitical
analysis
gressocial
alla The ofConour
my its prproblems.
ey.
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The Congress is disintegrating. It is like an old tree
which is falling .

The Communist Party is threatening us.

It is like a python waiting for its prey. We should be very
cautions in regard to the rotting tree and the python . We
should not go under the shade of the tree nor near the
python whicn is waiting to swallow us. Besides, we are not
devoting sufficient attention to another problem which is
equally important. We are not discussing the economic and
social questions with which we are faced .

That is why I

say that the resolution is not comprehensive.

People talk of vacuum in the country. They are not
aware of the more dangerous vacuum

in our own Party

which may lead to disruption . Let us not be blind to this
vacuum . Let us try to understand the true state of affairs

in our own Party.

On all questions of policy our members in the legisla
ture and parliament speak with different voices. Take the
question of ceiling on land holdings. Members have differ
ed and differed widely . So also on taxation . On full em
ployment and on industrial relations also , we do not have a
policy . Some talk of wage freeze for the success of the Plan .
Others want wage increase. The economic situation is de
teriorating .

There is retrenchment. Factories are being

closed , inflation is rampant. Some people feel that deficit
financing is not bad . Some do not agree. It is unfortunate

that the resolution does not deal with any of these problems.

Some people in the Party regard themselves as super
intellectuals but they are ignorant of ideology . They are
really confused and yet they are deciding the policies of the
Party. This will not do. We want neithr egocentric intel
lectual giants nor mediocre dandies. What we should strive
for is a policy which will appeal to all. I want Poona to
wash off all our crimes of the past - crimes of omissions
as well as commissions. But I am afraid this resolution
has not succeeded in doing so . It has failed to take a pro
per perspective . Our Policy Statement does not help us
in this. It does not guide the rank and file. So I feel we

should revise it to suit the existing situation .

About the Party let us not blame the Central Office or
the National Executive . Many complaints about them may
be true but what about the provincial units ? Have they

behaved properly ? We all share the blame.
LEELA ALVARES (Maharashtra ): I am not a very
learned person and I do not have much to say.
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I feel that

the resolution is insipid in its tone. It has no elan . Yester.
day we discussed

against it.

Orissa .

Some of

our comrades were

But when the Orissa comrades acquainted us

with the situation we assented to it .

We will now go with

a determination to defend our line.
While I support the resolution I only wish to say that
Fit must be drafted in such a way that it enthuses the rank
and file and puts determination in them . The Communists
commit many mistakes but the rank and file are determined
and they do not falter. Our leaders are like saints. Saint
liness is good but realism is also desirable . They should
inspire the rank and file with hope and expectation . The
PSP can usher in a new era of democratic Socialism . To
succeed, the rank and file must purify itself. It is no use
merely accusing the leadership . We must be more alert
about the Communists. Wemust tell our people the history
of betrayal of the Communists. Communism is a rising

menace. We must prove to the people that the Amritsar
thesis is not genuine.
PRABHAKAR KUNTE (Maharashtra) : A number of

alkederne have AR KUNT
tspeakers
have spoken about

the Party position and have
talked about the eventual disintegration of the Congress
Party . They have warned us against the rise of the Com
munist Party. This has been the subject of a perennial dis
cussion . I do not think it serves any useful purpose by tak
ing up a position on this side or the other. The menace
of communism cannot be met by mobilising all anti-com
munist forces under one flag. Our comrades from Andhra
were outspoken . Narasimha Reddy , for instance, said he
· would join anyone as long as it helped him to beat the Com
munists. I am afraid it would be a sad day for the PSP
if it took that line of action . It is an irrational attitude.
The answer to communism cannot be the mobilisation of
other totalitarian forces. If the Communists came to power
in

China

it

was Chiang Kai-shek who brought them

to

power. Similarly , in India , if they come to power, it would
be Nehru and not Asoka Mehta who will bring them to
power. The Congress had never been happy at the growth
of the PSP. Nor do they have any effective answer to tota
litarianism . Under the circumstances it is only if the PSP
pursues a policy of its own and creates a truly democratic
climate in the country that the Communists would be stop

ped from

increasing their strength .

There has been a lot of criticism of the National Exe
cutive. Nanasaheb has indulged in loud thinking and it is
a healthy augury. If there had been any defection or set
back in the Party , the blame for it rests largely on the
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national leadership

of the Party. It has not shown any

awareness or consciousness of the needs of the Party

It

has not displayed any sense of responsibility . Take Jaya
prakash Narayan for instance. He inspired thousands of
young men and took them up to a point in the development

of the Socialist movement. Then suddenly he let them down .
The National Executive cannot afford to do likewise. It
must inspire the rank and file . We have reposed confidence

in it. Let it not betray that confidence. The Marathas at
one time had virtually conquered Delhi but they put an ail
ing king at the helm of affairs. That was their ruination
and the ruination of the country which was most tragic .
Likewise, Asoka Mehta has become a giant personality but

he seems to be working to keep Nehru on the throne. Apart
from that the Party leadership is not pulling together . Is
there a workable understanding between S. M . Joshi and
Asoka ? Asokabhai does not come to South , i. e., Maharashtra

and Bombay, and S. M . does not want to go to North . The
Maratha power too was a house divided against each other .
In this situation the Communists, like British traders, are
taking advantage. Take, for instance, the Samyukta Maha
rashtra issue. What did the National Executive do when
Congress let loose a veritable reign of goondaism and vanda
lism . It must not vacillate but come out openly against

Congress misrule and rescue people from their suffering.
Amul Desai spoke about discipline in the Party. He
was quite lucid but he forgot that he too was a Party to

indiscipline.
SANAT MEHTA

(Gujarat) : There appears to have

been some confusion about this resolution . It is a resolu
tion on the national situation .

There will be another reso

lution on Tasks Before Us. Several speakers have confused
the subject of one with the other.
There should have been a reference about casteism and
communalism in the resolution . Our Policy Statement has
held the ruling party responsible for stabilising casteism .
No mention has been made about this in the resolution .
Similarly about communalism . Nehru has started a cry for
Urdu but if Urdu is not encouraged his own men are res

ponsible for it. Now suddenly he feels that the minorities
are disillusioned with the Congress. He has therefore come
out with his cry for Urdu . The Jan Sangh believes in caste
and communal divisions but its economic policy is socialistic .
This is merely to feel the people . We must warn them
about these tendencies.
About the state of affairs in our own country Amul

Desai attacked the national leadership .
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This has brought

him into the headlines of newspapers. Beyond that it has
done the Party no good . Let us remember that it is the
rank and file which should implement the resolution . The
rank and file must build the Party from below . Our leaders

have all gone. Jayaprakashji is no longer with

us.

Acharyaji is dead . It will not do to merely lament Achar
yaji' s death . It will not do to denounce Jayaprakashji
either. Some time ago he had come to Gujarat on bhoodan
work , in the course of which he made a speech attacking

some of us. He said that when there were elections the
PSP workers would come to the field like jackals but for
bhoodan there were none. His

speech hurt me to tears

but what is the use of talking against him ?

All we can do

is to let J. P . go his way and send him our best wishes.
We are always afraid of what the Congress or the Com
munists will say against us. Let us give up this defen
sive attitude. The Communist Party sneered at us because
of the understanding we had with the Ganatantra Parishad .
Today they themselves say that if the Ganatantra Parishad

formed a ministry

they would

support it.

Yesterday,

Asoka Mehta gave a speech and described the coming two

years very lucidly . Prof. Gadgil who presided over the
meeting said that if any party could provide an intellectual

leadership it was only the PSP .
| PROFULLA CHANDRA GHOSH (West Bengal) : I
support the resolution . Amul Desai has criticised the Na

tional Executive. I am not afraid of criticism . You have
the right to throw out a leadership and get a new one. But
when you throw out the leadership , have some respect for

it . Otherwise, there will be chaos in the country .

There is a crisis in the country. But why is the crisis
there ? The ruling party is not conscious of the situation .
It is too much obsessed with power.

The Congress Party

has misruled us for the past ten years. That is why there
is a crisis. It brought independence to India . Everyone
fought for it. But there is no economic freedom . Congress
rule has brought economic as well as moral ruin .

Corrup

tion is growing day by day . Black marketing and ineffi
ciency in administration has not been put an end to . Pandit

Nehru once said that he would hang the black marketeers
at the nearest lamp post. But his government has not even
apprehended the black marketeers. Nehru has utterly fail
ed and as the head of the Government it is his responsibility .

I am not criticising Nehru personally . I have no hatred
for him .

If he comes to my home I will invite him and offer

him all hospitality, but I shall criticise the Prime Minister.
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We talk of democratic Socialism . We talk of demo
cracy in the Congress. Where is the democracy in the Con

gress ? It is the democracy of Goering. It is the mentality
of Hitler that is rampant in the Congress. The Congress
seems to stand for the type of socialism that Hitler stood

for. The Congress , however , lacks the efficiency of the
Nazis .

It is said that I do not criticise the Communists. I do
not do so because I am a politician and I know politics.
When a party is in power we criticise it. I do not want
to put Congress and the Communists on the same plane. I

know something of the inherent vitality of the Indian people.
They will not succumb to communism . There are some
people who are hypersensitive to communism . They want

to put Congress and the Communists on par. If you do so
you will be only helping the Communists for they precisely
want this polarisation .

That is why I say I know politics

and I do not want to oblige them by doing what they want
me to .

A great deal is being made of the Second Five Year
Plan , It is neither a Plan, nor national, nor scientific . The
First Plan they say was successful. It was like saying
“ Operation successful but patient died" . The First Plan
was said to be successful but there was no food . I have
seen the much -talked of Community Projects. I visited a
village with a population of 500 and asked them how much
milk was produced . The milk production has not increased
even by an ounce in these ten years after independence. I
am a practical idealist. I want to see everyone well clothed
and well fed . If there is no bread there will be nothing.

To hungry men God can appear only in the form of bread .
I tell you the Second Five Year Plan will also fail. There
are many PSP members who support the Plan , but I have

no doubt in my mind that the Plan will flounder .
Some people speak of a national effort. How can there

be a national effort when the Congress Party prefers to join
with the Communists on account of international policy
rather than with the PSP ? The Communists may be willing
to join the Congress but not us. In Maharashtra there is
a beautiful slogan : “ Pahile Pot Paha Pude Vithoba " which
means “ First look to your belly and then to Vithoba.” If
Pandit Nehru can assure us that every child in India will
get within the next five years the same education as the
children in his own family and every person the same medi
cal attention that his family members get, then I shall not

utter, a word against Congress.
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N . K . SESHAN (Kerala ): I come from a State where
the Communist Party has come to power through the bal

lot box and is preparing to get out through the same. I
may tell you that the people of Kerala have been the most
fortunate people in the world. They have tried one party
after another and have now exhausted all parties.
They

have now come to the conclusion with Alexander Pope :
" For forms of government let fools contest, What
ever is best governed is the best.”
It is true that the Congress is disintegrating and it
poses for us a question of the future, after the disintegra
tion of the Congress. Some say that we must do some
thing to see that its disintegration is averted . What busi
ness is it of the PSP ? What we are concerned with is how

we are going to build our Party.
I am very sorry to find that the sixth para of the re
solution relating to Communists has been rather lowtoned
and necessary light has not been thrown on the fate of

India if the Communists came to power. There is a pointed
reference to the change of tactics announced by the Com
munist Party after their Amritsar session . I think we are
all carried away by the change in tactics announced by the
CPI. I come from a State where the Communist Party

is in power and I can tell you that in spite of all their
professions they can never behave differently.

“ Can

the

Ethiopian change his colour or the leopard its spots ? "

The mover of the resolution has not given due warn
ing about the menace of communism . Let me tell you that

it is no better than the Congress.

In

fact it is much

worse. I say this not to woo the Congress. Have you seen
a government indulging in corruption , not at an individual

level but on a party scale ?
The Communist Government
has been giving its assiduous support to the Communist
workers to build up their organiation .

Individual exploita

tion or corruption is any day preferable to wholesale ex

ploitation and corruption . This is going to be the greatest
menace to democracy , freedom and socialism . When I was

listening to Dr. P . C . Ghosh for whom I have great respect,
I was paralysed with wonder that he should harbour such
kind and good feelings for the Communists. The tentacles
of the Communist Octopus are not out; but when these
tentacles are out you will come to a situation where it will
be too late to mend your ways. Dr. Ghosh said he had

great faith in the inner vitality of the Indian people. Do
the people of Kerala have less vitality ? Let us be clear that
unless all democratic forces in the country join together
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there is no hope for democracy and socialism .

The

Congress is not free from blemish , but the situation is such

that we should unite with the Congress.
I would like to refer to some speakers who have made
à reference to the alliance between the PSP and the Muslim
League. I am surprised that people who have adopted
similar tactics in various other states to win elections have
dared to criticise the PSP. When we speak of the Muslim
League it is not the Muslim

League of the old days.

The

PSP of Kerala have not deviated from the Policy Statement
of Gaya . If we have joined hands with the Muslim League
it is only for the sake of bringing into our fold a set of

people who are downtrodden and backward.
RAM

JOSHI (Maharashtra) :

The resolution is of

historic importance not only for the PSP but also for Indian

politics as a whole . It is a path -breaking one. Properly
understood and earnestly implemented it has the potentia
lity to develop the PSP as a dynamic party .

It can break

the mood of the despair of the people, lift Indian politics

out of its rut and give people new optimism and hope.
The speech of Dr. Ghosh in support of the resolution
left me wondering whether he was really supporting it. It
gave an impression that that will put the mover into an

intriguing situation . I am

sorry to say that his speech

showed that he had really not understood its implications.
The effectiveness of a political party depends on its ability
to make correct analysis and act according to it . If this

resolution is not understood in its letter and implemented

in its spirit I am afraid it will remain a pious one.
Three basic things are stated in the resolution. Firstly ,
it points out that there is a crisis which is a very serious

one and which is deepening with the passage of time. It
is likely to engulf the nation in chaos. This recognition of
the situation is very significant. The Congress is declin

ing. What are the perspectives of future economic policy ?
Let us not be ambiguous. We have to suffer the pains of

growth . Hardship is inevitable , for the high tempo of
development involves a high degree of difficulties.
The

alternatives are pains of stagnation versus pains of pro
gress.

This crisis is not the responsibility of the ruling party
alone. We have all contributed to it. We should now try
for a national effort. What is at stake is the flame of free

dom - -freedom of the nation . What is the use of the flame
of the Party if we cannot sustain the flame of freedom of

the nation ? We should not let the edifice of the nation to
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blast. We should not pick up tensions and aceentuate them .
This is the perspective that the resolution provides for the
Party .

HARIHAR BAHINIPATI (Orissa) :

I rise to support

the resolution . I will, however, like to point out that we
will not be able to become an alternative to the Congress
unless we strictly adhere to the policy of equidistance from
the Congress and the Communists. It is painful for me
to say it but I cannot help observing that if this party has
suffered serious setbacks in recent years, as it has, the
responsibility for it lies mostly on the leadership of the
Party who have all along been creating indiscipline and

vacillation in the Party.

The rank and file of the Party

have also kept its flag flying and preserved its identity and
strength .
But I do not mean to condemn the leadership .
If I have used strong words about them it is only because
I want them to provide us the leadership that we sorely
need .
Youth

Today we have been practically eliminated from
and Student movements.
Without strong bases

among them , how can we aspire to the role of an alter
native to the Congress ?

The

parliamentary

tendency

seems to be coming on top in our Party . But I thought
what we needed most was the struggle mentality. Wemust
make a determined fight against the two evils of Congress
and communism . We must not compromise with either for
reasons of expediency or in the garb of pressing local or
regional problems.

We must keep steadfastly to our path

and launch determined national struggles to achieve demo
cratic Socialism .

PETER ALVARES (Maharashtra ):

I commend this

resolution for your unanimous acceptance. It is a measure
of anxiety for the nation which the PSP feels that the crisis

has not been ascribed merely to one party.
On the economic front the story is one of frustration .
Not only is the plan in danger but the whole economy is

disrupted because of the policies of the Government. New
tensions are growing betweenth the Tcity
lanethe
ma Pand
la
h Pand
t thvillage

en themem is eincreasing.
s
the social distance between

e Thisn is an

potential danger to the country . The Plan cannot succeed
if it speaks merely about industry and forgets the man . It
must conform to the basic values of Socialism .

The Plan

on the contrary has been pursuing merely industrial tar
gets, and social objectives have gone into oblivion . It is
in this context that the PSP speaks of a national endeavour.
It is no suggestion for co -operation . There is a vast area
of effort outside the Plan and the Government where the

PSP

can

help to restore

initiative and
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self-confidence

among the people. BSP must lift the nation out of the
mood of escapism

and frustration .

That is the historic

mission which the resolution foresees for the PSP .
A number of speakers have blamed the National Execu
tive but I would like to ask the delegates to admit the
faults of the rank and file ahead. There has been indiscip
line, indecision and vacillation .
All this has to be put an
end to . We have to function with a national outlook . Merely
parliamentary work will not do, and, unless we emphasise

other aspects, our Party is doomed .

B . R . HATLE (Maharashtra) :

I support the resolu

tion but I am sorry to say that its analysis is incomplete.

It will not do to characterise merely the Congress and the
Communists.

Other parties are there.

We have to take

note of them . Jan Sangh is increasing its strength and
it is a danger to socialism . No mention has been made of
it .
The analysis omits the cultural factor . What we are
suffering from is a cultural crisis . Note must be taken of

this also .
HAKUMAT DESAI (Gujarat):

So many members

have spoken about so many things. They give an impres
sion of suffering from fear complex .
They are always
talking about the Congress and the Communists. I don ' t see

any difference between the Congress or the Communists in

respect of their functioning. They are both burra sahebs.
People ask us whether ours is a national party. They
ask us whether we are a loose federation or a state party .
We must dispel from people 's minds doubts of this sort.
Casteism and communalism are two of the greatest evils
facing us.
Yet no mention has been made of them in the
resolution. We must fight these two evils . Otherwise we
will be shattered on the rock like the Congress. If in the
coming two years we have no leadership and the post mor

tem mania continues we will be finished.
PUTTANNA (Karnatak ) : I support the resolution. I
would however like to point out some omissions in the resolu
tion . There are a number of problems facing the nation .
The Naga problem is there. The Kashmir issue is yet to
be solved . We blame the Congress for all this. But before
we ask the people to support us we must ask ourselves
whether we have done anything to deserve their support.
Have we improved ? And do we have the right to ask them
to support us ? We have been inert and people have lost

Whether improvedte have be we had core the land in
what have
t sudence i use paInrty.1952
we had

o
confidence
inn us.

of an alternative party.

several other things.

created the confidence

We spoke of the land army and

What have we done to implement
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all those schemes we had suggested ?

The press misrepre

sents us. Dr. Ghosh accuses of McCarthyism . We certainly
are not McCarthian . Our stand is to resist the Commu
nists on the political plane through work among the people.

We must make all this clear to the people.
M . R . DANDAVATE (Maharashtra ) : I am provoked
to speak on this resolution because of some of the amend

ments moved by some delegates. When I heard the speech
of Comrade Sathe suggesting that the Government should
declare a national emergency and that we should have an
emergency council of all the democratic Socialists, including
Pandit Nehru , as a democrtic Socialist I feel some comment
is necessary.
Comrade Sathe evidently regards Pandit
Nehru to be a democratic Socialist. On the other hand,
there are some comrades who feel that Indian Communists
are not a threat and are willing to accept the Amritsar
professions of the CPI.
When I heard this kind of argu
ment I felt we had a crisis in our own Party, a crisis in
the thinking of the Party.
This crisis , manifested by the

two points of view I have just pointed out, is a danger to
the PSP . Let us be clear that neither the CPI nor the
Congress represent the forces of democratic Socialism . Both
are believers in centralistion of political life as well as of
economic power. It is not an accident that the CPI and the
Congress are agreed on the Second Five Year Plan . They
are both moving in a direction that can never be regarded
as that of democratic Socialism .

In

this

situation

we

have to build a powerful PSP. This is possible only if we
have a constructive approach. It is this approach that this
resolution gives. The operative part will follow in the
second resolution on future tasks.

Some say I have an obsession of anti-communism . They
think that I do not accept the bona fides of the Communists.
How can I do so ? Ajay Ghosh assures us that if they
came to power parliamentary democracy would be main

tained . Can you show me one Communist country in the
world wherein demoracy is permitted. The Yugoslav Com
munist Party showed signs of changing. We welcomed them .
We invited them to the Asian Socialist Conference but as

soon as they suppressed Djilas' freedom we condemned
them . Our stand on democracy is very categorical.
Let
there be no complacency.

If there is no freedom there can

be no bread . Where freedom is lost even the hungry can
not demand bread .

We must strengthen

We can have bread only with freedom ,

the broad democratic

forces.

To

do so political manoeuvres will not serve our purpose. Only
political action on burning problems and the people can
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strengthen us.

Goa and our struggle for Samyukta Maha

rashtra are such instances.

In the Samyukta Maharashtra

Samiti it is S . M . Joshi who leads. If S . M . had not coura
geously taken up the leadership Maharashtra would have

strue w comp bWe
passively watch people' s
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ut cannot
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e as injustice
struggle
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been another Kerala .

a game, we have to be players.
So far as Communists are concerned our relationship
with them can never be intimate. I once suggested to a
Communist friend to come out with a categorical statement
on the suppression of freedom

continent Hungary
and thparties
ion leaders,
at is

and

Russia and elsewhere. He told me that they would not be

able to do so. Then again at the district conference of the
CPI in Bengal, a CPI member moved a resolution declar

ing that CPI was a national sovereign party. The leaders
of the CPI were there. They opposed it and it was reject
ed . Under such circumstances, how can we ever think of

accepting the democratic professions of the Communists ?
H . V . KAMATH (Madhya Pradesh ) : People talk of a
crisis and the resolution mentions it . The crisis however is
not a sudden development. It has been with us ever since

1947.

Ever since then there has just been one " sankatvad” .

It has been growing more and more, acute and today it
threatens to develop into a vacuum . Who will fill it ? It is
for us to make up our minds as to whether we can fill it

or not. Let us not be assailed by doubts.

I sympathise

with the comrades who criticised the leadership of the Party
and said that it was vacillating and fickle . They are partly
right and partly wrong. Do not forget that politics poses
us hard facts. Theoretically it may appear a straight line,
but actually it is never so, because life is not a straight

line. We must be clear about our principles and the charac
ter of our policies. Principles are unchangeable but not so
policies. They keep changing. Netaji used to say : " A
true revolutioanry is one who can change his policies and
path to suit changing conditions and events. He should
master events and not let events master him .” Therefore

let us not be unrealistic and confuse strategy with princip
ies. Shivaji, Gandhiji and Netaji changed their policies
and tactics from time to time but their principles and objec

tives remained the same.

Several delegates have said that our Policy Statement
has been violated . Frankly I do not see where and how this
has happened . How does this present resolution depart
from the basic principles of the Party ? What is the signi
ficance of this resolution ? To me it is significant because

it highlights the importance of the PSP. It defines PSP,
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as the instrument of democratic Socialism . The resolution
also makes it clear that we should have no alliance either
with the Congress or with the Communists. But let us not
imagine that this means that we should develop a new form
of untouchability , namely, political untouchability.

Today

we say we will have nothing to do with the Communists.
Why do we say so ? Because the Communist Party is still
weded to international communism . No responsible leader
of the CPI has said so far that he is not hand-in -glove with
international communism . Nor have they denied that they
are shock brigades of Moscow in India . The moment they
make their position convincingly clear in this behalf we
can sit with them and explore ways and means of coming
closer. Today our prime duty is to strengthen our own
Party. In spite of setbacks and splits we are still the second
largest party in India , as the voting figures in the last
general elections will show .
If we are to negotiate with

other parties let us do so from a position of strength .
G . C . KONDAIAH (Andhra) : The resolution puts be
fore us a definite political perspective.

It talks about the

crisis which is creeping on us fast. It will lead to a poli
tical vacuum . Who will fill it ? We feel that CPI is a party

of reaction and tyranny and should not be allowed to fill
the void . There are some however who, while not denying
that the Communist Party should not be allowed to fill the
vacuum , yet say that Communists are not wedded to inter
national communism and that they are not necessarily tyran

nical. Let us not fool ourselves.

The Communist philo

sophy is such that it will inevitably lead to dictatorship .
In our Gaya thesis we rejected the Communist philosophy.
Let us not go back on it. We cannot have any co -operation
with them . We have given a call for a national endeavour.
For that purpose let us build a broad based democratic
socialist movement. On local problems joint action on spe
cific issues might become necessary . If this happens let us
see to it that the PSP is projected and that the PSP becomes

a leader of social change.
CHAIRMAN :

N . G . Goray will now reply to the

debate.

N . G . GORAY (Maharashtra ) : There has been a lot
of discussion on the resolution and delegates have demon
strated their political maturity in bringing before the Con
ference the different aspects of the resolution .
A wide
range of topics were covered and the debate has been com
prehensive.
A number of amendments have also been
moved . I would have been glad to accept some of them
because of the sincerity with which they were moved and
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also because some of them were merely verbal in character .
The amendments however would have changed the spirit of
the resolution . So while appreciating the spirit in which

the amendments have been moved I regret greatly that I am
not in a position to accept them .

The resolution has provoked different reactions from
comrades coming from different provinces. For instance,
there was a marked difference between our comrades from
Kerala and those from

Bengal.

This is quite natural be

cause different States have different problems and people
from the respective States have their point of view coloured
with the conditions in those Staes. The resolution has been
drafted after taking into consideration these differences in :
the political situation of different States. Imagine for a
moment that all of you sat down to draft a resolution . I
am quite sure it would not have been any different from the
one I have placed before you if you tried to take a re
alistic view .
The National Executive has tried to be re

alistic.

Now about amendments .

I will take, for instance,

Comrade Sathe's amendment. This amendment suggests an
approach which is radically different from that of the
National Executive. While pleading for this amendment

Sathe said that if we had a national emergency council
Vinoba would not have been going round from village to
village raising Shanti Senas. I do not know what Vinoba
would do even if there was to be an emergency council but

would it not be ridiculous for the Party to suggest that
because there is a

crisis there should be an

emergency

Council ? The Party would be ridiculed because we have done
nothing to focus people' s attention on the crisis . We would
be accused of being anxious to get into the government on

some pretext or another.

The speeches and amendments can be broadly divided
into two categories.

Some concerned themselves with the

dangers from the CPI while others to the dangers from the
Congress. Some said that we should be careful about the

Congress.

Some have cautioned us of the dangers of our

associating with the Communists. The Andhra and Kerala
delegates have expressed their fears of the Communists. I

want to assure them that no one in the Executive is under
any illusion . Since 1934, we have been always aware of the
character of the Communists and have always told people
that the CPI is a totalitarian party . So far as Congress

is concerned we are not under any illusion either.

It is

disintegrating. This does not mean that it will vanish in a
couple of years. If you look at history you will see that
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such parties continue to exist long after they have lost the
confidence of the people .

So the Congress will remain in

the field at least for the next few years.

The resolution was not drafted to lull you with false
hopes. I have given our analysis of the situation .

I agree

with Comrade Sanat Mehta that communalist forces and

casteist tendencies are mustering themselves. Comrade
Ram Joshimade a good contribution to the debate. He told
us that it is our duty to explain to people that if they did
not rally round and face the difficulties to make the Plan a
success situation would worsen . But this does notmean that
the Plan is to be converted into a fetish . We do not say
that the Plan must succeed at any cost.

Can we create

among people a confidence that everyone would have to
bear the burden according to his or her capacity ? People
otherwise will think that we are asking the common man to
bear the cross. Let us not assume that heavy responsibility
of forcing the burden on the people when the Party had
very little share in shaping the Plan . We should tell them
that if India is to be developed everyone will have to bear
a responsibility and pay its price.

This is what we mean

by saying that we should rally the nation for the Plan .
Thus we can fight and at the same time be constructive. And
in this process I will not shun associating with people who

are not against us. While associating with them I shall
take care to see that the Party grew stronger. It was dur
ing the war that CPI laid its foundation firmly in India .

They supported the Government, took fullest advantage of
the various facilities that the support gave them and built up
cadres and their organisation in province after province. An
effective leadership can take advantage of such situations.
Take, for instance, programmes under the community deve
lopment schemes. Why should we not work in these areas ?
There are any number of instances where because of lack
of enthusiasm among people grants sanctioned by the gov
ernment lapse. Why can we not take part in nation -build

ing activities and make use of the opportunities provided
by such programmes ? Let us combine practical work with

our ideology . We should not get confused by the ever
changing situation but we must develop the suppleness to
adjust ourselves to it. Today many spoke of Shivaji. What
was the secret of his success ? He knew the strategy of the
opponent and formulated his own strategy in correct res
ponse. He was never wooden and unbending . He did not
talk of equidistance. We have to deal with a live situation
which does not remain always the same. As we have to

chalk out a line over a period of time, it cannot be a straight
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line. The resolution provides you with a solid basis and
also with ample elbow room for action .
Two important questions came up before you , that of
Samyukta Maharashtra · Samiti and Orissa . Amul Desai

asked : what will happen after Samyukta Maharashtra is
achieved ? Will there be a coalition or will there not be ?
This is a question which I will not answer for it is not a

question in the present concrete situation . I will answer
that question if and when such a situation arises. We
should not pose rigid questions.

Our strategy must be such

as would be capable of permitting changes. When Water
loo was fought the Duke of Wellington put up square for
mation of soldiers, but now such a concentration of forces

will not be wise, for weapons have changed.

Today soldiers

do not move forward in massed formations but in twos and

threes. They are given an objective and asked to shift for
themselves. Let us not have dogmatic ideas about the best
method of reaching our goal. The Congress is a conglo
meration of groups .

There are differences between them .

Some groups are patronised by Tatas and other capita
lists and some by other vested interests. But for Nehru
these different groups would split up. If this happens, will
the PSP still carry out its approach of equidistance ? We
must anticipate many possibilities before adopting a line.

What has been our ideological contribution ? It is our
triumph that the Congress has accepted Socialism and the

Communists have started talking of democracy. The PSP
has stood firm on democracy . It will always fight injustice.
We will always stand with the people . In Kerala we are
fighting against the Communists. So are the Congress. The
Communists take a hypocritical line.
They will declare

support to democratic principles but in practice they will
oppose them .

This is what happened in Jamshedpur.

Do

not think we gloss over all this . In the Samyukta Maha
rashtra Samiti we are the people who fought the Communists.
If they are with us today it is on our terms.

Have we

weakned the PSP in Maharashtra or have we strengthened
it ? If you correctly gauge our strength you will see that
we have not weakened.
Nor have we surrendered our
principles.

In the coming years India will be faced with different
sorts of problems. The question will be how to meet them .
This resolution is an answer. I felt that amongst us there

may be small differences but on relatively minor points. In
the CPI also there are different viewpoints. Since 1930 these
differences have existed . The core of the Party has how

ever held together. On the other hand we split, The Labour
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Party in England also has differences but they do not develop
them into a rift. Similarly, here in India there are differ
ences between Asoka, S . M . and some of us. Are our
differences so vital that we cannot hang on together ? The

Party must remain united. If it can develop that confidence
I do not see any reason why we should feel pessimistic about
the future.
I am not accepting any of the amendments except Sanat
Mehta ' s. Let me however again assure the delegates that
we are not under any illusion about either the Congress or
the CPI. Let our language be soft but our work hard .

The Chairman then put the amendments to vote.
V . P . Sathe, Ganga Sahai Chaube, P . R . Vasavda , A .
Subramaniam , Brahma Kumar Bhatt, Kantilal Patel and

Thangavelu withdrew their amendments.
The amendments moved by Chandu Medhekar, Narasimha
Reddy , D . M . Vagal, Biswa Goswami, S . Varde, S . B . Giri

and Shiv Chandra Jha were put to vote and were rejected .
The resolution was then adopted.

The Conference then adjourned for lunch .
MAY 27 , 1958 — AFTERNOON SESSION
CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the second main
resolution of this Conference.

It has been aptly captioned

“ Tasks Before Us" . Asoka Mehta will move it.

ASOKA MEHTA (Maharashtra):

Only this morning,

after a long debate, you adopted an important resolution

wherein you have put your seal of approval on the neces
sity to meet a situation that has been created by the deve
loping crisis . This crisis is not confined to this country .
The Congress Government is fortunately or unfortunately

confined to India . In Pakistan , in Ceylon , in Burma, in
Indonesia and almost everywhere, parties in power or par
ties struggling for power and claiming to believe in demo

cracy and Socialism are facing this crisis.
p

face the same

problems as we do here.

in which we
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In the conditions

live, in the underdeveloped parts of the world , the crisis is
a built - in crisis

and

only when we are able to create a

sense of awarness and purpose in the people can the crisis
be fought back and averted . .

In Ceylon there was a government for seven years which
made many mistakes and an opposition which at every turn
tried to take advantage of these mistakes.

The old govern

ment failed to work out a solution , failed to communicate
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to its cadre and the wider public outside the onerous res
ponsibilities that had to be shouldered by them and the
difficulties that had to be overcome. Then a new party claim
ing to be Socialist and democratic with an overwhelming

support of the people behind it was put in power.

It had

a leader who enjoyed unrivalled populærity in the island.
Within two years however this popularity has disappeared
and the Ceylon Government is confronted with menacing

difficulties. May I respectfully invite your attention to these

recurring difficulties that are taking place in country after
country ?

If we do not recognise the fact that there are inherent
difficulties in underdeveloped countries, we are not likely to
understand the nature of such of the underdeveloped coun
tries, we are not likely to understand the nature of such
crises. I was happy to hear that the PSP is going to be
the chosen instrument and we are going to fill in the vacuum .

What is the ufPSP
: The PSP , I aamm ttold
old ,, embodies
ully pointe off democratic
fquintessence
democratic Socialism
. May I again

the very
respect

fwly point out that we are living in times where we have
to simultaneous!:: defend the gain ; wir have made and move

forward ? There are other times wilen the defensive stra
tegy has to play as important a part as an aggressive move
ment. Only if the Republic is defended and democracy is
defended can socialism move forward . The same difficulty
is arising in France. If the Republic is in danger and
democracy is threatened there has to be a meeting of all

is arising is threatenedsuch a situ

democratic forces.

In such a situation defence is an inte

gral part of attack .
Personally I do not feel happy that the Congress is
disintegrating. I do not want my Party to rise on the
ashes of another party . Seventy years of sacrifice and
hopes of our people have been embodied in that organisation .
As a democrat I would be very happy if the Congress sur
vives because I want two democratic parties to survive in
this country . If through our efforts we can inspire our
friends in the Congress Party to revitalise this organisation

I shall feel proud and happy. Whether they survive or
whether they perish is a problem they themselves will have

to solve. But the destruction of the Congress causes a cer
tain amount of anguish in my heart, not because I love the
Congress but because in this country we need a strong de

mocratic organisation . The organisational potential in this
coutry is being undermined . The breakdown of a big orga
nisation ought to make us feel sad and not happy . But
whether it declines or grows it is our responsibility to ful

fil our obligations. I find a tremendous amount of empha
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sis is being put on the objectives of democratic Socialism .
Everyone seems to be committed to democratic Socialism .
How can we distinguish one from the other ? It has to be
seen in the detailed planning methods and such like factors.
Only by contact with people in strategic fields and areas

shall we do able to go forward in our goals.
The press has given us certain things to think about.
I have seen the press reports on the Conference and there
have been complaints that the reports on our Party are dis

torted -by the press. We have to consider what is lacking
in us. But let me assure you that our very good friends
who scoff at us today will remain to pray before long . I
say here and now that by the time we meet for our next

convention which will be our Silver Jubilee there will be
no scoffing.

I am aware of the Communist danger. Communism is
qualitatively different because it uses all kinds of means and
methods for an inflexible end .

As a result of forty years

of Communist rule in Soviet Russia there is nothing in their
armoury that an intelligent man does not know . Yet people
fall victims. It is only when people lose their freedom that
they realise the value of freedom . We talk of authoritaria
nism , infringement of liberties. I have a long letter from a
friend in Kalimpong and I am able to know what is hap
pening in Tibet. We all know what has happened to Hun
gary . Here are some Viet-Namese friends who will tell
you that one million Viet-Namese escaped into South Viet
Nam . Why is it that people migrate to South Viet Nam
which also has a dictatorship regime? It is because Pre
sident Diem knows that once there is freedom of movement,
people, as Lenin said, will vote with their feet.

When I visited Kerala a few years ago and said things
against the Communists, PSP friends there did not like it .

They said I was losing votes for the PSP. Perhaps I was.

But today they know . Kerala lis causing anxiety to all
democrats. We are also aware of the danger of fascism .
But in Germany even Hitler could not destroy Socialism .
But the Communists in Germany have butchered Socialists.
Here in India Fascists may take power, God forbid . But

we shall fight them in the streets , in the villages and in
the fields. I have met Socialists who escaped from Hitler' s
Germany. There may be many who will be broken , who will
be bribed and who will be seduced . But I want this great
party of mine to be the seedbed of Socialism .

Words have become inflated currency and they have
ceased to have any meaning. I do not propose to mint any
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further words or slogans. We shall not compromise with

those who try to shackle this country in the chains of tota
litarianism or into the mire of stagnation . We are not
strong, but not so weak as some want us to believe. In
two successive, elections a crore of Indian people voted for
us. When a crore vote for us there must have been at least
a hundred thousand workers who must have worked for us.
And for every hundred thousand there must have been at
least twenty to forty thousand Socialists working for us

all the time.

It is to these that this resolution is dedicated .

Build your contact with the people in the villages. Let us
see that land legislation is implemented. There must, at
the same time, be certain areas in U . P and Bihar where the
land problem is so intolerable and acute that we are going
to stake our all there. We do not want to threaten any
body. We do not want to knock at the Magistrate's house
and asked to be put in jail. But we are going to speak
less and let our deeds speak for themselves. As Lenin said
the paucity of capital can be made up by cadre and orga
nisation . Let us not worry about quick results. Success

is always the by-product of main endeavour.
There is no crisis in the Party. There are no personal
differences between any of us. Do you mean to say that
those of us who have worked for twentyfive years would
have personal recriminations and differences ? Let me assure
you that when we meet next year for our Silver Jubilee we
will have stronger party .

CHAIRMAN : S. M . Joshi will now second the resolu
tion.

S. M . JOSHI (Maharashtra): The resolution has been
ably presented by Asoka Mehta.

It is , in fact, a logical

consequence of the resolution on National Situation already

adopted by this Conference. The two resolutions have,
therefore, to be taken together. The situation prevailing in
the country has been aptly described in the earlier resolu

tion .

This resolution seeks to outline the tasks that devolve

on us in this context.
The naional situation today demands a national effort
and we have to work in such a manner that while we stick
to our basic principles we are able to lead the whole nation
forward. It is true that a vacuum is being created in the
country . Who will fill it ? That is the question . We would

like the PSP to fill it. But if we are to succeed in this
mission we must strengthen and re-energise our organisa
tion . This resolution defines the measures that we must

adopt towards that end.
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: Vacuums have a way of coming into existence all of a
sudden , as it actually happened in Maharashtra. In Maha
rashtra the people were almost solidly behind the Congress
but the Congress deserted them

at a crucial hour and thus

created a vacuum which had to be filled. At that fateful
hour PSP in Maharashtra felt compelled to act in a certain
way and I would like to explain the situation as well as the

action we took at that time to delegates from other provinces.
Many years ago a Samyukta Maharashtra Parishad,
consisting of members of all political parties, including the
Congress, was formed

under

the presidentship

of Shri

Shankarrao Deo for the achievement of a separate Marathi

speaking province including Bombay. This Parishad broke
up when the Congress High Command issued a directive to
all Congress members to cease agitating against the deci
sion of the Government of India. This development left the
people bewildered . The urge for Samyukta Maharashtra
was so elemental that it could not longer be contained . It

calmoured for some organisational instrument for its ful
filment. What should we have done under these circumstan
ces ? Should we have kept aloof from the masses because
it was our policy not to associate ourselves with the Com
munists and the communalists ? Such an attitude on our
part would have been suicidal not only for us as a party
but also for peaceful and democratic methods. We, there
fore, boldly took the initiative and convened a meeting at

which the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti was formed .
Some of you will perhaps say : “ This is all right, but
what will be

the position

after the objective has been

achieved ? Shall we form a ministry with the Communists
and communalists in it ?” I would only say this is hypothe
tical question and we should not let our thinking be pre
judiced by it. In my opinion , there is no possibility of such
a question cropping up in the near future. We shall deal
with it as and when the situation arises. For the present,

I have no hesitation in saying that I do not think there
is anything wrong in operational collaboration with the
Communists and others as long as the people want it for

a just cause and the Communists agree to democratic and
peaceful methods. In fact this can never be prevented in
instances like that of the Samyukta Maharashtra movement

where the people have generated a powerful movement and
any isolated functioning would mean total political wilder
ness. In fact such operational collaboration may become

inevitable in trade union questions. Did we not organise
a joint demonstration of workers belonging

to

the Hind

Mazdoor Şabha, the All India Trade Union Congress ang
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the United Trade Union Congress in Bombay ? I supported
that move just as I supported Dandavate's move to organise
a united front of all Bombay unions including the Com

munists to campaign against closure of textile mills .
I believe in peaceful means and the moment the parti
cipants in

the Samiti United Front betray our principles

we shall act against them . A few years back , in Dehu Road
for instance, when I found
during a strike called by us
Why do you assume that in
whatever the Communists

violence was being indulged in
I promptly called off the strike.
any united front I shall obey
say or do ? There will be no

trouble as long as we have faith in the people and our
capacity to organise them .

We should not give up the national perspective. But
we must remember at the same time that national effort
does not depend on us alone. It depends on all parties and
particularly on the Congress. The people are becoming
more and more conscious. What is the meaning of filling
the vacuum ? People are going away from the Congress. We

must behave in such a way that they come to us. We must
work with a missionary zeal. How many such workers do
we have in our Party ? Our success will depend on creat

ing such workers in ever-growing numbers.
India is a big country where conditions in different
parts may differ radically .

We cannot generalise from con

ditions prevailing in one State, be it Maharashtra or Kerala ?
It will all depend on the concrete situation obtaining in any

particular area how far and whither we shall go. .
I do not think there is any serious crisis in the Party
today. There is a crisis in the Congress. But a crisis in
the Congress should be a challenge to us. Shall we accept
it in the right spirit ? We have our representative in many
village panchayats, district boards and municipal commit
tees. Can we demonstrate to the people by our deeds there

that we are better than the representatives of the Congress ?

If we accept this resolution moved by Asoka Mehta in
the right spirit, we should not go about finding fault with
other people and organisations. We must concentrate on

improving ourselves and our organisation . We have to

create a large cadre of dedicated workers. We do not want
the Congress to die. We want it to live so that it can play

the role of an opposition party.

The crux of the problem is : can we strengthen our or
ganisational capacity ? We cannot hope to fill the vacuum
with the present weakness in our organisation . This re

solution wants you to dedicate yourself to removing this
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weakness in the coming eighteen months. I hope you will
not only unanimously approve it but also implement it in

months to come.
KIRON BARUA ( Assam ) :

I want to move an amend

ment which is as follows:

Add the following after para 6 :

" The success of the Party's effort to create a favourable
atmosphere for the advancement of the cause of democratic

Socialism and to create people 's confidence in the PSP as
the leading party of Social Democrats also depends to a con
siderable extent on the working and conduct of Party mem
bers inside the legislature, both at the Centre and in the
States. Unless Party M .Ps and M .L .A .s work unitedly with
the primary aim of advancing the cause of democratic So
cialism quite in consonance with the plan and policy of the
Party, the hope of becoming an alternative to the present
ruling party can never be realised . Every Party M . P . and
M . L . A . must keep this primary truth in mind and act

accordingly .”

I need not make a speech on this amendment. The re
solution under discussion says nothing regarding work in
the legilatures.

Our legislators are not behaving as they

should have done. We cannot inspire our workers and we

will fail to create confidence among masses unless Party
legislators realise the truth stated in the amendment and

act accordingly.

RAJARAM SINGH (West Bengal) : My amendment is
as follows:
Add , at the end, a new paragraph as given below :

" This conference calls upon Party workers everywhere
to carry on mass propaganda and agitation with a view to
create a strong public opinion to compel the Government of
India to take effective steps to liberate Goa from foreign
yoke.
The conference sincerely believes that such an
action on our part will not only strengthen the Goa libera

tion movement but also the movement to end colonialism in
Asia and Africa.”

I do not want to make a speech as I hope the mover
will accept it .

DEBU BOSE (West Bengal): My amendment is :
Add, after para No. 5 , the following new para, and re
number the para accordingly :
" The vast mass of refugees, who have problems pecu

liar of their own, has to be contacted and brought within
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the sphere of our influence. A proper assessment of the
various problems with

which the refugees are confronted

should be undertaken in order to foster enthusiasm in them ,

so that they can also play an effective and fitting role in
tion in this country along with others. This conference
our efforts to bring a political change and social transforma

directs the Party units to agitate for bringing into effecti
the right and proper solution of the genuine demands of the
refugees and at the same time for building up a very strong
organisation among themi on sound and constructive lines.”

The Party carries on work among all sections of the
population .

The refugees, the. uprooted humanity , are an

important section with distinct and peculiar problems. Poli

tical as well as humanitarian considerations should compel
us to work among them and help them solve their difficul
ties. This amendment seeks to place this task on the agenda

of Party work and I hope the mover will accept it.
RAMACHANDRA SHARMA (West Bengal): My
amendment is as follows :

In para No. 7, delete the following : “From time to
time............National General Council” , and add the fol
lowing :

“ Within six months and chalk out a comprehensive pro
gramme regarding land reforms, price stabilisation and
closure of factories on the basis of which a country -widel

movement should be organised

to get these measuresi

enacted ."

The Party was the first to talk about the necessity of
imposing a ceiling on land holdings. But we have not yet
been able to determine what that ceiling should be. The
National Executive should, therefore, call for reply from the
provincial branches within one month and take a decision .
The problem of the closure of factories is also assuming
serious proportions. The mover of this resolution is an
economist of note. Can he not help the Party to evolve an
effective plan to meet the situation ? Perhaps running them
as co -operatives might be one way out of it . But can the
co -operatives compete with capitalistic large- scale concerns ?
We must find out solutions of these problems and mobilise
public opinion . This is an important enough task to be in
cluded in this resolution .

HARBHAJAN SINGH (Punjab): I have a very simple
and short amendment and I am not going to make any
speech on it as I am sure the mover of the resolution will
have no hesitation in accepting it. My amendment is as
follows :
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In para 2, line 8 ,add after the word " fari the following
words “ stoppage of ejectment” .

H . K . SOHONI (Bombay) : I have three amendments
to move:
1 . Para 4 , line 2 , add after the words “ unification of” ,
the following words " free and democratic trade unions” .
Also add " with a view to forming one union in one industry

in one local area " .
2 . Line 2 , add, after the words " production efforts" the
following : " not resulting in rationalisation or automation

which will result in unemployment of persons gainfully
employed
3 . Para 5 ; add after the words " closure of factories " the

following “ And the attempts of the employers to effect
wage-cuts” .
The mover of the resolution , Asoka Mehta , has asked
us not to mar the beauty of the resolution . It is a very
legitimate demand. But if
it I believe they have to
above amendments in this
ing unemployment due to

serious problem

there are certain ambiguities in
be removed . I am moving the
spirit alone. The rapidly grow
the closure of mills is posing a

to the country .

I believe we will have to

wage a determined struggle to resist it.
In order to be
able to do so, all workers must unite under one union in
one, industry in a particular local area so that they have

necessan th fre alway removech beie
othene necessary
aje
te strength
I am certwe
e e .an But sas that ist not n.achieved,

must confine the process of unification of trade unions to

those which are free and democratic . This is an import
ant distinction and has always to be borne in mind. My
second amendment seeks to remove another ambiguity .
Development of productive efforts might be construed as a
green signal for rationalisation and automation . I am ready

to concede that rationalisation might be desirable in certain
industries. But in others it may not be so . In any case,
it leads to unemployment and we must seriously think about
it.
Similarly, threats of wage-cuts are mounting.
We
have to take note of them and resist them in an organised

and determined manner.

AJIT KUMAR BOSE (West Bengal) : My amendment
is as follows.

In para 2 , delete the last few lines and add

the following :

1. (a ) classification of owners in ( ) tillers and non
tilling owners ; (ii) depending almost entirely on agricul

ture, and (iii) having income from sources other than agri
culture; and ( iv ) absentees.
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(b ) immediate liquidation of absentee ownership ;
( c) fixation of floor on holdings on the basis of a
plough and a pair of bullocks per average family of five
units and ceiling at three times the floor;
( d ) liquidation of ownership of those whose income
from

sources other than agriculture shall be found, from

time to time, sufficient and above the average income from
the maximum holdings ;

(e ) gradual and speedy liquidation of (i) share
cropping, and (ii) non -tilling ownership ; and
( f) stop transfer of lands to non -tillers.

.

2 . to make every preparation for an all-out satya

graha for distribution of lands to be launched by the Natio
nal Executive within a fixed period and in an area whera
tillers are in a majority and their land problem is very
acute.

This conference directs the State branches to take
necessary measures to implementation of the above and fon
an all-out satyagraha in suitable areas for distribution of
lands.

This conference further directs the State branches to

form kisan panchayats and enrol members at the earliest.
I agree with the whole speech of the mover and the
sentiments behind it . This amendment does not run coun
ter to it. It is meant only to improve the substance of the
resolution . The amendment goes into great detail and I

need not make any further comment on it.

SANJEEVANATH (Karnatak): I want to move the
following amendment: Add
after para 7, the
n following :
s
act upon
ve mconference
very
mono uutilise
tilise eevery
oness contcalls
hold aworkers
then Party
ra“tiThis

opportunity to strengthen their hold among the people by
developing mass contacts through various tpyes of co
operative movements and co -operative societies, where such
socities dio exist. Where such societies do not exist and ada,

operative movement has not yet taken
workers should take

its birth, Party

initiative in promoting

co-operative

societies as artisan , agrcultural, industrial ( small scale and
cottage), house-building, etc., as per the needs and demands

of particular areas. This conference also directs Party
workers to actively participate in the developmental pro
gramme of Community Projects, N . E . S . Blocks and in semi
official organisations like Khadi and Village Indusrties Com

mission , Central Social Welfare Board and Bharat Sevak
Samaj, whatever the institutions may be.
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SANAT MEHTA (Ġujarat) :
follows:

My amendment is as

In para 2, line 7 , add, after the word " work " the

following : " both inside and outside the legislatures.”
DEVEN SEN (West Bengal) : The following is my
amendment : In para 4, line 1, delete the words " favours
unification of trade unions” , and substitute it with the follow
ig : " directs Party workers to intensify their activities on the
trade union front, favours unity in
ment.”

trade union move

Y . N . JADHAV (Maharashtra ) :
amendment to make:

I have the following

Para 3 , line 11, add after the word

" agriculturist ” the following " is provided with the means
of beter farming, rural credit facility and ”

' . LEELA ALVARES ( Bombay) : My amendment is as

follows: Add, after para 4 , the following as a new para :
" The conference desires to emphasise the need for
intensive work among women . Women cannot hope to play
thierr part in the reconstruction of our country if they are
not released from the status of a secondary role in society
to which they have been confined by social and caste considera
tions. Economic freedom must also be provided to them ." .

.

MATHURADAS MEHTA (Gujarat): My aniendment

is :

Add a new para after para 5 as follows:
“ organise middle class people like small merchants and

gumastas in cities, towns and villages, who are generally

pro-socialist in nature.”

V . P. SATHE (Maharashtra) :

I have a sumber of

ämendments to move. They are :

( 1) At the end of para 2 add the words " and there
cultivation on co-cperaiion basis " .

(2) At the end of para 4 , add " by being prepared to
run the closing industries themselves on co -operative lines

if the government is prepared to finance them

at initial

stage .

(3 ) Insert the following as para 4 and change the
serial number of the succeeding paras :

“ The problem

of land reform and increasing agricul

tural production is closely related

industrialisation .

with

the problem

of

It is only by shifting a substantial numero

ber of the burden of overpopulation from land to industry
that the problem of economic cultivation can be solved . In
India there will be a need to shift crores of people who are

landless, from agriculture to industry.

They can be absorb

ed only if the consumer goods industries in the nation are:

decentralised in rural areas. As a concrete example , the
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decentralisation of textile industry alone can provide addi
tional employment to at least half a crore more people while.
today it is giving employment only to about six lakh per
sons. Decentralisation of industries is therefore the crux
of industrial problem and is essential not only to reduce bur
den on land or to create more employment, but also to bring

about decentralisation of economic power to retain human
liberty and democracy . The conference therefore directs
its members to work hard for the establishment of decen
tralised industries throughout the country particularly on
co -operative basis .
(5 ) Insert the following as para 5 and change the

serial order of remaining paras :
“ This conference feels that the problem of over -increas

ing population is not receiving proper attention and its
gravity is not sufficiently realised in the country today. If.
no effective effort is made to control the pace with which
the population is increasing half crore per year , it can upset

all economic planning and the social as well as political
structure of the country even in next ten years. This cont
ference therefore directs its members to give serious atten

tion to this probleme and make every effort by propagating
ïts planning particularly in rural areas in trying to reduce

" improvident maternity" on a large scale .
(6 ) Insert the following in place of para 7 and change
the order of succeeding paras :
“ With a view . to fulfil these tasks the conference lang

down the following few items as a programme of action for

purpose of guidance of the Party workers. These are only
enumerative and not exhaustive.
( 1 ) More concentration on villages by forming Grami
Sabhas to tackle the problems of the village in a co - operative

effort, the chief being to :
(a )

prevent eviction ;

(b)

secure better manure and seeds;
secure implements of cultivation ;

create resources of irrigation ;
(e ) find better facilities for transport and market
ing ;

(f ) secure fair prices for crops ;
( g ) better health and education ;
( h ) family planning.

(2 ) The above objects should be secured wherever
possible by .co-operation with the Government and other
wise by direct action in the form of peaceful satyagraha .
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(3 )

To form

co -operative

small scale

industries in

rural areas and run them honestly and sincerely .

(4 ) To run welfare centres for aid in day to day life
both in rural as well as urban areas.
(5 )

To organise study

circles and

youth

camps to

educate the people, not necessarily on party basis ,

(6 ) To associate with sympathy and restraint with
the local and regional problems, unless they are undemd
cratic

( 7) Each worker to work at least in one sphere of
constructive social activity .

( 8 ) Periodical meetings of Party workers to develop
closer internal contacts and solidarity.
CHAIRMAN :

Shiv

Chandra

Jha will make a few

observations on the resolution under discussion .

SHIV CHANDRA JHA (Binar):

I have no amend

ment but want to make a few observations on the resolution .

I am grateful to the Chairman for giving me time for this.
The draft resolution , as moved by Asoka Mehta , is a
pledge and a dedication . And because it is a pledge and
a dedication , I am with it . I can assure you , comrades,
that I shall leave no stone unturned to redeem this pledge.

But I am sorry to say that when one comes to the
quesion of concrete work to be done in pursuance of this
pledge, we do not find any bright picture in this draft.

What, for instance, are the immediate tasks which the
Party has to perform after this conference is over so that
the people acquire confidence in the Party's capacity to cap
ture power and run the government?

I think the immediate tasks of the Party should be of
four types:

( 1) Party organisation,
(2 ) agitation ,

(3 ) elections, and
(4 ) literature.
For the execution of these tasks a committee of four

should be appointed . This committee, under the overall
direction of the National Executive, should be in charge of
carrying out these four types of work. Only then shall we
be able to fulfil the pledge.
CHAIRMAN : Nath Pai will now reply to the debate

on behalf of Asoka Mehta , the mover of the resolution .
NATH PAI (Maharashtra ) : This debate, I am sure,
will be an effective answer to all those who have any doubts
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about the future of the Party . The level of the debate and
the uninhibited manner in which all those who wanted to
express their differences with the draft resolution have
clearly demonstrated that there is no Personality Cult in
the Party and that the Party has an inherent strength of
its own and can stand on its own legs.

A number of amendments have been moved. Some of
them are verbal and the mover has accepted them . Amend
ments moved by Sanat Mehta , Devan Sen , Y. N . Jadhav,
Leela Alvares, Harbhajan Singh and Mathuradas Mehta
have been accepted. To be more exact, their ideas have
been accepted and the mover has agreed to incorporate
these ideas in the text of the resolution at appropriate places

and in appropriate language.
Regarding Debu Bose's amendment on refugees I agree
with the spirit behind it . But it does not fit into this resolu
tion . A separate resolution , I understand, will be adopted
by the National Executive on this subject.

I would , there

fore, request Debu Bose to withdraw his amendment.
Kiron Barua's amendment concerning Party legislators,
touches a very vital point and I have no intention of belittle

ing it . But it does not fit into the body of this resolution
and I hope he will not press it .

I have to say the same thing about Rajaram Singh's
amendment regarding liberation of Goa . It expresses our
great concern and anxiety over the suffering of Goa .
It

cannot however form part of this resolution .

I hope he

will therefore withdraw it.

I therefore oppose all other amendments.
This Conference has been a unique experience. For the
first time, perhaps, there has been no attempt to forge
artificial unity. Here we have had a real meeting of minds

and the result has been inspiring. We are happy that
Maharashtra has been the venue of this Conference.
The
Congress Socialist Party was conceived on the soil of Maha
rashtra - in Nasik Central Prison .

It was in Nasik again ,

though not in the Prison , that the Socialists decided to come
out of the Congress and form the Party of Socialism . And
it is Maharashtra again

that is today witnessing the re

juvenation of the Party of Socialism after many a setback .

What was the state of the Party in 1947 when India
became free ?

Many political observers felt at that time

that the Socialists would before long take over the reins of
administration . We had a matchless team of leaders who
enjoyed tremendous popularity among the masses. We had

a fine band of workers spread all over the country who had

been tested in the fire of the 1942 revolution. But what
happened ? We frittered away all these assets and in a period
of ten years .we came to be mocked and laughed at.
never came to build up a sound organisation .

We

This resolu

Ition seeks to pinpoint this weakness and to exhort all Party

members and sympathisers to make an all-out effort to re

move this weakness.

This, I believe, is our last chance. Many clouds are
gathering on the horizon . We should be able to strengthen

ourselves and build a strong party before the storm bursts.
History will not wait for us.

Let us, therefore, dedicate

ourselves to this task and make every effort to see that we

are not left behind.
Kiron Barua, Debu Bose and Rajaram Singh withdrew
their amendments.
H . K . Sohani, V . P . Sathe, Sanjeevanath and Rama
chandra Sharma pressed their amendments to vote.

These

were rejected .
The resolution , as amended, was then put to vote and
carried amidst loud cheers.

DEBATE ON GENERAL SECRETARY' S REPORT

CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the discussion
on the General Secretary's Report presented to you on the
first day of the Conference.
TRILOKI SINGH (General Secretary) :

I have placed

before you a report which is a factual report.

It contains

a brief resume of the Party 's activities since the last con
ference. It is not fool-proof and it is very likely that I
have missed some points here and there.

If comrades find

such points missing they will excuse me for it. During
the year we lost Sarangdhar Das. This was a great blow
to us. Anyway, we have passed a separate resolution on
his death . I shall therefore not add anything more. He

was a sincere and an ardent Socialist.
There are some corrections I would like to make. In
Rajya Sabha we had 8 seats as against 3 last year. The
Party has secured a seat in a by -election in West Bengal.

This is from Jalpaiguri.

The Report is now before you and I invite your
comments.
CHAIRMAN : You have the programme before you
and you will see from it that two hours have been allotted

for the discussion of the Report. I would suggest that
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Party comrades give in writing their suggestions. This
will expedite the debate on the Report.
SAMAR GUHA (West Bengal) : I have not come to
criticise the Report for I know under what conditions the
General Secretary is functioning .But I want to point out
certain inaccuracies which reflect on the way the Party is
functioning. For instance, my name has been in the
Labour Sub -committe without my knowing it. This is a
sad reflection of the way our Party functions. It is a

symptom of our past association with the Congress.

Just

like the Congress we also appear to pass resolutions with
out thinking much about them or doing anything after
having passed them . That is the reason why the PSP has
not made any impression on the minds of the people . We

have a large number of freedom fighters, more than the
CPI has. Our leadership is better than the CPI, and yet
we have not made any great impression . Why is this so ?
That is because we merely satisfy ourselves with passing
high -sounding resolutions full of platitudes.

This time I

hope we will not repeat the same mistake. We do not

lack the ability or the intelligence to draft manifestoes and
programmes but our achievements depend on our ability to
organise. We must convert energy into power. Unless we

do that politics will degenerate into careerism . We must
do away with loosenes: in Party organisation and integrate
national effort into a mighty movement. Yesterday Asoka
Mehta painted a fascinating picture of our future. The
PSP can emerge as a vital organisation after 18 months,

if we decide to take our decisions seriously .
JAMUNA PRASAD SHASTRI (Madhya Pradesh ) :
This Report is being submitted to a conference which is

meeting for the first time after the second General Elec
tions. The Report should have revealed the picture as it
emerged after the elections. There was a Report after the
first General Elections which was presented at Pachmarhi.
It indicated the political trends and made an assessment of
those trends. But in this Report there is no reference to

such matters. Then again there is a good crisis in the
country. In many of the States, particularly in U .P ., the
PSP has been in the forefront of the movement to face the

situation . There is no reference to this either. I feel there
fore that the Report should cover a survey of the political
situation and give us the basis of an ideology and

programme.

CHAIRMAN : We have now to adjourn for the day.
The discussion will be resumed tomorrow morning at 8 a.m .
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WEDNESDAY - MAY 28, 1958
Morning Session
CHAIRMAN : We shall now resume the debate on the
General Secretary 's Report.
NARASIMHA REDDY (Andhra ): The Report does
not provide any data about the various front activities of
the Party.

It is very sketchy one and it does not give the

impression of a report of a serious all India party. It
gives us no idea of what our Party ' s position is in Bengal,

Bihar and other States. It does not tell us how our Party 's
strength is compared with that of other parties.

All these

should be reflected in the General Secretary's Report.
The Report does not contain any analysis of the differ
ent problems with which the Party is faced.

In Mysore,

for instance , we have 19 members in the Assembly .

Yet

I find one S. P . member elected to the Rajya Sabha. How

did this happen ? Was there any alliance between the SP
and the PSP ?
Can

I can understand the General Secretary 's difficulties .

The State offices do not send reports and they should bear

the blame for the lapses in the Report. The Central Office
should however persistently extract reports from the States.
VIRCHAND SETH
(Maharashtra ) : The Report
gives an impression that all is well within the Party . But
this is far from

the truth .

In the elections to the Rajya

Sabha in Bombay, for instance, PSP MLAs in the Samiti

voted for candidates of other parties. In Mysore our candi
date could not get elected in spite of the fact that there

were 19 PSP members. Five of them

did not vote for

the Party candidate. In U . P . it is reported that eleven
PSP MLAs did not vote according to the Party whip . All
these things are not mentioned in the Report. Though

Congress lost seven votes out of about 300 in U .P . in the
Rajya Sabha election , they are frantically trying to find

out culprits while we are silent about it. This is not the
way of functioning as a party .

: Membership quota of the Centre has been shown in the
balance sheet to have declined by 45 % compared to 1956 ,
But the membership figures do not show a corresponding
decline, The Report does not explain how it happened .
The Party led various struggles like the refugee struggles
in West Bengal but Janata did not give us any idea as to

what was the objection of West Bengal refugees to be
settled in other States. Obviously it is not possible to have
all refugees settled in West Bengal itself which is overpo

pulated. Our struggle might have inflated our votes but
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cannot be justified otherwise. The Report should have
taken all this into account.
SANJEEVANATH (Karnatak ) : There seems to be a
tendency

to

take the General Secretary 's Report lightly .

This should not be so .

The National Executive should not

behave as though it is a Board of Directors' meeting pre
senting a report to the shareholders where everything that

is read is okayed . They must keep themselves receptive
to the delegates.

Coming to the Report it contains no re

ference to Kisan organisation or trade unions or to youth
organisations. In some States units of Kisan Panchayats
are functioning.

In some others there are no units at all.

The same is true of our youth organisations and trade
unions. All this finds no mention in the Report. Party
offices do not exist in some States.

There are only dust

ridden signboards pathetically pointing to the fate of the
Party .
In Mysore we had. 19 members and yet our candidate
who contested for Rajya Sabha could not get elected. This
is very sad .

But no mention has been made of this in the

Report. Neither has any enquiry been conducted to find
the betrayers among the MLAs.

· TRILOKI SINGH : Since the submission of the Report
I have received a report from Rajasthan, a note from West
Bengal and a correction regarding Tamilnad. All this will
be incorporated in the Report.

L . N . NAYAK (Madhya Pradesh ) : Our State office
had sent to the Central Office a report adopted at the State
Conference.

The report was in Hindi.

It seems the Cen

tral Office is allergic to Hindi for it is not to be seen in
the General Secretary's Report.

I would like to point out another omission in the Re
port.

It does not give us any idea of the programme for

the future. The Report must be such that it should give
us an analysis and indicate what programme would be
suitable for us for the future.

CHAIRMAN : I would like to point out to the dele
gates that the Report was compiled on the basis of what

ever material was available to the Central Office. If it
does not contain any event or any activity of the Party
units in different States they must be made available in

writing.

They will then be included in the Report. "

MITHILESH KUMAR SINGH (Bihar):
contains mention

The Report

of so many committees but nowhere is

there any mention of what these committees did .

The Re

port should have contained a review of these committees.
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The Report should also give an indication as to how our
Party has functioned in the various fields.

For instance ,

in the trade union movement we talk of democracy. Have
our Party comrades behaved in a democratic manner in

trade unions ? The Report does not contain any mention of
disciplinary action taken by the Party . Several comrades
have violated Party discipline. What action has been taken

against them ? The Report should have had something to
say about this .

In Bihar, in the Japla Trade Union , elec

tion of office bearers was not held even when 900 out of
1330 workers demanded

elections.

A lot of undesirable

elements have entered our Party's trade union front in
Bihar.

A

report on the situation had been submitted to

the State as well as Central Office but it has been without
any effect. Even Jayaprakashji had intervened there once.

It was in vain . The Central Office should have intervened
and stopped acts of indiscipline of the leaders of the Bihar
Party.

It seems to have done nothing about it.

BYOMKESH BANERJEE (West Bengal) : The Re
port is an uninspiring document for young comrades like
me. It gives the feeling that our Party is not an all India
party. The National Executive consists of old comrades

from different States.
had observed

It has no all India perspective. We

the anti-Kerala day .

Our leaders in West

Bengal in the meantime were addressing Communist meet
ings in elections.

In West Bengal what we have is not an

electoral adjustment but a united front.

The CPI in Ben

gal has succeeded in planting the United Front strategy
and is disrupting our Party . It is boosting our leaders and
isolating the workers. On the anti-Kerala Day , except for

Prof. Samar Guha, Sunil Das and West Bengal Party Secre
tary Com . Ajit Roy, none of our big leaders participated

in the meeting. Our district units are not taken into con
Tidence by provincial leaders. In theory , we find every
sincerity in our Party, but in practice democratic socialism
is a distant dream for poor unresourceful workers of the

Party. There still exists aristocracy in one form or the
other. This aristocracy is a danger to democratic socialism .
The riddle is not solved and relevant facts are not discover
ed and taken into account by the Party . We look forward
to the Central Office to intervene but it does nothing .

PREM

BHASIN

General Secretary 's

(Punjab):

The discussion on the

Report has now concluded .

In the

e,madeomissions
ave bbeen pointed out. Many
course
be offinaitlismany
valuong hhave

delegates have made valuable suggestions also. The Report
will be finalised and amended wherever necessary in the
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light of the discussion that has taken place . Only the
amended version will be included in the Report of the Con
ference . At this time we can do nothing more than give a
general approval to the Report as presented by the General
Secretary . This is the procedure that we have always
adopted in this connection at all national conferences. . I
would therefore propose that the Conference should give its

general approval to the Report as presented by the General
Secretary .

Prem Bhasin 's proposal was unanimously passed.
RESOLUTION ON CREATION OF UNILINGUAL
STATES OF MAHARASHTRA AND GUJARAT
CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the resolution on
the creation of the unilingual States of Maharashtra and

Gujarat. Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ghosh will move it.
P. C. GHOSH (West Bengal): In moving this resolu
tion on Samyukta Maharashtra all I have to say is that the
will of the people should be respected .

If Gujaratis and

Maharashtrians want the unilingual States Maharashtra
and Gujarat, then these States should come into being,
Nothing more, nothing less .
Sometimes people say, how do you assess the will of
the people . The answer to that is quite simple. Look at
the voting figures in the area . The Congress stood for the
bilingual State of Bombay and it lost heavily . The Sam
yukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Mahagujarat Janata
Parishad have won a landslide victory. In West Maharash
tra the Samiti got a majority vote. In the Corporation

elections and in the two by-elections to the Assembly the
Congress vote has declined. The Congress has dominated
ever since independence but now its vote has gone down
considerably . Does this not indicate that the people of
Maharashtra and Gujarat do not want the bilingual State

which been imposed on them ? The elections have mirrored
people 's minds correctly. I appeal therefore to Shri

Chavan , who is as good a Maharashtrian as S .M . to honour
the people 's will and yield to their demand for the creation
of the unilingual States of Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Some Gujaratis in Calcutta told me that the quarrel
in Bombay was worse than the Hindu Muslim

war.

The

Congress leaders and Pandit Nehru constantly keep calling
the agitation a linguistic agitation . They characterise the
whole thing as linguism . This is mere abuse. And abuse
is no argument.

Let the Congress not resort to such cheap

tactics. Let them recognise the merits of the question and

find a solution to it.
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There are numerous problems. There is the question
of Dangs.

There is the problem of Belgaum . Here again

I would like to appeal to the peoples concerned to respect

the will of the people . Minorities should not feel insecure.
Wemust think of India as a whole. If we do so, the pro
blem of minorities ceases to exist.

I would therefore re

quest you to consider this resolution and accept it.
CHAIRMAN : Basawan
·
resolution .

Sinha will now

second this

BASAWAN SINHA (Bihar) : I second this resolution
which has been placed before you by Prafulla Babu .

The problem of Samyukta Maharashtra is not a new
one for us. It has been debated upon for several years,
The Party Executive has expressed its opinion from time
to time. A great national leader like P . C . Ghosh has placed

before you statistics and has analysed the situation with
ability. There is no ambiguity about what has to be done.
In a democracy , when the will of the people is expressed

without ambiguity, it must be respected .

The issue of linguistic provinces has been confused
because of the hesitation of the Congress. The Lok Sabha
passed a resolution and brought into being the bilingual
State. It must now rescind that resolution . The leaders
of the Congress had said that as soon as the situation is
calm and the will of the people had been ascertained de
finitely it would be possible to reopen the question .

The

situation is now calm and the will of the people has been

expressed categorically. It must now assert itself.
The PSP has no two opinions on Maharashtra and
Maha Gujarat.

The Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad and

Samyukta Maharshtra Samiti have been able to iron out
their differences. The people of Gujarat and Maharashtra
stand solidly behind the Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad and
the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti. S .M . should be con

gratulated for the disciplined and dignified manner in which
he has channelised the will of the people .
: . The Congress and Gandhiji had accepted the principle

of linguistic provinces. The people of Maharashtra or of
Gujarat cannot therefore be accused of linguism . The Con
gress and even Gandhiji can be accused of linguism if the
demand of the Samiti and the Parishad are considered

parochial. J.P. had suggested that linguistic distribution
of States should be postponed for twentyfive years. It was
not heeded . The States Reorganisation Commission was
appointed and its recommendations accepted and imple
mented . Once this was done there is nº reason why the
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unilingual States should not have been brought into
existence.
3 . Democratic socialism has always recognised the need
for decentralisation of economic and political power.

If an

area can be carved out of linguistic basis which will be
viable it would be the best solution for States reorganisation .

The resolution before you has been drafted bearing in

mind all these different problems. I would request you to
support the resolution.
SANAT MEHTA (Gujarat):

While I whole hearted

ly support the resolution , I have one small amendment to
make. At the end of the resolution , after the words

“ parliamentary

democracy” , I want the following to be

added : " and calls upon the Government to break up the

bilingual State of Bombay into the unilingual States of
Maharashtra and Gujarat."
A friend of mine asked me: has Maha Gujarat be
come so big an issue that you must forget the Party ?

I

told him that Lok shahi demanded an opposition to any de

cision which was imposed on the people. That is why I
said the issue of Maha Gujarat had become so important. It
is a decision that is being imposed on people.

That is why

we must fight. Morarji's way is the communist way . He
wants a decision to be imposed on people no matter what- ,
ever its consequences be. This is the reason why we oppose
this decision . Do not imagine that we want to establish
a separate State because we want another linguistic State
to be formed . We oppose the formation of the bilingual

State because the decision was undemocratic.
Morarji said in an interview that all the Congress
leaders came from big provinces. He therefore wanted the.
province to remain big so that its leaders may wield power.
Morarji is not concerned about the good of the people cr

their opinions. Morarji does not care either for saints or
sages. He worships only leadership and prestige. He
wants a bilingual State not because it will be good for any

body but because it will mean more power. We cannot
acquiesce with this manner of taking a decision . People
have demonstrated categorically that they are against this
bilingual State. We must be with them .

MATHURADAS MEHTA (Maharashtra ): So far as
the question of Samyukta Maharashtra and Maha Gujarat

are concerned there is not much for us to discuss. People
have expressed their opinion in favour Samyukta Maha
rashtra and Maha Gujarat. They have been very clear .

about it and have expressed themselves without doubt. bun
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There is however one issue which I would like to raise
here. This is about Dangs. Does Dangs belong to Guja
rat or Maharashtra ? Local Bodies election results in the

Dangs area show that Dangs belong to Gujarat. At the
last elections on this issue the candidate who wanted .
Dangs in Maharashtra lost his deposit. Under these cir
cumstances, the exclusion of Dang is as unjust to Maha
Gujarat as the exclusion of Bombay is to Maharashtra . The

Samiti and Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad negotiations on
Dangs are continuing but an

atmosphere has been created

that the Samiti want to give up Dangs. If the Maha Guja
rat Janata Parishad weakens its attitude on this question ,
its prestige is bound to go down . As it is we lost an elec

tion because of this .
i I would like to ask the delegates to decide what the
stand of PSP is on this question .

Y . N . JADHAV (Maharashtra) : People have made all
sorts of wild charges against Samyukta Maharashtra . They

have said that it encourages provincialism , linguism and
casteism . None of this is however true. For instance, in
the Chalisgaon constituency the Samiti supported Bharucha ,
a Parsi. He defeated Pataskar set up by the Congress by
an overwhelming majority. This ought to open the eyes of

the critics and show them that the Samiti is neither provin
cial nor caste-minded

G . P . PRADHAN (Maharashtra) : People of Gujarat

and Maharashtra have a feeling that all the all India parties
have let them

down by treating the issue as regional.

The

Congress has betrayed openly . The Communists with their
subtle methods have only paid lip sympathy to the cause.
People naturally look up to the PSP for a correct lead and

expect that the leaders would raise the issue to an all India
plane.

People are now looking to the PSP to make the issue of
Samyukta Maharashtra and Maha Gujarat a national one.
When Bengal was partitioned Tilak made the partition of

Bengal the rallying point of a national struggle. So also
today we have to make the struggle for Samykta Maharash

tra and Maha Gujarat a national issue. The present resolu
tion will remain a pious one unless we do something con
'crete in the operative part. Non -Maharashtrian M .Ps.
should take up the issue

CHHABILDAS MEHTA (Gujarat) : I have come here

to support the resolution . It reflects an opposition to in
justice and our Party must always be at the forefront of

struggle against injustice. I have no doubt that Samyukta
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Maharashtra with Bombày will be formed ultimately. I will
however like to request the Natoinal Executive to strengthen
the movement of Samyukta Maharashtra and Maha Gujarat.

1. V . M . “ SUBHEDAR (Maharashtra):

The PSP has

not only given its wholehearted support to the demand for

Maharashtra and Maha Gujarat but has also been at the
forefront of the struggle for the creation of these two
States. The problem of Bombay which stood in the way
has now been solved . In Vidarbha there are certain people

who have raised slogan of an independent Vidarbha . This
demand is not a genuine one. It is just a manoeuvre of
the Congress to foil the demand for Samyukta Maharash
tra and Maha Gujarat. The Party should fight this

tendency.
BRAHMAKUMAR BHATT (Gujarat): The imposition
of a bilingual State has been resisted forcefully by the people .
In Ahmedabad people faced bullets and in Bombay you all
know how many firings there were. It has been suggested
that the demand

for Samyukta

Maharashtra and Maha

Gujarat are communal in character. Nothing is farther from
the truth . There was no communalism . It was a special
feature of the movement in Gujarat that not a single Maha

rashtrian was touched . “ Janata " curfew created a history

in non -violent struggle .
The movement for Samyukta Maharashtra and Maha
Gujarat are not linguistic movements but a movement for
democracy. The PSP must not merely accept this resolution

but work for its implementation . The Communists are not
serious about Maha Gujarat because they know that once
Maha Gujarat is achieved they will be deprived of a plat

form . It is for us to work seriously for the creation of these
two unilingual States.
BANSI SHAH (Maharashtra ) :

I support this resolu

tion . There has been a lot of controversy about Bombay ,
Personally I do not see any reason for this controversy .

Bombay belongs to Maharashtra and it is very obvious. If
Fou go from Bombay to Ahmedabad you have to cross nearly
100 miles of Maharashtra.

The

plea

therefore

that

Bombay should not be included in Maharashtra is not ten
able .

.

.

.

.

The Gujaratis cannot ask for the inclusion of Bombay

in Gujarat. They are a business community and are to be
found all over the country - in Calcutta , in Madras and in

Poonä also . : How
Bombay ?

!

: .

and on what ground can they claim

Likewise, the suggestion that Bombay should be centr

FITIN
.
T
.

ally administered has no rationable behind it.
other ports like Calcutta and Madras.

There are

If the suggestion is

made that Bombay should be centrally administered it
follows that these two ports should also be taken over by
the Centre. Unless this is done, one cannot reasonably ask

Maharashtrians to give up their claim on Bombay City .
Mathuradas has raised the issue of Dangs. This issue
is being discussed mutually between the Samiti and

the

Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad. I am sure they would come
to an amicable settlement.
S . M . JOSHI (Maharashtra ) : Dr. P . C . Ghosh has
already given you an assurance on my behalf that there will
be no discrimination against any member of a so -called

“ minority community" after the achievement of Samyukta
Maharashtra with Bombay, I can repeat that assurance on
my own behalf as well as on behalf of the PSP and the

Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti. We need the Gujarati capi.
tal and they need have no fear that they will be discri
minated against in any way. We shall fight injustice to
a Gujarati as vigorously as we would in the case of a

Maharashtrian . I can , in this connection , point out a signi.
ficant fact.

The Gujarat Provincial Congress Committee

and the Maharashtra Provincial Congress Committee could
not find it possible to sit down together and deliberate on
the issues that so intimately concerned both of them . Why ?
Because essentially there is no meeting of minds between
them . The Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Maha
Gujarat Janata Parishad have, on the other hand, sat to
gether and conferred on many an occasion and were able to

arrive at some basic understanding.

This fact alone should

provide some assurance about our role in the days to come.

This resolution will dispel misgivings about the Party's
position vis- a -vis the demand for the break -up of the bilin
gual State of Bombay into Maharashtra and Gujarat. Asoka

Mehta's support to the creation of this bilingual State has
always been quoted against the Party. ' In fairness to him

I must say however that he had honestly believed that a
bilingual State would solve the problem . But it turned out
to be a miscalculation . It was an error of judgment and
not a case of mala fide intentions. This error needed to

be corrected . .

..

Mathuradas Mehta had shown me his amendment and
I had requested him not to press it. He wanted to know
my personal opinion on Dangs but I thought it proper, and
I told him so, to state my position publicly .
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The question

involves about 50,000 persons who are undergoing a process
of assimilation and social re-organisation .

It may not be

possible to solve it on the basis of language alone.

Philo

logists have been known to hold different views on this aspect
of the problem : is their language more akin to Gujarati or
to Marathi? Morarjibhai and B . G . Kher toured the area

and came to the conclusion that the populace understood
Marathi better . The Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad, how
ever, rejected this assessment. We are willing to reopen the

issue and I will be prepared to abide by the findings of a
commission on this issue.

Terms of reference of such a

commission, if appointed , can be discussed and agreed upon .
The criteria in my personal opinion should be, in this case,
as to where the Dangs would have a chance of prospering
most. I also agree that the wishes of the people have to be
respected. The people can decide where they want to go .
After all, the demand for separate States of Maharashtra
and Gujarat are based on the wishes of the people concerned .
But the results of the recent elections are not so unambi

guous.

The basic issue is that the bilingual Bombay State

has to be split up into Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Border

issues can be settled by a commission or commissions.

Mathuradas Mehta then withdrew his amendment.
CHAIRMAN :

Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ghosh will now

reply to the debate.
P . C. GHOSH (West Bengal) : I agree to the amend
ment moved by Sanat Mehta as it is in line with the terms
and spirit of the resolution . I thank other friends for

having withdrawn their amendments.
The Chairman then put the resolution , as amended, to

vote . It was carried unanimously amidst thunderous
applause. (See Appendix C ).
Resolution to Endorse the National Executive Resolu
tion According Permission

to

PSP Members in

Bombay

Legislature to sit with Samyukta Maharashtra Samitį and
Maha Gujarat Parishad Blocs.

CHAIRMAN :

Prem Bhasin will now move the resolu

tion endorsing the National Executive resolution according

permission to PSP members in Bombay Legislature to sit

with the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and Maha Gujarat
Janata Parishad blocs.
PREM BHASIN : It is a simple and short resolution
although it concerns a question that gave rise to a lot of
controversy in the Party.

It merely seeks to endorse the

resolution adopted by the National Executive at its meeting
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held at Delhi on October 26 to November 1, 1959, accord
ing permission to PSP members in Bombay Legislature to
sit with the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and Maha Guja .
rat Janata Parishad blocs. Just now I will content myself

with formally moving it. I hope there will be no debate on
it . But if there is I will say whatever I have to say in my
reply . At the moment I will only draw your attention to

the following two sentences in the National Executive re

solution :
( 1) “ The realisation by the Maharashtra branch of
the Party that under no circumstances the Samyukta Maha

rashtra Samiti should be allowed to be transformed into a

political party" .
(2) directs that the further commitments regarding
the scope and character of co -operation will be made with the
previous consultation and sanction of the National Execu

tive." I hope any delegates who may wish to speak on this
resolution will not lose sight of these two vital sentences of
the Delhi resolution .
NIRANJAN SINGH (Madhya Pradesh ) : I second the
resolution . I hope there will be no opposition to it and I
don 't want to inflict a speech on the delegates. I hope you

will accord it your unanimous approval.

DEBU BOSE (West Bengal):

I rise to oppose this re

solution . But let me clarify one thing first. I oppose this
resolution not because I am

opposed to the aspirations of

the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Maha Gujarat
Janata Parishad. My opposition stems from my failure to
understand why our comrades in these two organisations
cannot function normally . Is it not strange that in Bombay
Legislature the PSP, which is the largest single Party after
the Congress, has no bloc to represent it and put forward
its viewpoint on diverse political, economic and social mat
ters unconnected with the demand for Samyukta Mahara

shtra and Maha Gujarat ?
Party bloc

in

I do not see how a separate

the legislature would have hindered the

achievement of Samyukta Maharashtra .

SHANTI PATEL (Bombay City): I oppose this resolu
tion again , not because I am
Samyukta Maharashtra .

opposed to the creation of

The unanimous vote recorded on

the resolution on the break -up of the present bilingual State
of Bombay should put all apprehensions on that score to

rest. My opposition arises from the fact that it allows, in
practice, a policy of united fronts with the Communists and
other anti-national forces in the State to an

extent that

the separate identity of the Party is threatened. The National
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Ĝeneral Council of the Party which met at Delhi on Novem
ber 2 and 3, 1957, in a resolution on the “ Political Pers
pective” , had categorically stated that " A policy of united
front with the Communists will be suicidal because of the

strategy of disruption which the Communist Party must

follow , overtly or covertly, if it is to live up to its philo
sophy, though in some situations, as a temporary expediency,
they may under a democratic and constitutional cover appear
to support the forces of stability .
The Samiti Bloc is not merely a Legislature Bloc. It
is almost a party with mass membership outside the legis
lature. For our members to be in such an organisation
is to violate the fundamental principles and policies of the
Party. Can they become members of two political parties
at the same time and remain loyal to the PSP ? To me it
seems evident that it is not the PSP but the Communists

that stand to benefit from such an arrangement ? I can
prove this contention by a reference to the Bombay munici
pal election results.
While the CPI has appreciably in
creased her strength our number in the Corporation has

gone down from 36 to 27. Dange and not S . M , Joshi has
benefited . CPI and not the PSP has benefited . In Maha
rashtra we have no doubt grown .

But let us not forget

that those who had no strength previously have acquired
appreciable strength under cover of the Samiti. This alli
ance with the Communists in

ultimately.

the Samiti will weaken

us

It will affect our work in the trade unions also

before long. Already it is beginning to tell and we have
begun to face difficulties. That is the principal reason for
our opposition to the Samiti bloc and this resoluiton . We

want the National Executive to be firm in laying down the
policy line and firm in adhering to it . We denounce the
Communists and united fronts with them on the one hand

and on the other go into a alliance with them in the
Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and the Maha Gujarat Janata
Parishad .

This

contradiction must

cease

or we will

suffer.

MATHURADAS MEHTA (Gujarat) :

I will, first of

all, want the Chairman to clarify one point. Will opposi
tion to this resolution be construed as want of confidence in
the National Executive ? That surely is not the intention of

those who are opposing this resolution .
Technically, the National Executive resolution we are
being asked to endorse merely permits our members in
Bombay Legislature to sit with the Samiti and Janata Pari-,

shad Blocs. But, in practice, it has come to mean more. The
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Samiti is nothing short of a party . Shanti Patel has already
spoken on this point and I don 't want to repeat all that he
said.

I merely wanted to emphasise the point.

We are told that S . M . Joshi now
amount of popularity in

enjoys the same

Maharashtra as was enjoyed by

Lokamanya Tilak . We would be very happy' if it were
indeed so .
But this raises a question .
If we are really
so powerful, why are we compelled to jeopardise Party
interests and sail along with others in the Samiti ?
We
could certainly go it alone if we had that much strength .

I will request S . M . Joshi
Executive
tra
al and theashNational
ly

maharleadershipviiiss ccertainly
ertain
aPSP

enti-nation

to reconsider their decision .

capable of achieving Samyukta Maharashtra without being
entangled with

anti-national and

anti-democratic

forces.

Rather, the movement will lose some strength because of

it association with such forces .

I am here to voice our

genuine fear that if the PSP does not come out of the
Samiti, it will start a process

that

will

end up

in

the

establishment of Communist rule in this part of the country.
I will, therefore, call upon all delegates to reject this reso
lution. Rejection of the resolution will certainly not mean

a vote of no -confidence against the National Executive.

AMUL DESAI (Gujarat) :

I am here to oppose this

resolution . I am sorry to find a pernicious atmosphere here.
Shanti Patei and Debu Bose were both rahter apologetic in
their tone. I don 't know why. Why should it be necessary
for the opponent of this resolution every time to clarify
that they do not stand opposed to the demand or the strug

gle for Samyukta Maharashtra as such ?

This is not the first time it has happened.

Did not

the Bangalore resolution specifically prohibit the Maha
rashtra PSP to sit with the Communists ?
There was a
positive directive in that resolution that without the prior
consent of the National Executive no further commitment

could be made by the Maharashtra PSP leaders. Yet what
has happened ? Is not the present resolution an abject sur
render on the part of the National Executive?

.

We want this deviation to cease forthwith and this can

only be done if this resolution is rejected.

from the experience of other countries.
least from Hungary.

Let us learn

Let us learn at

We are told it is a question only of

strategy and that we should learn something from Sivaji
and Rana Pratap . May be we should . But that does not
mean that strategy advocated in their names is correct. ' I

am opposed to that strategy. May I remind Nana Saheb
about the warning given by Winston Churchill to President
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Roosevelt during the Second World War about dangers in
herent in a situation where Berlin is left to be conquered

and occupied by Soviet forces ? Roosevelt disregarded this
warning , and what do we have now ? Not only Berlin is
divided but the whole of East Europe has been occupied by
the Soviets. Let us beware of communist tactics as other

wise we will repent for it.

Let the Party decide to come out of the Samyukta
Maharashtra Samiti and fight for the achievement of Sam
yukta Maharashtra and you will find me in the front line of
fighters.
But if it is a question of allowing the Com
munists to capture power in the country, I will only repeat

what Asoka Mehta said at Bangalore :

“ Over my dead

body."

VIRCHAND SHETH (Gujarat) : Let me state that I
have been a supporter of Samyukta Maharashtra with Bom
bay from the very beginning. But I am opposed to this
resolution because I feel it will harm the Party. We are
told that we are not the only all India Party in the Samiti.

The CPI is also there. But there is a difference between our
functioning and their

functioning,

apart from

ideological

differences. The Communists in the Samiti first discuss and
decide issues in the Party and then go to the Samiti. It
is the other way round with our members in the Samiti.
They take a decision first in the Samiti and then want the

Party to say ditto.

I am sure that if the PSP had a separate and indepen .
dent bloc in the legislature many independents would have
come and joined it . We would thus have been in a position

to build up the PSP as an alternative both to the Congress
and the Communists. We have missed a great opportuntiy
by merging our identity with the Samiti in the Bombay Legig .
lature.

. . MOINUDDIN HARRIS ( Bombay City ):

I had decid

ed not to take part in this debate or, as a matter of fact,
any other debate in this conference. I was confirmed in
this resolve by Asoka Mehta 's speech which laid emphasis
in deeds more than speeches. Even now when I am here

to speak it is not my intention to participate in the debate
and accentuate

the heat already produced .

I have risen

specifically to clear one or two misconceptions about the

functioning of the Bombay Corporation .

First, I would like to refute the notion that the present
corporation is functioning worse than it did under Con
gress management. I can prove by facts and figures that

it is not so . In almost every field we have made appre
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ciable strides. Let us not be in a hurry to condemn it. Let
us not belittle our achievements. Whatever achievements

there have been , the PSP members of the Samiti Bloc in
the corporation have made a notable contribution to it. We
have an opportunity to do something and serve the people.

And let me say we are not faring badly .

Secondly, I want to clarify how S . S. Mirajkar, a Com
munist, came to be elected Mayor of Bombay. Mr. Miraj.
kar is the Mayor today not because the Communists have
a majority in the Corporation or even in the Samiti Bloc .
He became a Mayor because of a convention set up by the

Samiti that leadership of the Assembly Party as well as the
mayoralty will rotate among the five constituent parties of

the Samiti.

The PSP got both these positions in the first

year when S . M . Joshi was the leader of the opposition and

Mr. Donde the Mayor.

This year Mirajkar has been made

the Mayor. But only
there next year.

for a year.

You won't find him

I have however to give you one more fact. PSP got
the floor leadership of the Corporation in the first year.

The Party will continue to be in this position for a full cerm
and not for a year as had been earlier decided .

The Chairman then called upon Prem Bhasin to reply
to the debate.
PREM BHASIN (Punjab) : A question has been asked
as to whether a vote against this resolution will be con
sidered a vote of no-confidence against the National Execu

tive. Let me state categorically, " No." The National Exe
cutive seeks your vote on the merits of the resolution and

a

dvocat Please,
while towohyoufalinse the
coivname
note,appeal
does not
e thisofevits
does
e perstige.
therefore, while voting — if voting is necessary - do not be
swayed by any such false considerations. You have in any
case to elect a new Executive this evening .
Shanti Patel has been clever as an advocate, not as a

judge.

He read a few sentences from the resolution adopt

ed by the National General Council at Delhi in November
last and sought to show a contradiction between it and the
resolution being discussed just now . In fact there is no
such contradiction . If he had been fair, he would also have

read a few lines more, coming a little later in the resolution .
May I have his permission to read out these few lines ?
Here they are : “ There may, however, arise situations of

emergency where compulsions necessitate a pooling of the
resources of the people. Under such circumstances the
PSP may co -operate with all other parties but with alert
ness and determination to limit it to the specific issues and

their duration."

Nothing, I hope, could be clearer than

this. The National Executive is strictly adhering to the
terms of this resolution .
the people

It is allowing the resources of

to be pooled in this emergency and remaining

alert and vigilant so that the policy can be limited to this

specific issue and its duration.
•

Shanti Patel and Mathuradas Mehta contended that the

Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti was a party and not a frond
or a bloc, I agree with them that perhaps in one sense

it can be regarded as a party. But in another sense it is
not. Let me quote to you what S . M . Joshi said in reply
to a question at a press conference addressed by Surendra

nath Dwivedy and myself at Poona when we were touring
Maharashtra . . S . M . Joshi had at that time said something
like this : " I won ' t describe the Samyukta Maharashtra
Samiti as a political party . I would rather describe its
as a political organisation . Its essential character is like
that of the Congress in pre- independence days when it was
a political organisation all right but had not become a poli

tical party. In pre-independence days the Socialists, and
others, were in it but came out of it after independence

was achieved. The Congress became a political party only
after independence was achieved . Similarly , the Sainyukta
Maharashtra Samiti. Just now we are in it , the Commu
nists are in it and many independents.

We will be there

till Samyukta Maharashtra is achieved. What will happen
after it is achieved , it is difficult to forecast now . May be
the Communists will walk out of it then . May be we shall

walk out of it then or the Jana Sangh and others." I hope
I am not misquoting S . M . Joshi who is present here. I
hope he will bear me out. I also hope it will satisfy those

who were eager to know about the exact status of the Sam
yukta Maharashtra Samiti.

A question has also been raised here whether in the
event of the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti being in a posi
tion to form a ministry , this resolution will not mean that
the PSP will also be in it . We have been asked what we
will do

in

that eventuality.

N . G . Goray has already

replied to it in his reply to the debate on the resolution on
" political situation " . He has said that he could not give
a categorical answer to the question at this stage.

I must

say he has given a very correct answer . For, let me inform
the delegates, with the permission of the Chairman , that

the Provincial Executive Committee of the PSP (Maharash
tra ) has given a categorical assurance to the National Exe

cutive that they will loyally abide by and carry out any
directive issued by the National Executive in regard to the

Party's relationship with

the Samyukta
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Maharashtra

Samiti after
is thus open
sion on this
Maharashtra
How

can

the achievement of Samyukta Maharashtra . It
to the National Executive to take any deci.
issue. It may decide to permit the PSP in
to participate in the ministry or it may not.

N . G . Goray or any one else give a categorical

answer either way to this hypothetical question at this
moment ?
Amul Desai has been very kind and solicitous. He has

warned us against all possible consequences of fraternising
with the Communists.

In his support he has quoted exam .

ples from recent European History and even discussed
military strategy . He has sought to teach us many a valu
able lesson and we are indeed grateful to him .

I have only

one thing to suggest to him : perhaps we may not be un
aware of all that, even though not as well-informed about
military strategy and the machinations of international
communism . I can assure him that we are doing nothing

with our eyes closed . What we are doing, we are doing

with our eyes full open.
Amul Desai, Debu Bose and others have also said that
the National Executive had to surrender before the Maha

rashtra Executive and that they want simply to uphold its
dignity and prestige.

It is a very hopeful sign and the

National Executive will certainly be grateful to these
worthy champions of its cause. However, one cannot but
wish that all these gentlemen , and others, had displayed
similar enthusiasm to uphold the dignity of the National

Executive on other occasions where some of them were ulti
mately concerned with events.
Let me admit that the National Executive did have
to change its oft-repeated decision in this regard. If it
can be termed a surrender, well, yes, the National Execu
tive did surrender. I have no hesitation in owning it. If
I have the permission of the Chairman , I may even reveal
a secret. In the course of this controversy between the

National and Maharashtra Executives there had come a
moment when the National Executive had actually adopted
a resolution finally rejecting the Maharashtra Executive's
plea for reconsideration . It was prepared to take the con
sequences. But as luck would have it, it was decided not

to release the resolution to the press just then as it was
rather late in the evening when the resolution was adopted .
Next morning, the Maharashtra Chairman , Shirubhai
Limaye, came forward with a suggestion that the National

Executive should give a period of two months to the Maha
rashtra Branch to make up its mind and in the meantime
to appoint some members of the National Executive to tour
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Bombay and Maharashtra to study the situation firsthand
and to explain the viewpoint of the National Executive to
Party workers and members of the public there. This sug
gestion was accepted and Surendranath Dwivedy, Mir
Mushtaq Ahmed and myself were appointed to tour Maha
rashtra . We went there twice and were convinced that the
Maharashtra Party had been able to maintain its separated
identity and that Party workers remained as anti-commu
nist as ever before . We did not think there was any
danger of their being swallowed by the Communists.
Rather, we found that in their anxiety to demonstrate their
basic anti-communist character they sometimes went out of

their way to criticise the Communists here and abroad. For
instance, I don 't know of any other Party branch which
was so vocal on the suppression of Hungarian revolt by
Soviet troops. Even here, at Poona , they have organised
an exhibition on Hungary which I hope all of you have
visited . We also found that they were determined to see
that the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti did not develop
into a political party . We submitted our report to the
Naional Executive on the basis of these observations and I

am

glad that our report was accepted . If

Shirubhai had

not made that suggestion and if the National Executive
had no accepted it , what would have been the result ? I
am sure there would have been no Poona conference in

that case.

The credit , if any , for this happy. development

goes to Shirubhai Limaye and his sagacity , patience and
foresight, not to us or any one else .
In the end I will say only one thing. We have passed
through extremely difficult circumstances and trying condi
tions. With the split engineered by Dr. Lohia , resignation
of Jayaprakash Narayan , demise of Acharya Narendra
Deva and other difficulties, is it not some achievement that
the Party has survived ? Not only survived, but perhaps
stronger than any one could have hoped for. You will agree
with me that it is easy enough to break or dissolve a party
but rather difficult to preserve and build it. Those of you
who saw the procession on the first day of the conference
and heard Asoka Mehta moving the main resolution and
S . M . Joshi seconding it and declaring that the crisis in the
PSP was over will agree that the Poona National Confer
ence will go down in the history of the Party as a landmark ,

In fact, after Pachmarhi, this is the first conference that
has been able to evoke a new hope and enthusiasm in Party
ranks.

At Pachmarhi a badly defeated Party had resolved

to go ahead with a new faith . At Poona a badly shaken
Party has demonstrated a will to survive and to progress.
Those whom you have put in the Central Office of the
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Party today are pretty small men .

They could not achieve

big things. But at least one thing they have done. They

have preserved the Party intact till today . But this would
not have been possible without the resolution we are asking

you to endorse.
We have found in this process that trust begets trust.
I have complete trust in S . M . Joshi, N . G . Goray , Shiru
bhai Limaye, M . R . Dandavate and other Maharashtra
comrades. I am confident that persons like S . M . Joshi and

N . G . Goray can never betray the Party .
I hope you will accord it your unanimous approval.
The resolution was then put to vote and carried by a
large majority . (See Appendix C ).
The Conference then adjourned for lunch .

MAY 28, 1958 AFTERNOON SESSION _ 3 P. M . TO
12 MIDNIGHT
REPORT ON KERALA

CHAIRMAN : Dr. K . B . Menon will now present to
the conference a report on the situation in Kerala .

K . B. MENON (Kerala ): You will be anxious to know
about the circumstances in which the Communist Party was
able to retain its seat in the Devicolam by-election . The
Congress was busy with its Party conference and prepar
ing for Shri Nehru ' s visit and therefore could not mobilise
its resources and support. The Communists enjoyed a
superiority in manpower and financial resources. They had
pressed into service a large fleet of vehicles, some of which

had been brought from the neighbouring States. Some
vehicles were brought even from Bombay. In short, better
organisation and more resources were the two basic factors

responsible for Communist victory.
The people of Kerala are living in a permanent state
of insecurity .

Instances of ministerial interference with

the judiciary are on the increase. I can cite many cases
of withdrawal of criminal cases involving Communists. I
can describe a number of instances of rape and murder

which have been personally investigated by us.

The Communist Government in Kerala has completely
identified itself with the Communisty Party. The Com
munists in Kerala enjoy a superior status. Non -Commu
nists are treated as if they are second- class citizens.
After the report, the Chairman allowed the delegates
to seek any information they wanted on the situation in

che State. A

Sreedharan, Provincial Secretary, Praja
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Socialist Party (Kerala Branch ) replied to the various
questions and defended the stand and tactics adopted by
the Provincial Executive. He said that there was no per
manent commitment with the Congress. All that the Pro
vincial Executive had done was to arrive at an understand
ing with the Congress in the matter of by-elections. He

assured the conference that the Provincial Executive would
always abide by any directive issued by the National Exe
cutive in spite of the growing pressure of the people for
unity among the democratic parties in the State. He also
pointed out that the Muslim League in Kerala was not
comparable to the Muslim League of the pre-independence
days. It was a party of have-nots and had always sup

ported the Government of India's policy regarding Pakistan
and Kashmir .

RESOLUTION

ON INDO -PAKISTAN

RELATIONS

CHAIRMAN : We shall now take up the resolution on
Indo-Pakistan relations. H . V . Kamath will move it.

H . V. KAMATH (Madhya Pradesh) moving the resolu
tion said :
It is an important resolution relating to a serious matter.
We want the most cordial and friendly relations with
Pakistan . But it does not depend on us alone. Today we

are not on the very best of terms. Let me also say that
there does not seem to be any danger of the relations wor
sening to a critical point. But no country can afford to be
complacent in these matters. A cloud no bigger than a man's
hand to start with may in the end envelop the whole sky.

The resolution refers to the Kashmir question , the bor
der question

and the canal water dispute and states the

position of the Party clearly on all these issues.
Re. Kashmir I need not remind the conference that the
constitution refers to Kashmir as an integral part of India .
That is as it should be. But we are sorry to note that this
integral part of India has not yet been properly integrated
with the rest of India
Indian citizens still need a permit
to enter the state. The Election Commission has no juridic
tion over the State. Nor do the Supreme Court and the

Auditor General have complete sway over affairs in Jammu
and Kashmir. And strangely enough , our country has two
Prime Ministers. If Kashmir is a part of Inida , how can itu
have a separate Prime Minister ? The sooner these contra
dictions are resolved , the better for all concerned. Even
today the affairs of the State of Jammu and Kashmir are an

annexe of the External Affairs Ministry . Why should

Kashmir affairs not be handled by the Home Ministry as is
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the case with other States of India ? In the early days, Kash
mir was a close preserve of Gopalaswamy Iyengar and
Pandit Nehru. Now it is Pandit Nehru ' s preserve, support
ed by the crypto -communist Defence Minister. Complete

integration alone can meet the needs of the situation .
Indo-Pakistan disputes have proved to be a convenient
source of diverting the people 's attention from more press
ing economic and other matters on the domestic front.
Pakistan as well as Indian rulers have benefited from this .
I have a feeling that no one is seriously interested in solving
the problem . It is therefore left to us to give a lead. This
resolution seeks to start a process that may culminate in a
firm lead to tackle the issues on a realistic basis . I am con

fident you will give it your full support.

SURENDRANATH DWIVEDI (Orissa): I stand to
second the resolution so ably moved by H . V . Kamath .
Border firing in Assam is assuming serious proportions.

Why, after all, can we not deal with it adequately ? Some
times we are told that local gangs of dacoits are responsible
for it . Well, if they are dacoits, why can' t we deal with

them as governments everywhere deal with dacoits ?
I have only one thing to say about Kashmir . The dis
pute has now

on for more than a decade.
omplaidragged
nt t But what the essential sides.

India

took the complaint to the United Nations hoping for a just

and early solution .

But what has been our experience ? No

one seems to be interested in the essential justice or right
ness of the claims put forward on both sides. Nor does
any one seem to be keen to reach an early solution . What
shall we do under the circumstances ? I would say, withdraw

the dispute from the UNO which has proved itself incapable
of solving it. India and Pakistan may then both be forced

to start direct talks and search for a mutually acceptable
basis for solving the tangle . Any such basis , however, must
take this fact into consideration that plebiscite is ruled out.
India must state her position categorically and declare, once
and for all, that plebiscite will not be considered as a means
of solving the dispute. Once it is definitely known that

plebiscite is not on the agenda and that India will not be
browbeaten into accepting it , a realistic response from

the

other side may gradually emerge.
MOHD . UMAR BHATT (Kashmir ) : I want to move

the following amendment :
" The question of Kashmir can only be amicably settled
between the Indian Union and Pakistan without the inter

vention of any third party."
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Let me state at the outset that I have no fundamental
difference with the text of this resolution. We have been

saying pretty much the same thing there on canal waters
dispute and other issues raised here. We have therefore no

basic difficulty in accepting the resolution as it is.

Why then did I move this amendment? I will like to
explain it.
Harmony with Pakistan is essential for the well-being
and development of the people of Kashmir who want peace.

The Congress, and Pandit Nehru , have introduced an ele
ment of uncertainty about the future of the state by promis

ing plebiscite to the people. This uncertainty, I agree, has
to be removed . That is why we, in Kashmir , have been

campaigning for full integration with the rest of the country.
There are ways of looking at this problem . But the
question is how to solve it. On one extreme is the view
point that insists, and rightly so , that constitutionally and
morally Kashmir is an integral part of India . The other
extreme is represented by the Plebiscite Front which insists
on a plebiscite as the only means of solving the dispute. We
in Kashmir favour a via media .

We would insist only on

an amicable settlement being arrived at between India and
Pakistan .

That excludes any forcible conquest of Kashmir

by Pakistani or any other country. Nobody can snatch
away Kashmir from us. If force is resorted to by any one,

it will be met by force . There is no argument on this point.
So far as we are concerned the question of accession is
a closed question . We are trying to educate the people also .

We explain to them that a plebiscite is out of question . The
people will appreciate this. They are intelligent, even if
illiterate. They can no longer be deceived or misled by any
one, by Sheikh Abdulla, Bakshi Gulam Mohd. or rulers
of Pakistan . But we have to be a little patient with the
people . Adopting an extreme position will not help that
process. That is why I plead for a via media and would
like this conference to accept any amendment which lays

stress on " amicable settlement” between India and Pakistan .
MIR MUSHTAQ AHMED (Delhi): I oppose the
amendment moved by Mohd. Umar Bhatt. Pakistan is en
gaged in provocative propaganda against India . In
Pakistan there is no stability . Government and Prime Mini
sters change more than calendar years. They have not so
far been able to hold elections in the country during the
last eleven years. Its politicians who constantly quarrel
among themselves for selfish reasons try to whip up a hate
campaign against India whose secular and progressive forces
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are fairly well entrenched. By this means they seek to im
part some stability to their edifice. The PSP is rightly con
cerned about it as this propaganda has now crossed all
limits.

India did not occupy Kashmir by force or invade it.
We went there only after the State had legally acceded to
India under the provisions of the Independence of Indian

Act. Not only the ruler acceded to India but the National
Conference, the most popular and representative organisa
tion of the people of Kashmir also supported the accession .
It is Pakistan that is in illegal occupation of a part of the
State and this aggression must be vacated . There is no
other basis on which a solution , amicable or otherwise, can .
be reached with Pakistan .

India has spent crores of rupees

on the development of Kashmir . Indian soldiers have shed
their blood in her defence. The Constituent Assembly of
the State has ratified the accession . It was Pandit Nehru
who was hesitant about accepting this ratification as final.
Years ago our Party had pleaded for it. But it is only re
cently that Pandit Nehru adopted this position . This is
welcome in so far as it goes. Let us not, therefore, re
introduce an element of vagueness and uncertainty in Kash

mir ' s relationship with India . That will be fatal to her
progress. That is why I am opposed to Umar Bhatt's

amedment. I hope he will withdraw it.
While appealing to him to withdraw his amendment I
will, at the same time, assure Umar Bhatt and Party men
in Kashmir that we shall not tolerate any attack on civil
liberties there. We shall fight for civil liberties in Kashmir
as determinedly and vigorously as we do in the rest of the

country ,

H . V . KAMATH (Madhya Pradesh ) : I would like to
remind the delegates that Kashmir has become a cockpit of

big power politics. It is this circumstance that is hindering
a negotiated and peaceful settlement of the issue. I look
forward to the day when Pakistan will have a strong re
presentative government capable of tackling her complicated

economic problems and get absorbed in the task .
convinced that India

and Pakistan

I am

have to live as good

neighbours helping each other in their march to progress
and prosperity .

Ultimately, perhaps, a sort of a confe- ·

federation between the two independent countries may have

to be thought of.
Mohd. Umar Bhatt then withdrew his amendment and
the resolution was carried unanimously amidst cheers from
the delegates.
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At this stage the Chairman who had to attend another
meeting requested Triloki Singh to preside in his absence.
TRILOKI SINGH :

We have two resolutions still on

our hands. One on “ Freedom and Colonialism " and the other

en “ Food” .

It is now 6 p .m . We have to conclude our

deliberations today and we cannot disperse without electing
office bearers and members of the National Executive for

the ensuing year. So what shall we do ?
A suggestion was made that the two resolutions should
be referred to the National Executive for adoption .

It was

found that while there was unanimity on the resolution on
“ Freedom and Colonialism ” , there was some difference of
opinion on the resolution on “ Food” . Many delegates
seemed anxious to move amendments to it . The Conference,
therefore, decided to refer the resolution on “ Food ” to the
National Executive for redrafting and adoption . The re
solution on “ Freedom and Colonialism " was moved from

the chair and unanimously adopted . (See Appendix C ).
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS AND THE

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE .
TRILOKI SINGH :

According to the consitution we

have to elect a Chairman, a General Secretary and not
more than 23 members of the National Executive. We shall
elect first the Chairman , then the General Secretary and then
members of the National Executive. I will now invite nomi

nations for chairmanship.
A number of delegates got up , and wanted to propose
the name of Asoka Mehta for chairmanship . Some of them
wanted that he should be persuaded to accept it . S . M . Joshi

then got up and said :
S . M . JOSHI :

Some delegates have proposed that

Asoka Mehta should be persuaded to become the Chairman
and that I should propose his name.

I can assure you all

that it would have been a pleasure and a privilege for me to
do so. I can take you into confidence and inform you that
the National Executive had requested Asoka Mehta to be
come the Chairman .

Every effort was made to persuade

him . But he does not feel free to do so .
I propose the name of Ganga Sharan Sinha for the
chairmanship of the Party for the ensuing year. He was
not willing to accept for another term the responsibility he
has been carrying with such distinction ever since Acharya
Narendra Deva departed from us. But I am glad to report
that he has been persuaded to accept the post. While pro

posing his name I would assure him on behalf of all dele
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gates and other Party members that he will get their full
co -operation in the discharge of his onerous responsibili
ties.

The proposal was seconded by Surendranath Dwivedy.
ASOKA MEHTA (Bombay ) : With the permission of
the Chairman I would like to say a few words to those
friends who have proposed my name for the chairmanship
of the Party . I appreciate and deeply value this gesture,
on their part. But it has pained me to find that something

like a signature campaign was organised by some of these
friends. This is not in keeping with the spirit and tradi
tions of our Party and I hope such things will not be re

peated in future.
For some time now we have been trying to build up a
corporate leadership in the Party . In this context, who is
the actual incumbent of any office is not so important.
Ganga Babu has led this Party during the most critical
period of its existence. It is a tribute to his wisdom , gene
rosity and breadth of outlook that we not only survived the
series of crises that overtook us in the recent past but are
also today looking forward to the future with greater cohe
sion and confidence. We will need his mature guidance for

some more time so that we are firmly put on the track
again .

I can assure him

of full

support and loyal co

operation in the uphill task and I am sure every one of
you assembled here today will agree with me when I express

sincere gratitude to him for having agreed to shoulder the

burden for another term .
I formally withdraw my name for the post of the chair
manship of the Party if it has been formally proposed.
TRILOKI SINGH : After Asoka Mehta has formally
withdrawn his name there remains only one nomination for
the chairmanship of the Party . If any delegate wants to
propose any other name for this post let him come forward

with his proposal without further delay.

No other namewas proposed.
Ganga Sharan Sinha was then declared elected Chair
man of the Praja Socialist Party to the accompaniment of
sustained thunderous applause.

TRILOKI SINGH : I will now invite nominations for
the General Secretaryship of the Praja Socialist Party for

the ensuing year.

ASOKA MEHTA : I have already given an indication
of my mind. I now take this opportunity of formally pro

posing the name of N . G . Goray for the General Secretary
ship of the Party.
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Asoka Mehta's proposal was seconded by Prem Bhasin .
No other name was proposed.
N . G . Goray was then declared elected General Secretary
of the Praja Socialist Party in the midst of continued

applause .
N . G . GORAY :

I am indeed grateful to you for this

signal honour in electing me as the General Secretary of the
Party Had you given me a chance and asked my opinion
about it I might have said “ No” . Even now I wish you

had another name to propose in my place. No one can be
very eager to step into this position . Whoever is elected
to this post will have a very heavy responsibility to dis
charge. Ganga Babu and Triloki Singh have filled these
posts with distinction for the last few years. Both of them
are eminently suitable for these positions. Both of them

are men of very sweet temperament.

I am afraid I am

directly their opposite in this matter and I hope you will

bear with me with utmost patience and regard .
TRILOKI SINGH : We have now to elect the National
Executive for the ensuing year : Article VIII ( a ) of the
Party Constitution lays down that " The National Executive,

elected by the National Conference, shall ordinarily consist
of the Chairman , the General Secretary and members who
shall not be less than 15 and not more than 23." Adele

gate will therefore be within his right to propose names
not exceeding 23 in number. Please hand over your nonii
nations to the Joint Secretaries. If more than 23 names
are proposed an election will have to take place under
Article XV of the Party Constitution , which provides for

election by multiple distributive vote and by ballot.
A large number of name were proposed by different
delegates . After withdrawals the following names remained
in the field :
(Assam )
: 1. Hareshwar Goswami
2 . R . Narasimha Reddy
( Andhra)

3. Samar Guha

(West Bengal)
(West Bengal)

4 . Dr. P . C . Ghosh

5 . Dr. Suresh Chandra Banerjee
6 . Basawan Sinha
7 . Mir Mushtaq Ahmed

8 . Ishwarlal Desai

(West Bengal)

(Bihar)
(Delhi)
(Gujarat)

9 . Pattom Thanu Pillai
10. Dr. K . B . Menon
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(Kerala )
· (Kerala )

ii. S. M . Joshi
12

(Maharashtra )

Nath Pai

14. Asoka Mehta
15 . H . V . Kamath

(Maharashtra)
(Maharashtra )
(Maharashtra )
(Madhya Pradesh )

13 . Shirubhai Limaye

16 .

Sham Narain Kashmiri

(Madhya Pradesh )

17.

Thakur Niranjan Singh

18 .

Prem

(Madhya Pradesh )
(Punjab )

Bhasin

19. Murlidhar Vyas
20.

(Rajasthan )

P . S . Chinnadurai

21. Prof. Mukut Behari Lal
22. Triloki Singh
23. Genda Singh

24 . Shakuntala Srivastava
25. K . R . Karanth
26 . M . S . Gurupadaswamy

( Tamilnad)

(Uttar Pradesh )
(Uttar Pradesh )
(Uttar Pradesh )
(Uttar Pradesh )
(Mysore)

(Mysore)

(Utkal)
27. Surendranath Dwivedy
CHAIRMAN : We have 27 names for 23 seats. We
have therefore to take vote. The system of voting is multi
ple distributive as laid down by the Constitution , that is,

every delegate present here has 23 votes, but he cannot give
more than one vote to one candidate. The office would now
get the ballot paper cyclostyled which would be distributed
to all delegates against their cards.
I would , however,
caution you against one thing . You have to vote for 23
candidates, neither more nor less. Any ballot paper con
taining more or less than 23 votes would be declared

invalid .
I appoint M . R . Dadavate to conduct the elections and

act as the Returning Officer. He shall be assisted by per
sons chosen by him . The Chairman will declare the result
when counting is over .

The following 23 candidates
Mir Mushtaq Ahmed ,

Dr. Suresh Chandra Banerjee ,
Prem

Bhasin ,

P . S . Chinnadurai,
Ishwarlal Desai,
Surendranath Dwivedy,

Dr. P . C. Ghosh,
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Hareshwar Goswami,
S . M . Joshi,
H . V . Kamath,
M . S . Gurupadaswamy,
K . R . Karanth ,
Mukut Behari Lal,
Asoka Mehta,

Dr. K . B . Menon,
Nath Pai,
Pattom Thanu Pillai,
R . Narasimha Reddy,
Genda Singh ,

Triloki Singh ,
Basawan Sinha ,
Murlidhar Vyas, and
Shrimati Shakuntala Shrivastava
were declared

elected

to

the National Executive by the

Chairman, at about midnight, after the counting was over.
The Fourth National Conference of the Praja Socialist
Party then concluded its four-day session .
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APPENDIX - A

Chairman 's Address
COMRADES :
We are meeting today at a crucial time. We are faced with important
and serious developments . The unprecedented and unforeseen events that
are taking place today may change the face of the world including our

country . The expectation with which we are meeting here is quite natural.
We have to take decisions and work them out with a 'sence of urgency .
We have to take stock of things and decide our future course of action in
the light of the experience gained and conclusions reached .

HOMAGE
When we meet today it is but natural that we miss our respected col
league and leader Shri Sarangadhar Das. In him we have lost a valiant
fighter for freedom , democracy and socialism . Thought he was old in age
he was young in spirit. Till the last moment of his life he
continued to strive against injustice and uphold the cause of the
oppressed and exploited . Though he is no more amidst us, his spirit, I am
sure, will continue to inspire us to march ahead with courage and deter
mination to an era of democratic socialism .
Comrades, we have also to mourn the sad demise of Shri Phulan Prasad
Varma. He was not only a valiant fighter for political freedom but also one
of the founders of the democratic socialist movement in this country. He
represented us on a number of important international conferences. All who
came in contact with him were impressed by his urbanity and humanity.
To know him was to love him .
Comrades, before I talk to you about matters which are engaging our
attention I must also pay our homage to the late Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
and Dr. Khan Sahib who for years inspired and led us in the freedom
struggle. During the dark period of communal strife they valiantly upheld the
cause of national solidarity .

Since we met last at Bangalore many important developments have taken
place in our country and abroad . These happenings have emphasised more
than ever before the need for working with renewed zeal for the realisation
of the great principles for which we stand. Shri Jayaprakash Narayan and
Acharya Narendra "Deva have made valuable contribution in the enunciation
of these principles. Jayaprakashji, as you know , has decided to free him
self from party affiliation with a view to attempting other solutions. While
we could go a long way with him , it was not possible for us to follow his
path in toto. His contribution to socialist thought is, however, considerable
and I take this opportunity to express our sense of gratitude for this and
also to assure him that we will be watching his experiments with interest and

that we shall co -operate whenever we can , to the best of our ability .

THE HOUR OF TRIAL
The most outstanding element in the present Indian situation is the
disappearance of the myth that the Congress could remain in power at the
Centre and in the States, in the foreseeable future. This myth is being
destroyed by forces that are internal to the Congress organisation as well
as forces that are outside its organisational control. There is a growing
feeling in the country that the Congress Party which has ceased to be res.
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ponsive to the wishes of the people even in matters that are within its
control and is rapidly disintegrating cannot hold power for long and that an

alternative to the Congress is urgently needed . Political vacuum which is
being caused by the increasing disintegration of the Congress should be filled
up by a party pledged to national unity , democratic freedom and social
justice, which is no other than the Praja Socailist Party. But this is not
possible without determined effort on our part. Other political parties
naturally wish to take full advantage of the situation . They are trying their
best to extend their sphere of influence in the country and to contend for
power. Some of them are trying to reshape themselves to suit urges and
needs of the people and even to profess principles against which they con
tended so far. Thus, the Scheduled Castes Federation has transformed itself
into the Republican Party and the Hindu Sabha has begun to talk of Hindu
Socialism . While the Communist Party has decided to put on the garb of
a democratic party , the Jana Sangh is trying to emerge as an agrarian party
in the Uttar Pradesh . The Jana Sangh professes to champion the cause of
peasants to the extent as to propose the reduction of peasants' rent and the
liquidation of compensation promised to landlords under the Zamindari
Abolition Act. The Communist Party, on the other hand , is trying to give

an impression that it is prepared to pursue a policy of sweet reasonableness,
respect civil liberties of the people and democratic rights of different political

parties and acquire power through peaceful democratic means alone. It has
begun to profess faith in industrial democracy and advocate the participation
of workers in management and the organisation of one union in one industry .

There is obviously a keen contest for power which is being sharpened by
the emergence of regional parties on local issues in certain parts of the
country. While certain parties such as the Hindu Sabha and the Ram Rajya

Parishad have almost ccased to count in Indian politics, the multiplication
of political parties continues, and it seems that in certain states
no political party may be able to command at least for some time absolute

majority in state legislatures. All this demands reappraisal of political situa.
lion in the country and reassessment of ideological stand and political strength
of different political parties as well as clear reiteration of our own principles
and policies and our stand on different political, economic and socio -cultural
issues with which our country is faced today. While it is our duty to point
before the country our own solutions of Indian problems and apprise the

out failings of Congress Governments, we are equally duty bound to place
people of our differences from other political parties.

I am sure the Con

ference will do the needful in the matter and give proper lead to party
workers and the people .

SOCIALISM : ITS EXPANDING CONTENT
Comrades , the concept of socialism as we understand it, has developed
from time to time as we gathered experience and came to grips with the
realities of the situation . Our socialism was not born out of any doctriniare

approach but was the result of our participation in the struggle for freedom
and the necessity felt by us to give a socialist content to the very concept
of independence. Naturally it was the socio -economic aspects of sociailsm
that attracted our greatest attention .

It was our conviction that unless

freedom meant raising considerably the peoples' standard of living and
satisfaction of the material wants of broad masses, it was not an objective
for which maximum national efforts could be mobilised . Some of us were

drawn towards Marxism because it promised end of exploitation of man by
man , maximum utilisation of the progress in science and technology and the
shifting of the forces of social and political power to the base of the social
pyramid . We therefore accepted many of the Marxist concepts such as class
conflict, nationalisation as the panacea for freeing production from the

rapacious profits motive of the fortunate few .
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Since then we have travelled a long and arduous route. We have in
are very
important, by no means do they exhaust its entire content; that in our
preoccupation with the need for the satisfacton of basic requirements of our

creasingly realised that while the economic aspects of socialism

broad masses we should not neglect the other ideas of socialism , viz., equality
and brotherhood of man . We have never accepted the objective of enlarg .
ing the cake for its own sake unless it resulted in rehabilitating the dignity
of the individual, enlargement of his creative powers and the development
of his cultural and ethical faculties. We have therefore always fought every
attempt to establish a monolithic state in which all initiatives are confined

to a select few and have insisted on the decentralisation of political and
economic power. With the same desire to preserve the ethical entity of
the individual we have rejected any attempt at curtailing civil liberties and
have fought corruption and nepotism as derogatory to human dignity.
Devolution of administrative authority, decentralisation of economic power,
and resistance to bureaucratisation , autocracy, corruption and nepotism , have
thus emerged as important goals in the programme of our Party .

ORGANISATIONAL TASKS
We have to attempt in a more systematic way the integration of these

various objectives that have emerged in the history of socialist thought in
our country. We have not only to strive for social changes for reshaping

the structure of our society, for establishing new social relationships for
increasing social mobility , equality

human mind.

and

justice but also for a change in

The transformation of the economic system into socialisin

must necessarily be accompanied by a correlated transformation in morals
and culture. Socialist movement, as you all know , is ultimately à cultural
movement. While it is opposed to norms and ways that have degraded the
bulk of humanity to conditions of servitude and denied to the common man
adequate facilities for the development of his personality , it strives for the
evolution of a culture which may ensure to humanity freedom from want,
exploitation and domination , as well as facilities for mental and moral growth

and decent cultured life. Culture for which we stand is a creative synthesis
of the humanist, democratic and socialist elements of the cultural heritage
of humanity and the embodiment of the urges and needs of the people such
as liberty and equality. That is why we stand for the reorientation of life,
social and personal, on the basis of human consciousness and fellowship ,
social justice and universal good, individual liberty and free democratic
co -operation .

It is one of the cardinal principle of socialism as we understand it that
the greed , the hankering after profit in man , must be subordinated to truth ,
love and kindness and the good of all mankind. We wholeheartedly subs
cribe to the view that man 's moral nature will come into full bloom only
when the principle of mutuality of life, is extended to embrace the whole

human race. We fully share these ideas with Vinobaji who has been working
them out in his own way.

The party has supported the Bhoodan Move

ment which had culminated into Gram Dan and we should continue to co

operate in the endeavour to the extent possible. We, however, realise that
at least in the transition period we have to wrestle with the problem of evil
in man and to contain it as far as possible through social and state sanc
tions.

We, therefore , cannot envisage any withdrawal from active party

politics though we will always try to keep our means pure so as to preserve

purity of our ends.
Socialist philosophy is based on ideas that are universal in character.
In different circumstances these ideas may assume different programatic
expression but the basic experiments have a universal content and are of
interest to socialists all over the world .
In course of our constant search for the universal values of socialism
we have to take notice of the forces that are working in the world and the
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conditions prevailing in different parts of the world . We have to look to
our neighbours also and to benefit by the experiences of the happenings that
are taking place there.

It is also necessary for us to examine the situation that is prevailing in
ing in . This is tending to cause irritation and disaffection . The Congress
does not seem to be receptive to the logical demands urge, and needs of
the people . On the contrary, they appear to be playing with the aspira
tions of the people. Their rigidity and obstinacy is prolonging the tension ,
uncertainty and agony. The most glaring instance of this obstinacy is their

our country. We find that a feeling of frustration and helplessness is creep

attitude on the question of the redistribution of the · Bombay State on lin
guistic basis. By this time it must have been obvious to them that the
people of Maharashtra and Gujarat are determined to have linguistic states
of their own and that the delay in the matter will add to the bitterness
and agony. Immediate action is necessary to consolidate the country, create

self-confidence among the people and to inspire the whole nation .

The

Congress has failed to provide the country with a clean administration which
is necessary for the proper functioning of democracy and advartce towards

socialism . ' A clean administration is the need of the hour.
ALL SOCIALISTS UNDER ONE ROOF
Another immediate task before us is to remove the confusion that is
prevailing in the country today. Practically everybody is talking of socialism
today. The multiplicity of the parties is also adding to that cofusion and
is weakening the cause of socialism . Therefore it is our duty to strive and
do our utmost to consolidate all the democratic socialist forces in the country .
I hereby appeal to all such democratic socialist forces which are scattered

in the country in the form of parties or groups or as unattached or attached
individuals. I assure them that the Praja Socialist Party is always anxious

and prepared for the consolidation and integration of all such parties,
Friends, no policy or programme can be of any practical use unless it
is backed up by a sound organisation capable of implementing the same.
This is the responsibility which we have to assume and discharge. We have

groups or individuals who sincerely believe in democratic socialism .

got some of the finest young men and women in our ranks. They are actuat
ed by a sense of mission and are ready to contribute their best in the cause

of democratic socialism . A large number of thinking people in the country
look to us for providing an alternative to the Congress rule and contemplate
with dismay the probability of the polarisation of forces between the Con .
gress and the Communist. We have therefore, favourable grounds from which
we can operate. Unfortunately , in spite of these advantages, we have not
yet succeeded in shaping our organisation for the great tasks that await us.
Í fully realise that organisation is mainly a function of resources. Situated
as we are we have to reconcile ourselves to the limited resources which we
can mobilise and that will have its repercussions on the state of our organisa
tion . Granting this, however, I am convinced that we can do much more
than what we have succeeded in doing so far. The basic principles of socia
lism for which we stand must be made applicable to the concrete situations
which we face in our fields of activity from day to day . This requires orga
nisation of party camps and summer schools, pulbication and distribution of
Party literature and running journals explaining the stand of the Party on
day to day happenings.
Our Party offices need to be adequately equipped and run with utmost
efficiency and competence. Greater discipline must be observed . Ways and
means of collecting Party funds have to be found. Surely, these are not im .
possible tasks. Given will and determination and a dedication to our cause,
we can fulfil them . Let us go out from this Conference with firm targets
to be achieved during the year and with unshakable will to achieve them in
spite of any obstacles that we might meet in our way .

APPENDIX - B
REPORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY, COM . TRILOKI SINGH ,

TO THE FOURTH NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE
PRAJA SOCIALIST PARTY - May 25 -28, 1958.
The Third National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party was held at
Bangalore from November 25 -28 , 1956 under the Chairmanship of Shri. Ganga
Sharan Sinha. The Office-bearers and National Executive for the ensuing

year were elected at its conclusion . Shri. Ganga Sharan Sinha was unani.
mously elected Chairman and Triloki Singh as General Secretary. The fol

lowing were elected members of the National Executive :
1. Acharya J. B. Kripalani
2 Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ghosh

3. Asoka Mehta
4. Pattom Thanu Pillai
5. H . V. Kamath
6 . Sarangadhar Das,
7. Surendranath Dwivedy

8. Hareshwar Goswami
9 . Dr. K . B . Menon
10. K . R . Karanth
11. P . S. Chinnadurai

12. K . S. Tilak
13 . Ajit Roy
14. V. S. Dandekar
15. Peter Alvares
16 . Basawan Sinha

17. Mukut Behari Lal
18 . Farid Ansari

19 . Thakur Niranjan Singh
20 . Ishwarlal Desai

21. Mir Mushtaq Ahmed
22. Prem Bhasin

and

23. S. M . Joshi.
The National Executive in all held eight meetings during this period . In
the First Meeting held on Nov . 28, 1956 at Bangalore, Shri. K . R . Karanath
was elected Deputy Chairman of the Party and Messrs. Farid Ansari, K . K .
Menon and Prem Bhasin were appointed Joint Secretaries. The Party Chair.

man Shri. Ganga Sharan Sinha was appointed Treasurer till such time as
another appointment was not made.
A Tribunal consisting of K . Kelappan , Tilak Raj Chadha and Gurudev
Sharan was appointed to entertain and decide appeals against disciplinary
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action taken by the National or Provincial Executive. The same meeting
appointed the Central Parliamentary Board consisting of the following :
1. Ganga Sharan Sinha
Chairman
Secretary
2. Triloki Singh
3. Asoka Mehta
Member
4. K . R . Karanth
5. H . V . Kamath
6 . P. S. Chinnadurai

7. Surendranath Dwivedy
8 . Pattom Thanu Pillai

9 . S. M . Joshi
10 . Farid Ansari

11. K . K . Menon
A Panel consisting of the following to decide appeals arising out of
Party disputes was also appointed :

1. Awadesh Nandan Sahai
2. Narendra Nath Das

3. Khushwaqt Rai
4 . R . Patnaik
5 . Tilak Raj Bhasin
6 . Abul Hayat Chand

7. K . R Karanth
8 . Atin Bose
9. Nooh Abbasi
10 . M . S . Gurupadaswamy

11. Mir Mushtaq Ahmed
12. K . N . Nagarkatti

13. P . S. Chinnadurai
14. Rohit Dave
15 . Basant Chandra Ghosh
and
16 Sudhir Chandra Roy Chowdhary .
The Party suffered a great loss in the death of the late Shri. Sarangadhar
Das. Sarangadharbabu was an unfailing guide and source of inspiration . He
had not been keeping fit for sometime past. In him the Party lost a valued
comrade. The National General Council in its meeting held at Dehi (Novem
ber 2 and 3, 1956 ) expressed its sorrow in these words:

“ This meeting of the National General Council of the Praja Socia .
list Party pays its respectful homage to the memory of Shri. Saranga
dhar Das.
As the devoted servant of the people, as a pioneer of the Orissa

State Peoples, struggle, as a valiant fighter of our country 's freedom ,
as Party's vigilant representative in the Lok Sabha, as a dynamic
fighter against all forms of injustice and above all as a great friend
of us all, Sarangadharbabu brought warmth to our lives and strength
to our purpose. Through his burning idealism and humane feel
ings of comradeship he tried to integrate our fragmented lives. The
National Executive exhorts the members of the Praja Socialist Party,
each one to raise a fitting monument to the memory of Shri Saranga
dhar Das by inculcating in his own life the noble values which were
symbolised by the life of Sarangdharbabu ."
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Ĝeneral Elections.
The National Executive at Bangalore directed the Provincial Executives to
have exploratory talks with other
in the General Elections. In case
whose fundamentals were different
National Executive was necessary.

like minded parties for adjustment of seats
such talks were to be had with parties
from ours, previous permission of the
It further said that no commitments were

to be made by them and that the Central Office be kept continuously
informed .
At the Nagpur Meeting the question of giving permission to Provincial
Branches to enter into electoral arrangements with other opposition parties
came up . The Bangalore Conference had authorised the National Execu
tive, in case it was satisfied that special circumstances exist, to allow a
Provincial Branch in only exceptional and extraordinary case, ''to assign

constituencies by agreement between different political parties.” Such requests
precautions to implement the above policy. It, however, authorised the
Bengal unit to have assignment of seats with the other opposition parties
and appointed a committee consisting of Messrs. Farid Ansari. H . V . Kamath

were made by various provincial units and the National Executive took full
and K . R . Karanth to supervise

the election

observance of the Party policy.

This Committee was also entrusted with

arrangements and ensure

the task of finalising electoral strategy in Triprua. Hareshwar Goswami in

consultation with Dr. P. C . Ghosh was to supervise the election arrange
ments there.
Similar arrangement was made in respect of Kerala and a Committee

consisting of Messrs. Pattom Thanu Pillai, K . B . Menon and K . Kelappan
was appointed .

•

Permission to enter into electoral arrangements with other opposition

parties was given to Maharashtra , Gujarat, Saurashtra , Marathwada , Bombay
City, Vidharba, Assam , Andhra and Tamilnad units, In each case the Natio
nal Executive deputed some Party comrade to supervise these arrangements
and ensure the carrying out of Party policy .

It was not possible for the Central Parliamentry Board to finalise the
list of candidates and therefore it delegated its authority province wise to
various persons to finalise the list of candidates. Tribunals to entertain and

decide appeals against the selection of candidates were also appointed .
The Board laid down certain principles for the selection of candidates
and set up a small committee consisting of Prof. Mukut Behari Lal, Asoka

Mehta , Rohit Dave, K . R . Karanth with K . B. Menon as Convener to carry
on propaganda and publicity.
The Board gave full authority to its Chairman in case of an emergency
to take decision on any matter relating to the general elections.

The Party entered the second general elections with great handicap. The
of his dynamic leadership . Defection of Dr. Lohia and some others some.

death of the late Acharya Narendra Deva in February 1956 had deprived it
time earlier had thinned the Party ranks. Further his strategy to work for

and bring about the defeat of Party candidates particularly in Bihar and
U .P . was responsible for a number of reverses. " The Central Office could
not raise necessary funds. The elections by and large were fought on the
strength of Provincial and local units.
The results, however, were not disappointing. As against 1,102 candi
dates set-up for the State Assemblies 200 were successful. In Lok Sabha 19
Party candidates were successful out of 175 . It may be remembered that in
1952 the Party had fared much worse and secured less number of seats with
double the number of candidates. The total number of votes polled by the

party was 9,480,451 (exclusive of those candidates who had lost thier deposits)
next only to the Congress .
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Parliamentary Activities.
The
PSP
is
the
Principal
Opposition Party in U .P., Mysore, Bombay.
Madhya Pradesh and Assam . ' In Lok Sabha efforts are being made to form
a group consisting of the PSP, RSP , Peasants and Workers Party, Mahagujrat
Parishad and Ganatantra Parishad under the leadership of Acharya Kripalani
on an agreed minimum programme. The strength of Party Legislators in
various legislatures is as follows:
Lok sabha
Rajya Sabha

Assembly :
Assam

Andhra

Bengal
Bihar
Bombay
Kerala

Madras
M . Pradesh
Mysore
Orissa
Punjab

Rajasthan
U .P.

Total

209

The Party has increased its strength in Legislative Councils as a result
of biennial elections.
The Party won one Lok Sabha seat in a by-election in Muzaffarpur dis
trict against a Communist. This constituency had till then been a Congress
constituency . The other notable gain in Bihar was the success of Party candi
date to the Legislative Assembly in the by-election caused by the death of the

late Dr. Anugraha Narain Sinha, Finance Minister, Bihar. The Congress had
held this seat for about 20 years.
In U .P . the Party was again successful in defeating Sri C . B . Gupta , in
a bye-election to the Legislative Assembly held recently at Maudaha. The
seat was formerly held by a Congressman .

In a by-election to the Bengal Legislature Assembly held in Jalpaiguri,
the Party candidate defeated the Vice President of the West Bengal Provin .
cial Congress Committee by a margin of over 5 ,000 votes.

Membership.
Preoccupation with General Elections was responsible for a fall in mem .
bership during this year. After the Bangalore Conference attention was
diverted to general elections. The enrolment could , therefore, be taken up
only much later and with June 30 , as the last date for enrolment, only
1,41,651 members were enrolled . The province-wise membership together
with the number of delegates is as under :

Province

Membership

1. Andhra

Delegates Quota

2. Assam

331
2 ,080

14

3. Bengal

18,457

123
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Province

Membership Delegates Quota

4 . Bihar

10,078

5. Bombay

12,560

6 . Delhi
7. Gujarat & Saurashtra

· 1,705
10,550

8. Himachal Pradesh

704

9. Jammu & Kashmir

1,619
8 ,828

10 . Madhya Pradesh
11. Maharashtra

16 ,000

12. Marathwada
13. Mysore

6 ,876

14 . Punjab

4 ,322

15 . Rajasthan
16 . Tamilnad

3,573

17. Kerala

8 , 443

1,084

1,539

18. Tripura

200

19. Utkal

5 ,135

20. Uttar Pradesh
21, Vidarbha

25,148

168

2,419

16

1,41651

944

It is high time that greater attention be given to the enrolment of mem .
fixed up a target and it was expected that membership this year would in
crease . For a mass party like ours it should not be difficult to enroll ten
lakhs primary members in a year. Besides, providing party funds larger

bers and the work carried on throughout the year. The National Camp had
membership would strengthen and broadbase the organisation .
Finance.

The main source of Party funds is the membership fee. Besides increas
and through them . The financial condition of the Provincial Branches is
poor. None, I believe, has any surplus, The position at district level is

ing membership, effort should be regularly made to have petty collections from

no different. I would suggest that district-wise targets be fixed . Without
necessary funds, no organisation can hope to fulfil its mission . During the

last General Elections, very little, rather nothing, could be raised by way of
big collections. Special efforts should be made to raise and create Party
Funds at all levels- District, Province and the Centre.
At the instance of Acharya Kripalani, comrades who attended the meet
ing of the Camp and National General Council in October last voluntarily
promised to collect 47,000 within a period of six months for the Party funds.
A sum of Rs. 7,400 has been collected on this account and it is hoped that
the promises would be fulfilled soon ,
The burden of maintaining the accounts of the Central Office fell upon
Shri. Murthy who did it commendably in addition to his own duties. The
audited statement of accounts is appended herewith .

*National General Council
The National Executive held a Week 's Camp Meeting from October 25 to
November i at Delhi which ended with the meeting of the National General
Council. Over a hundred prominent workers drawn from all the provinces

attending it, reviewed the organisational set up at the Centre and in the
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provinces, reassessed Party policy and reached certain conclusions. it was à
very successful Camp and gave a fillip to Party organisation . Such decisions
of the Council as require the approval of the Conference would be laid
before it.

International Contacts
The National Executive at its Nagpur Meeting set up the International
Affairs Committee consisting of the following :

(1)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Asoka Mehta ,
M . R . Dandavate ,
Prem Bhasin ,
Nath Pai,

(2) Peter Alvares,

(6 ) K . K . Menon .

Convener.

Acharya Kripalani, Leader of the PSP in Parliament, attended the
Vienna Congress of the Socialist International and visited various countries.
Asoka Mehta visited Japan and Ceylon and Nath Pai, Europe.

Among those who called at the Central Office were:
1. Mr. Hla Aung M .P . Secretary General, A . S. C .
Hansen , Prime Minister, Denmark ,
B . P. Koirala , Nepal,

Rt. Hon 'ble Hugh Gaitskell— Leader of the Opposition , U .K .
Douglas
Houghton M .P., Chairman of the National Whitley
Council,
Rt. Hon 'ble Gordon Walker M . P .

ho«-

G . M . Thompson M .P., Editor of the Labour Party Journal
c o

FORWARD , U . K .

Alexander Nicholson M .P ., Co-operative Commonwealth Federa

tion , Canada ,
Hon . Mr. O . D . Garner - Minister for Agriculture - Barbados,
10. , Mr. W . J. Mahabir M .L .C . Minister for Health and Social

Services, Trinidad ,

==

Mr. V . J. Doube - Minister for Health , Western Australia ,
Mr. Harry May M . L .A . Labour Party, Western Australia ,

13. Mr. Patrick Galvin M .P . Australia ,
14. , Sacha Volman - Secretary, Labour Research Institute New York
Carlo Levi-- Italian Author,
15 .
16. , Dr. Rita Hinden — " Socialist Commentary," U . K .
Second Bureau of the Asian Socialist Conference was held at Kathmandu
on March 25-29 , last. N . G . Goray, Prem Bhasin and K . K . Menon repre
sented the party at this meeting. Their contribution was of immense value
and greatly appreciated .
Labour.

The National Executive at its Nagpur Meeting appointed the Labour
Committee consisting of the following :
u . Mahesh Desai
1. Asoka Mehta
12. Ghanshyam Mishra
2. S. M . Joshi
13. Samar Guha
3. Sibnath Banerjee

5. P. S. Chinnadurai

14 . Jaya Gopal
Devan Sen

6 . Vasant Sathe
7. F . M . Pinto
8. P. N . Khandekar

17. Natwarlal Shah

4 . Basawan Sinha

9. Adhir Banerji

16 . Anandrao Shinde

18. D . D . Vasisht
19. Bagaram Tulpule

10. R . A . Khedgikar
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Convener

Party workers have been closely associated with the trade union activities
throughout the country and successfully waged struggle for the redress of

the grievances of labour.
In Orissa Party workers took active part in the Rajganagpur Cement
Factory Strike wherein 150 workers including 20 ladies were arrested . The
dispute was amicably settled .
In the same State Party workers actively participated in the strikes at
Rourekela Steel Works involving 5000 workers, Knitting Factory at Balasore
and Kalinga Tube Factory at Ghudwar. Com . Dhuleshwar Bastia , Secretary
HMS Utkal and prominent member of the Party was among the arrested . The
disputes were either settled or referred to adjudication and the strikes suc
cessfully brought to an end . Party workers also successfully conducted strike
involving 8000 workers at the forest centres of the Orient Paper Mills Ltd .
• In Assam a Tea Garden Unions are managed by Partyworkers. The
credit for the location of Oil Refinery in Assam goes mostly to our Party
men who relentlessly carried on struggle for more than a year until their
demand was conceded .

In the Punjab Party workers have been inanaging the affairs of no less
than 25 labour unions.
In U ,P. the agitation for the recognition of the Union representative of
the labour was carried on at the Textile Mills , Modi Nagar, by Party workers
under the leadership of Sohan Vir Singh and Hukam Singh . The local autho
rities enforced Sec. 144 Cr. P.C . In the defiance that followed over 400
workers including the Provincial Secretary, Chandra Sekhar and Joint Secre
tary Om Prakash were arrested . The State Government ultimately yielded
and released the arrested workers and directed the Mill management to take
back those that had been discharged .
Party workers in U . P . hold important offices in Hind Chini Mill Mazdoor

Sabha, Defence Employees Union , Suti Mill Mazdoor Sabha, Kanpur and many
other unions.
The Suti Mill Mazdoor Sabha, Kanpur, presided over by Ganga Sahai
Chaube, was mainly instrumental in bringing about an arrangement, whereby
the Muir Mills, employing 4,000 labour, could be kept running after the
management had decided and given notice of its closure. Chaube was twice
arrested during the year for espousing the cause of labour.

In Madhya Pradesh Party workers have been actively engaged in labour
activities and doing good work in a number of unions.

In Madras party workers have been associated with various unions and
manage the Coimbatore District Textile Workers Union - largest in the South .
The Union was successful in resolving long standing disputes between labour
and millowners.

S. M . Joshi has been associated for a long time with the Defence Em
ployees Union and as a result of his effort grievances of the workers could
be removed and strike averted . Nath Pai's mediation was very helpful in
bringing about an end to the contemplated P & T Employees strike last year.
In Delhi seven days' strike by Taxi owners for an increase in hire was
successfully brought to an end with the mediation of Mir Mushtaq Ahmed .

Basawan Sinha and other Party workers in Bihar successfully conducted
the strike at the Rohtas industries, Dalmianagar. In the plebiscite held by
the Government more than ninety-two percent labourers voted for the Union
led by Basawan Sinha.

In Andhra as a result of mediation by Party worker S. B . Giri long
standing disputes were settled at Shakkar Nagar Sugar Mills. The strike at

the Ettikoppaka Sugar lasting 50 days in which 500 workers had been arrested
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was
successfully brought to an end under the·icadership of Party worker Š . Š.
Sastry .
Party branch in Rajasthan has been active in espousing the cause and
labour. The Gypsum Mine Workers' Union of
Jamsar (Bikaner), under the leadership of Murlidhar Vyas, the Provincial
Secretary, successfully conducted a strike extending over a period of 35 days
for rise in wages . Over 400 workers were arrested during the course of the
strike. The P .W .D . Workers' Union and the Mica Labour Union of
Bhilwara were successful in obtaining bonus for two years to the workers
serving the interests of

and the reinstatement of retrenched staff . A conference of Party workers
interested in labour was also held in March 1958 , which demanded the
acceptance of the recommendations of the Deshpande Labour Enquiry
Committee .

In Bombay, the Party led a successful strike in the Government Security
Press at Nasik . The strike lasted for over a month and was successfully con
cluded after the Government of India had agreed to some of the demands
forthright and, decided to settle the remaining by negotations. .

At the moment of writing the Party is associated in a strike of the Pre
of the action by the management in withdrawing recognition of the Union
and of victimisation of active trade unionists.

mier Automobile Workers in the City. The strike was precipitated because

Provincial Branches.
During the year under review some provincial branches were reorganised
as a result of states reorganisation - Provincial units of Maharashtra -Vidharba
Marathwada and Bombay City were merged into one and came to be known
as Maharashtra Party . Likewise Party Branches of Saurashtra and Gujarat
were merged .
Provincial Conferences were held in Assam , Kerala , Gujarat, Madhya
Pradesh , Orissa , Punjab and Uttar Pradesh .

Provincial Committees have been very active in launching local struggles

in their areas for focussing public attention and redress of grievances.
In the Punjab the Party organised demonstration against exorbitant ex
penditure over a function arranged in honour of a Union Minister. Con .
gressmen felt greatly provoked and assaulted PSP workers including the Pro
vincial Secretary Harbhajan Singh in the presence of the police who did not
take any action. The Party thereupon started civil disobedience which was
brought to an end as the authorities took action against Congressmen who
had assaulted the PSP workers.
The Provincial Party also waged struggle against the eviction of sub
tenants in Mirpur and was successful in getting it stayed . Party also raised

its voice against the prevailing corruption .
Reference has already been made about the Oil Refinery location move.
ment in Assam . The Government of India had proposed that refinery for
oil found in Assam be set up in another state. The Assamese were naturally
perturbed over it. They wished its location in Assam . All efforts to per
suade the Government to agree to their request having failed , the Provincial
PSP took a leading part in organising meetings, processions and Civil dis
obedience. The Government of India ultimately yielded and decided to set

up a refinery in Assam as well.
Certain parts of U . P. particularly some districts in east had been affected
by recurring natural calamities. The State Government did not give requ.
site relief measures. It turned a deaf ear to public voice. Shri, Genda Singh
thereupon undertook a fast unto death . The fast roused people and attracted
wide public attention . The Government ultimately agreed to his demand for
setting up an all Parties Committee to suggest measures of immediate relief,
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The desired object, however, could not be achieved , as the State Revenue
Minister, who was appointed Chairman of the All Parties Committee , held ,
that even the measures suggested by the Chief Minister, were outside the
scope of the Committee. The position has since further deteriorated as both
the Kharif and Rabi crops have been very poor.
The Party also launched a movement in Deoria for providing immediate
relief to the distressed areas. Srimati Sarla Bhadoria, Joint Secretary , U .P .
PSP was among those arrested . The movement was suspended on the as
surance of the Government and the appointment of the All Parties Com
mittee and the arrested were released .
The question of making inquiry into the economic condition of castern
districts in U .P . so as to make them self-sufficient in food was not referred
to the Asoka Mehta Comittee as agreed to by the U . P. Chief Minister. Thus
Committee therefore could not go into the matter. It, however , made a re
port upon the basis of such materials, as it could get
In Varanasi District Party-worker Sagar Singh led satyagraha against the
eviction of tenants. He and 150 others were arrested . Civil disobedience at
Allahabad launched by local Party against increasing lawlessness resulting in
the arrest and conviction of 66 workers including Kalyan Chand Mohiley,
M . L .A . was successfully brought to an end. Movement against excessive toll
on the Jagbura Bridge in Nainital district led by Pratap Singh - Party M .L .A .

was successful in removing toll on pedestrians and reduction on empty carts.
The Madhya Pradesh branch units have been engaged in various strug
gles. In Rewa, under the leadership of Jamun ? Prasad Shastri, over 50 Party
workers were arrested in the movement launched to draw the attention of
the Government to the prevailing scarcity conditions. In Sidhi district, under
the leadership of Chandra Pratap Tiwari, M .L .A ., a movement in which
over 2,500 persons have offered satyagraha has been going on for obtaining
necessary relief to the famine-stricken population of the district. The evic
tion of cultivators in Tikamgarh was stopped through the efforts of Laxmi
Narayan Nayak , Party M . L .A .

Party branch in West Bengal under the auspices of Sara Bengal Bastra.
hara Sammelan has been fighting for the cause of refugees from East Pakistan .
Under the inspiring leadership of Dr. Suresh Chandra Banerjee, Haridas
Mitra, Dr, Pabitra Mohan Roy, Asoke Dasgupta , Bidyut Bose and Haripada
Majumdar , to niention only a few , over, 40 ,000 persons were either arrested

or detained . The State Government ultimately yielded the demands and re
leased the arrested persons.
The West Bengal branch was actively associated with the movement
against rise in prices of essential commodities, launched by the Price Increase
Resistance Committee. Party leaders like Dr. Suresh Chandra Banerjee and

Leela Roy, along with 500 Party workers, courted imprisonment in
Shrimati
this connection .

Women workers in West Bengal have been very active in various social
and constructive activities.

In Tripura struggles under the leadership of Party workers were launched
for the rehabilitation of the displaced persons, against rise in prices of rice
and for affording relief to flood -affected areas.

In Kerala the Party launched a movement against rise in prices of food
grains and held demonstrations at various places. The satyagraha launched
in Trichur district for affording relief to flood affected areas in which 150

persons were arrested was successful in focussing public attention and bringing

necessary relief to the people.
The Party was also successful in carrying on struggle against the eviction
of tenants at Kulthupuzha in Quilon District and at Karuvatta in Alleppy
district from Government Promboke lands.
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The Kattampally agitation for the rehabilitation of landless people upon
Government waste land is too well known. The local branch all along active
ly participated in it.
Party workers in Rajasthan defied ban on holding public meetings at
Jaipur under the leadership of K . K . Vasisht till it was removed and success
fully conducted struggle against the enhancement in school fee and water
scarcity at Jaipur. In addition to those arrested , B . L . Samodia and K . K .
Vasisht were detained . Uitimately the State Government accepted the de.
mands and released the arrested persons.

Jammu & Kashmir .
In this State too , there have been general eletcions to the Legislative
Assembly. Party candidates though few in number were not successful. The
election campaign could not be conducted in a free and fair manner.
The Preventive Detention Act in this State is different. Unlike the Indian
Act it has no provision for furnishing of the list of charges to the detenu.
Master Roshan Lal, a member of the Provincial Executive, has been under
detention since last February .

Ex- Provincial Chairman Om Prakash Saraf was prosecuted under a trumped
up charge which the Court after a year's trial held as “ a merely made up
story" .
The Party organisation in Kashmir continues to be weak and efforts need
be made to rally people on socio -economic programme and work for the
enlargement of civil liberties in this State.

Local Bodies.
Provincial Branches have been taking keen interest in the affairs of local
bodies. In Bombay and Poona Municipal Corporations, the PSP is doing
good work under the leadership of M . Harris and Ram Telang respectively .
In Madhya Pradesh Party workers are Chairmen in nine Municipal
Boards and eight Janpads. The Mayor of Jubbulpore Municipal Corpora
tion is a Partyman .

In U .P . the number of members in local bodies is 219 with 6 Chairmen
in Municipal Boards and 15 in Town Area Committees.
In Kerala Party members are Chairmen in two Municipal Boards and
the PSP in Trivandrum Corporation is the largest single party.

In Gujrat 270 Party members are in local bodies with 11. Chairmen in
Municipal Boards.
In Maharashtra Party has increased its number of members in local bodies
during the period under review and has 86 members in the District Boards
as against 15 in the year preceding. There have been gains in the member
ship of Municipal Boards and Corporations as well. We have at present
more than 125 members in different municipalities and three of our Party
members are municipal presidents.

In the Corporation election at Delhi though only one Party member was
successful Party candidates secured 40 ,000 votes.

In the Punjab Party has 52 members in the local bodies.
The Party has 73 councillors in the municipal boards in Rajasthan , with
four Chairmen .
Party Journals and Literature.
The Report of the Bangalore Conference was published sometime back .
Other pamphlets published during the year are : J. P . - Lohia Talks A Flash

Back , Problem of Hungary, Gandhiji's Impact on Socialist Thinking, So
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cialism -an Approach and sketches in pencil of Acharya Narendra Deva , Yusuf
Meherally and Mahatma Gandhi.

The following Party Journals are now published :
1. “ Krushak” - Oriya Weekly published from Cuttack.
2. “ Janavani” - Marathi Weekly published from Poona.
3 . “ Samadarshi” - Malayali Weekly published from

Palghat.

vo

“ Samuthayam " - Tamil Daily published from Coimbatore.
" Pudu Vazhu” - Tamil Weekly published from Salem .
“ Socialist ” - Urdu Weekly published from Jullender.

7. “ Janavani" - Assami Weekly published from Gauhati.
8 . " Janata ” - Telugu Weekly published from Nellore.
9. “ Deshpran " - Bengali Weekly published from Sibsagar.

10. “Nvisik " — Bengali Weekly published from Jhargram .
11. " Damodar" - Bengali Weekly published from Burdwan .

" Janata" - Manipuri Weekly published from Imphal.
oo

" Sangathan " -- Bengali Weekly published from Sibguri.
14. “ Anandar Katha" - Bengali Weekly published from Jalpaiguri.
15 . “ Chetana" - Monthly Gujarati---published from Surat.

16. " Janata ” - Hindi Weekly published from Påtna.
Besides these , there are a large number of journals with party members

as their Editors- like New Socialist a monthly published from Delhi, LOK
SEVAK , a Bengali Daily, Vicharavani- Kanarese Weekly, and Lok Jivan

Hindi weekly published from Bikaner,
The Weekly JANATA in English is published from Bombay under the
management of Party comrades .
Youth .

Youth organisation has been functioning through Samajwadi Yuvak Sabha
In Tripura the Netaji Militia is an effective Youth Organisation led by the

in various parts of the country and has active district branches in many places.
Party workers. In U . P . SYS has a membership of 4,500 in Bihar 4 ,000 and in

Malabar 3,000 . The Rashtra Seva Dal in Maharashtra has been doing very
useful work under the inspiring leadership of S. M . Joshi. Much , however, re
mains to be done and efforts be made to build up an All India youth organi
sation . The SYS is affiliated to the International Union of Socialist Youth .
Socialist Unity.
The results of the general election showed that political picture in the
country would have been different but for the defection of Dr. Lohia and
some others from the Party in 1955. Jayaprakash Narayan in July last met
Dr. Lohia and suggested merger of the two parties. What happened need
not be repeated . Recently there has been some talk with members of the
Socialist Party. The Party Chairman has issued a statement welcoming

efforts at Socialist Unity.

a

Memorial to Acharya Narendra Deva
The National Executive in its meeting held in October, 1957, appointed
committee consisting of the following :
1. Acharya J. B . Kripalani,
2. Ganga Sharan Sinha,
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8. Asoka Mehta ,

4 S. M . Joshi,
5 . Mukut Behari Lal,

6 . G . C . Kondaiah ,

7 . Farid Ansari (Convener)
to raise funds and devise ways to erect a memorial to Acharya Narendra Deva .
The Madras Government provided a portrait of Acharyaji at the Rest
House at Erode, Coimbatore District, where he had breathed his last.

Central Secretariat.
The burden of running the Central Office fell upon the Joint Secretaries
Farid Ansari, Prem Bhasin and K . K . Menon who also took extensive tours
to organise the Party and help guide the Provincial Branches. Y. B . R .
Murthy and Vasant Shirke manned the Central Office in addition to part

time assistants for short periods in an able manner.
The Congress obtained majority in all legislatures at the Centre and the
States except Kerala and Utkal. The formation of Communist Government
in Kerala is a new and variant factor in the political situation . The country
is passing through the Second Plan period and two years have been completed
with little result and much less hope for the future. Unemployment situa
tion is worsening. Prices of essential commodities like food cloth , etc., con
tinue to rise. Taxation has reached high limits. Inefficiency it seems has
taken roots and corruption even among the highest reaches is not uncommon .
The efforts made by the Government of India , the State Governments and
the Planning Commission have not materially altered the situation . People
do not know what to do. The failure of the Communist Government in
Kerala even in checking corruption in services have set them athinking.
Congress is losing its hold and it is doubtful if it would be able to set its
house in order. Its idea of socialist pattern of society is nothing but a con .
fused and cumbrous attempt to retain power .

The people naturally look for

an alternative . The Praja Socialist Party can alone serve the country and
take it to its cherished goal provided Party workers prove equal to occasion ,
The opportunity is there. What is required is hard and sustained effort to
carry the message of the Party to every nook and corner of the country , to
give the people that message of hope and cheer that would rally them under

the banner of democratic socialism .
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G . S. BHATIA & CO .
Chartered Accountants.

Praja Socialist Party - Central Office - Delhi.

RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS MADE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31- 12-1956
Receipts

Payments
Rs.

To Balance in hand &
with Bank as
on 1- 1 -56
» Central Office
Share of

35,122- 4-0

Allowances
Subventions
Printing and
Stationery

6,278.12-6

Travelling and

Membership
fees
Donations
, Fees from

Candidates for
bye-election
or Subscription

Conveyance
Confernce and

245. 0-0

from

Parl. Board

319. 0-0

Recovery on
account of
Financial levy
,, Miscellaneous
Receipts

Rs .

By Rent, Electric
and water
17 ,411- 10-2 , Salaries and

2 ,275. 0.0

202- 1-0

3,719-13-6

5,411- 4.3
2,099-11-0

expenses

1,145. 8-6
50 - 1- 8

Bank Charges
Literature

4,600. 0-0

4091- 10 -9

Postage ,
Telegrams
& Telephone
Genl. Charges
& Office

recovered from
staff
356 - 12 -0
e, Delegates &
Members Visitors Fees

Board Account

2 ,550. 0 -0

expenses

Repairs

1,316- 0-0

17,215 -15- 9

Meeting

, , Advances

Parliamentary

1899-14-0

Deptt.
Furniture
Cost of books
for Library
Advances to

253 - 11- 0

2,219-11-0
216 -14- 0
19- 13. 0

Staff and
others
Deposit with Post

1,446-15-0

Master, Eastern Court,
New Delhi

60. 0-0

BALANCE IN HAND &
WITH STATE BANK OF
INDIA ON 31- 12-56
in hand
561-

3.9
With State Bank 25,163- 4-6
68 ,125. 7 - 8

68, 125- 7 -8

EXAMINED AND FOUND CORRECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
BOOKS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS AND

INFORMATION SUPPLIED
Sd. FARID ANSARI.
Sd . G , S. BHATIA & Co.
sd . TRILOKI SINGH.
Chartered Accounts.
Joint Secretary .
General Secretary.

DELHI,

DATED : 10-5-1958.

G . S. BHATIA & CO .

Chartered Accountants.

Praja Socialist Party - Central Office - Delhi.
RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS MADE FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31-12-1957
Receipts

Payments

To Balance :

Rs.

Rs.

100.00

Furniture

173 .25

561.23

25,163.28

Membership

16,945.35

fees
Balance from
Parliamentary
Board

7 ,509.59
293 .44

Donations
Parl. Board
Subscription
Literature

227.50

Department

3,929.53

Miscellaneous
income
Advances
recovered

204.00

'
"

Cash in hand
Cash at Bank
Central Office
Share of

By Deposits
Library books

10 .87

Radio

313.44

Camera
Literature

190.00

Department
Contribution

4,594.00

to A .S.C .

800.00

Staff Advance
Travelling &
Conveyance

740 .00
3 ,852.61

Printing &
Stationary

1,865 .62

Rent
Electricity &

1 ,570 .21

559.81

Water tax

Allowances &

16,308.44

Salaries

from staff

766 ,00
1,837.00

Central Fund

Postage &
Telegrams

2,346 .29
112 .37

Repairs

Office &
Gen . Expenses

777.44

Cartage & Cooly

172 .41

Newspapers
Bank Charges
Subventions

305.30
51.96
1 ,273.37

Conference &

Meetings

2 ,062.45

BALANCE :
Cash in hand
Cash at Bank

569.27
18 ,687.01

57,436 .92

57,436 .92

EXAMINED AND FOUND CORRECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
BOOKS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS AND

Sd . TriLOKI SINGH.

INFORMATION SUPPLIED
Sd . G , S. BHATIA & Co .

General Secretary .

DELHI,

DATED : 10-5-1958 ,

Chartered Accounts.

Sd . FARID ANSARI.
Joint Secretary.

G . S. BHATIA & CO .
Chartered Accountants

Praja Socialist Party - Central Office - Delhi.
RECEIPTS & PAYMENTS MADE FOR THE PERIOD
FROM 1-1- 1958 To 15-3- 1958

Payments

Receipts

Rs.

Rs.
By Salaries and
569.27
Allowance
3 ,828 .26
Cash in Bank
18,687.01 „ Rent
227 .86
Central Fund
2,585.00 ,, Printing and Stationery 120.71
Central Office Share
,, Travelling and
964.41
of Membership Fees 765.91
Conveyance
8 .53
Parliamentary Board
Repairs
, Office and General
Subscription
Application fees
575 .00
58 .37
expenses
142
.96
s
Advances recovered
per
10 Newspa
150
.00
from Staff
215 .00 „ Staff Advances
Literature
· Telephone charges .
364. 12

To Balance
Cash in hand

,
..

,,

,,
..

Department

266.95 • Electricity and
85.14

Water tax

,, Postage and Telegrams 303.06
· Contribution to

A S.C .
Literature Deptt.

1,200 .00
751.90

,, Bank Charges

., BALANCE :
Cash on hand

Cash at Bank

5.40
678 .27
14 ,915 .15

23,804.14

23,804 .14

EXAMINED AND FOUND CORRECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
BOOKS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS AND
INFORMATION SUPPLIED

Sd. Triloki SINGH.

General Secretary.

Sd . G , S. BHATIA & Co.

Chartered Accounts.

DELHI,

DATED : 10 -5-1958.
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Sd. FARID ANSARI.

Joint Secretary .

APPENDIX - C

I. NATIONAL SITUATION
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party is gravely concerned
try. The slowly developing crisis is emerging to the fore and threatens to
become acute unless right measures are taken to arrest and solve it. The com
munal and anti-national forces also are raising their head and have started
organising themselves. The Praja Socialist Party notes that the one great •
source of pride and satisfaction in this sombre picture is that the great people
of India have, in spite of the evergrowing burden , trials and tribulations of
a nascent democracy and developing economy, displayed an abiding patience
and have steadfastly held aloft the standard of democracy.
2. The rapid decline and disintegration of the Congress Party is a part
of the unfolding crisis which is partly due to its patent weakness in the
organisation , to maladministration and corruption that have characterised its
rule, and partly to its inability to comprehend and communicate to the
people the stubborn difficulties inherent in rapid social and economic trans.
formation of society.
3 The Second Plan is already facing heavy weather and there is every
danger of rising prices. growing unemployment and mounting hardships of

over the steadily deteriorating situation , political and economic, in the coun .

the people. The Third Plan will probably generate even greater strains if
the present policies and administrative approaches are continued . They can
imperil the future of the nation . The emergence of a political vacuum in
such a context will be fraught with grave danger .

4. While efforts to reform itself remain the responsibility of the ruling
party, the danger of a political vacuum and economic stresses devolves upon

other political parties working for democracy and Socialism a heavy historic
responsibility. They must recognise the urgency of the situation and rally
together. The Praja Socialist Party welcomes the closest co -operation and
unity with like-minded forces that are scattered in various groups and parties,
some of them confined to certain regions alone. Fostering such a unity is
the equal responsibility of all such groups and parties.
5 . The Conference is fully aware of the responsibility that the PSP has
to shoulder and pledges in all humility and with utmost earnestness, to make
itself worthy of the claims of history .
6 . The Communist Party 's recent announcements in favour of democratic

functioning would have been welcome if they had been free from ambiguities
and equivocation . The fact remains that the Communist Party is still wedded
to international communism , and nowhere where international communism

has triumphed has democracy survived . This intimate and integral relation
ship with international communism compels the Conference to view the re
cent announcements of the Communist Party as mere change in tactics,
brought about to facilitate seizure of power, and not as a genuine conversion
to the philosophy and practice of democracy . As crusaders for democracy,
the PSP cannot, therefore, alter its policy towards those who continue to be

the partisans of totalitarianism .
7. The Conference, recognising the seriousness of the crisis, contingent
'if not immediate, is anxious to foster national efforts to meet and overcome

it. Such efforts directed towards the conquest of famine, poverty and un
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employment, can evoke the enthusiasm of the people and provide a new focus
of allegiance and endeavour to freedom fighters and young patriots, as did
the conquest of slavery in the past. Such a national effort would be possible
only if the Indian people decide to create a powerful instrument out of their
loyalty to democracy and urge to Socialism . The PSP would consider it a
proud privilege if the people chose it as the instrument of democratic Socia
lism . The Conference believes and it is a matter of its deepest faith , that
only a resurgence of national spirit and endeavour, rooted in a revival of
moral and spiritual values in our national life , can beat back the centrifugal

forces and the feelings of apathy and frustration . If the present mood of
frustration and bitterness were allowed to prevail for long the people might
be tempted to consider democracy and Socialism

as distinct and mutually

exclusive goals to choose between . This will ultimately result in the negation .
of both . Therefore, in any creative effort at welding together the fragmented

national consciousness and at building an egalitarian society, the PSP pledges
to play its appropriate role. The Praja Socialist Party invites the co-opera
tion of all those who share this vision and are animated by our faith in the
means of achieving our goal.
II. TASKS BEFORE US
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party, recognising the
growing hardships of the people, resolves to foster, to the measure of its
strength , people's efforts to face difficulties in organised , constructive spirit.
Only dedicated efforts can sharpen people' s will for political change and social
transformation .
2. The Conference notes with regret the widening gulf between profes
sions and practice and believes that its best contribution lies in becoming an
example of carnestness and purpose . The acid test of professions of change

lies in land reform . The Conference resolves to strengthen efforts at imple
inentation of land legislation , and, in areas where the land problem is very
acute, to work both inside and outside the legislature for an early solution
and impart urgency and reality to the clamant demand for stoppage of eject

ments, land distribution and ceiling on holdings.
3 . The Conference directs Party workers and well-wishers to strengthen
efforts at the grass roots. Out of six crores of agricultural families, at least
six lakhs need to be contacted and assisted in the coming year in solving the
problems they face. The Conference recognises the paramount need of resus
citating community solidarity in the villages and the need to make the village
the real base of Party 's work and organisation .
be in the forefront of constructive efforts in

The Party must, therefore,

the villages wherever its units

are functioning. It is the considered opinion of the Conference that such

efforts will bear fruit only if the agriculturist is provided with the means
of better farming, rural credit facility and assured of reasonable return on
his produce through price stabilisation . Party workers should agitate for the
acceptance by the Government of such

a

policy . Similarly , intimate con

tacts, with a view to improving production and organising other efforts co
operatively among over a crore of artisans, need to be established , so that

they can assert for themselves a satisfactory position in the economy.
4. Among industrial workers, the Conference favours unity in the trade
union movement, development of productive efforts and the sharing of the

gains by workers for steadily improved standard . The Party must constantly
strive to develop workers' co -operatives and resist in a determined and con
sistent manner the closure of factories as well as attempts of the employers

to effect wage cuts.

The Party must organise middle class people like small

merchants and gumastas in cities, towns and villages who are generally pro
Socialist in nature. The Conference directs Party workers to intensify their
activities in the trade union front.
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5 . The Conference desires to emphasise the need for intensive work
among women . Women cannot hope to play their part in the reconstruction
of our country if they are not released from the status of a secondary role
in society to which they have been confined by social and caste considera
tions. Economic freedom must also be provided to them

6 . Among the educated youth , there is need for creative ferment of
ideas, because no social revolution can be achieved without intellectual and
cultural renaissance. The Conference assures Party 's co -operation in such a
ferment of ideas and imparting reality to them by developing close associa
tion between the educated youth and the working people of India. Such a
nuclei of young Socialists should be organised in every university. The Con
ference feels that the cherished values of liberty and equality can grow only
in an atmosphere of fellowship . Only by developing the ties of fraternity

inside the Party can we hope to foster the spirit of fellowship among the
people as a whole.

7. The Party can be the worthy instrument for these tasks only if it
strengths itself. In selected areas intensive programmes for building up
the organisation should therefore be undertaken . A target for membership for
the coming years and a similar target for collecting funds should be fixed

and reached within the prescribed time.
8. The Conference calls upon the National Executive to review the pro
gress made in the achievement of these tasks from time to time and submit
a report at the succeeding meeting of the National General Council.
III. SOCIALIST UNITY

In the developing crisis in the country the need for unity of democratic
be met if the separate endeavours of the PSP and other Socialist Parties,
Socialist forces becomes more imperative than ever. The situation can best

groups and elements, including the Socialist Party, are integrated into a
broad-based democratic Socialist movement.

2. This National Conference feels that such a democratic Socialist move
fuse into the people a new faith and a clearer Socialist perspective. The Con
ference sends its fraternal greetings to all such Socialists as are outside the
Praja Socialist Party and invites them to join in a common endeavour.

ment as embraces all individuals, animated by a common purpose, will in

IV . ORISSA
This National Conference notes with satisfaction the efforts made by the
Orissa Praja Socialist Party to unite the democratic opposition in the Legis.
lature on a common agreed programme and feels that the only way to break
the stalemate in Orissa is the emergence of a broadbased progressive political
force in the State. It directs the Orissa Party to continue its efforts to bring
about conditions of stability in the State and authorises the Chairman of the
Party to take such steps as he may think necessary in the best interest of the
Party and its objective.
2. This Conference authorises the Chairman of the Party to take such
steps as he may consider necessary to this end.
V . SAMYUKTA MAHARASHTRA
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party, having analysed the
results of the General Elections, the by-elections to the legislatures and the
elections of Local Bodies, has come to the conclusion that the people of the
Marathi-speaking areas including Bombay have unmistakably opted for the
creation of the unilingual State of Maharashtra including the city of Bombay.
This Conference, therefore, calls upon the Government to concede the demand
of the people of Maharashtra so clearly expressed and thus conform to the
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well-established traditions of parliamentary democracy, and calls upon the
Government to break up the bilingual State of Bombay into the unilingual
States of Maharashtra and Gujarat.
VI. RESOLUTION ACCORDING PERMISSION TO PSP MEMBERS
TO SIT WITH THE SAMYUKTA MAHARASHTRA SAMITI AND
MAHA GUJARAT JANATA PARISHAD BLOCS
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party endorses the reso
lution of the National Executive adopted at its meeting held at Delhi from
October 25 to November 1, 1957 , according permission to PSP members
in Bombay Legislature to sit with the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti and
Maha Gujarat Janata Parishad Blocs.
“ The National Executive having taken into consideration the resolu
tion passed by at its Bombay meeting of April last relating to the
functioning of the Party Legislators in the Bombay State and their
association with the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti, the report now
made to the National Executive by the Sub -Committee appointed in
July last, the progress achieved by the Bombay and Maharashtra units
of the Party in many directions together with the realisation by the
Maharashtra branch of the Party that under no circumstances Samyukta
Maharashtra Samiti should be allowed to be transformed into a politi
cal party, allows, subject to the approval of the National Conference,
PSP units and members in Bombay State to continue their co -operation
with other opposition parties associated in the Samyukta Maharashtra
Samiti and the Maha Gujarat Parishad . It feels confident that they
will do so with full awareness of the limitations of this co -operation
with regard to its duration and issue.
“ The National Executive, while permitting such PSP members in the
Bombay Legislature as wish to join the Samyukta Maharashtra Legis
lature Party or Maha Gujarat Parishad Bloc to do so , directs that all
PSP members will try their best to work together and project the

Party policy and programme in the Legislature and that no further com
mitments regarding the scope and character of the co -operation will be
made without previous consultation and sanction of the National Exe
cutive."

VII. FIRING ON ASSAM BORDER
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party views with grave
concern the almost incessant firing resorted to by Pakistan on the Assam
border for the last two months resulting in the death of some Indian natio .
nals and heavy damage to property. The Conference regrets that no effec
tive steps have been taken by the Government of India to maintain the
inviolability of our border and foster a feeling of security in the minds of
people living in the border areas. The secretariat level conferences held
between the two countries have proved inadequate to cope with th situation
and the people of India have lost confidence in agreements arrived in these
conferences because of their constant violation by the Pakistan Government.
The Conference urges upon the Government of India to take effective steps
to resist the unwarranted actions of the Pakistan Government and to seal the
border against illegal infiltration by Pakistan nationals . The Conference fur
ther feels that the matter must no longer be left at secretariat level for final
settlement.

VIII. KASHMIR
This National Conference of the Praja Socialist Party is gravely con
cerned over the tensions being built up by Pakisatn against India culminating

in organised forays and incessant firing in Assam , adding to the excitment
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maintained
over Kashmir and to the steady squeezing out of the minority
from East Pakistan .
2. The Conference is of the opinion that India 's position on these and

other issues should be clearly stated and firmly upheld to avoid miscalcula

tions in all quarters.
3. The Conference is firmly of opinion ' that the State of Jammu and
Kashmir is an integral and inalienable part of the Indian Union ciothed with
all the rights and obligations that this membership bestows. The question
of plebiscite cannot arise in Kashmir as it does not in any other part of the
Union . The defence of Kashmir becomes the defence of the sacred soil of
India

4. On the canal water dispute , the Conference accepts the arbitration
of the World Bank, but its Award already given must have a pre-determined

time limit beyond which India, cannot postpone her development needs.
5 . The border raids must firmly be repulsed and if because of shifting
ance with accepted international practice in such matters. ..
of river course any border difficulties arise they should be solved in accord

6 . A clear policy firmly executed needs to be accompanied by cultiva
tion, at different levels, of friendly contacts with the people of Pakistan with
whom our ties of history, culture and languages are very strong.
7. The Conference is, of the opinion that a policy of firmness witli
friendliness needs to be fostered if tensions are not to mount up in this
sub - continent.

8. The Conference , assures the people of Kashmir of the PSP's deep
interest in their welfare and in the safeguarding and enlaregment of their
rights and liberties. It was in the valley that over a decade back the per
nicious two-nation theory was challenged and successfully repulsed .

9. The Conference is of the opinion that all restrictions in the way of
free movement and integration of Kashmir with Indian Union should be
forthwith removed .
10 . The Conference pledges its support to all policies and efforts that
will inspire the people of Kashmir to respond wholeheartedly to this struggle
to preserve the integrity and secular character of our nation .

IX . FREEDOM AND COLONIALISM .
This National conference of the Praja Socialist Party views with deep
concern and alarm the mounting aggression of colonial powers especially in
Africa. In the North or in the South , in East or West Africa the will of
the African people is attempted to be crushed by measures of repression
that should be repugnant to any civilised nation . The ruthless employment
of armed troops, the bombing of cities and killing of civilians
including children , hangings, indiscriminate arrests and confine
ment in concentration camps have become the administrative idiom even of
countries claiming to pursue the aims of equality and fraternity. With
aparthied on the rampage in South Africa ; Treason trials and terrorisation
staged in Kenya and the Cameroons; with constitutions imposed and racial
discriminations interpolated to cynically deny the actuality of freedom ag
in Rhodesia or Nyasaland; with arrests, persecutions and banning of political
organisations going on everywhere whether it be in Uganda, Tanganyika,
Zanzibar, Madagascar or Mauritius, Africa is being pushed back into dark
ness and slavery. And the climax has been reached in Algeria with denuda.
tion of populated areas, killings and , arson ravaging the land . This Con
ference of the Praja Socialist Party declares its solidarity with all African
organisations leading the freedom struggles. It pledges its strength and
support to the valiant people of Algeria , Kenya , Cameroons and other States

of Africa now locked in the fight for freedom .
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î. Creation of free and resurgent Africa is not alone an assertion of
inalienable human rights and of national will, but may well be an act of
redemption that would save world freedom . For, it is colonialism that is
being given a face-lift everywhere to bolster up totalitarianism . The denial

of self-determination to the people of Goa or of Cyprus, the planting of
military basis despite protests, the creation through fostering of national
jealousies and suspicion and by weightage of military aid , of spheres of
conflict and tension as in parts of Asia, the imposed tutelage supported by

occupation troops as in Eastern Europe have all their inherent involvement
with the same abhorrent purpose that tries under various pretexts to keep
Africa in fetters.

3. The evil continuance of colonial rule and thus of freedom denied
land of the people that claim the right to rule others. Recent events in

in any one place is freedom jeopardised everywhere, and most so in the

France have the death rattle of warning to all people who love liberty.

More than any danger of technological destruction it is this extension of
colonial aggression with its fellow travelling forces of disruption , civil strife
and dictatorship that thrcatens to destroy life and liberty in the world . The

Praja Socialist Party reaffirms its solemn purpose to fight colonialism and
cnd it .
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APPENDIX D .

How to End Instability
GANTANTRA PARISHAD-PSP. CALL.
Orissa 's baffling political situation needs an immediate solution . The
present political instability must end. People's aspiration would have to be
fulfilled . Democratic development must not be halted . These are the
immediate problems facing the State of Orissa .
The present instability iri the political life is not a recent development.
It was inherent in the situation of the State for the last several years. Succes
sively, in the two general elections the people have given a definite verdict
against the Congress Party — they have reduced it to the position of a minority
both by the percentage of the votes polled as well as the seats secured in
the legislature. But with its lust for power, the Congress Party has resorted
This degeneration of the
Congress Party in power has resulted in demoralistaion of the political life
to all sorts of questionable and immoral means.

and shaken the democratic foundation of the State. The problems remain
unsolved . Corruption and nepotism go on mounting. The ruling party
and the administration are faced with crises too often and are unable to
devote themselves to the tasks before the State. The people as a whole are
disgusted and confused at these unhappy developments . They need a clear
lead .
Another factor which has contributed towards this uncertainty and has

worked to the advantage of the opportunist power-seekers is the division
amongst the Opposition elements which , although in a majority, is not in
a position to provide a consolidated alternative. The composition of the
present Orissa Legislative Assembly is such that unless some bold step is
taken , mere combination of a few groups or individuals in order to make

up a majority would be of no value. In the context of the present situation ,
the mere defeat or survival of the Congress Party by the manipulation of a
few votes becomes immaterial. To break the present stalemate is our imme
diate concern . What is required , therefore, is a well disicplined , progressive
and purposeful party of men who can forget their past prejudices and seek
to forge a new political force in the State. We believe that there are a
fairly good number of persons inside the legislature, who must also be think .
ing on these lines. This is the right time for them to take a decision and
break the present stalemate.

We, the Praja Socialist Party and the Gantanra Parishad in the State
Legislature, have agreed to work together on the basis of the following
common programme which when implemented will not only break the
stagnation in the progress of the State but would put Orissa on the top
of the map of India in the near future. We appeal to our fellow legislators
who believe in democracy and socialist reconstruction to give their dispasi
sionate consideration to these matters and shake off their hesitancy and
extend their full support to this immediate programme of action . Let us,
once for all , think of Orissa , its pepole and march ahead for the fulfilment
of their desire and aspirations. We also believe that a vast mass of popula
tion outside would welcome this move and help us in reaching the goal we
have in view .

Let our entire thought be directed to our common objective
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and programme ratehr than individual and small party interests. Let us
all rise to the occasion .

(Sd.) Rajendra Narayan Singh Deo , M .L .A .,
G .P . Assembly Party
(Sd.) Rabindra Mohon Das, M .L .A ., Leader,
Assembly Party

Leader,
... 4-5-58
PSP
... 4-5-58

A MINIMUM PROGRAMME FOR ACTION .
LAND POLICY .

1. Abolition of all intermediaries between the State and the tiller.
2. Land re-distribution and fixation of ceiling on land holding with a
maximum of 15 standard acres (one acre producing 15 mds.) per
average family. The ceiling will apply to both present holding
and future acquisition .

One standard acre more per head for

every additional member of the family but not exceeding 20 stan
dard acres in all.

3 . Eviction of tenants should be stopped .
4 . More attention for increase of production per acre of land by exten
sion of the system of scientific cultivation, minor irrigation projects,
better seedling, improved manuring, consolidation of holding and
also by encouragement to co -operative farming.

5. Fixation of fair and equitable rent throughout the State.
INDUSTRIAL POLICY.
1. Effective control of Government on industries where State has in

vested money or given loan, and enquiry into proper utilisation
of all State aid or loans to industries.

2. Greater attention to industrialisation of the State and workers' parti
cipation in nationalised sector or industries.
3 . Expansion of the mining corporation for exploitation of the mineral

wealth under State control and management and better utilisation
of mineral wealth for the purpose of enhancement of State
revenue.

4 . More encouragement to cottage industries for giving employment to
the educated and uneducated youths of the State, and greater

utilisation of electricity for the purpose.
5. Greater attention for employment of the residents of Orissa in all
industries, whether State or private.
6 . Strengthening the State Finance Corporation for helping small and
medium scale industries in the State.

EDUCATIONAL POLICY.
1. Greater attention to primary education or basic type and adult educa

tion to eliminate illiteracy in the State and to carry out the direc
tive principles of the Constitution regarding free and compulsory
primary education .
2 . Reorientation of secondary and college education according to the
recommendations of the Secondary Education Commission and
University Education Commission .

3. Conversion of the Utkal University into a full-fledged teaching and
affiliating University.
4. More attention for establishment and expansion of technical colleges
like Medical, Engineering, etc.
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5. Establishment
of technical institutions like
polytechnic schools for
increasing the number of technical
skilled personnel
and

at a grea

ter speed to meet the demands of the State.
6. Enhancement of pay scale of the Primary and Secondary teachers to
assure them a reasonable standard of living.

HEALTH POLICY.

1. More provision for hospitals and public health centres.
2. Establishment of mobile health centres.
3. Greater attention to instruction in public health , in educational
institutions and other places --through films, posters, lectures and
exhibitions.

4 . Expansion of Ayurvedic and Homeopathic system of medicine.

5. Provision
of more and adequate drinking water facilities in towns
and rural areas.
FOREST POLICY.
1. Establishment of a forest corporation for better utilisation of forest
products.

2 . More attention to afforestation in waste lands, river valleys and sea
coasts.

3 . Provision for supply of fire-woods, timber and bamboos for house
building and agricultural implements at a cheaper cost in areas
where it can be made.

4. Entrusting preservation and management of village forests to Gram
Panchayats.
5. Abrogation of Kendu Leaves Control Order and facilities to ryots to
collect and sell from their fields without restriction .
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY.
1. Decentralisation of administration to make it less top -heavy . Better

attention to functioning of Gram Panchayats and Anchal Sasans to
make it more democratic , so that the common man be associated

with the administration and development works.

2. Attention 10 eradicate corruption , nepotism

and favouritsm in

administration .
3. Effecting economy in administration and toning up of administrative
efficiency. Besides Public Service Commission , establishment of
Selection Boards for all appointments whether small or big , to
eliminate favouritism

and nepotism

from

administrative machi.

nery .

4 . Establishment of anti-corruption Commission with full powers to deal
with all cases of corruption connected with administration . De
claration of property of persons connected with administration
including those of the Ministers and Legislators.

5. Seperation of the judiciary from the Executive at the earliest oppor.
tunity.

FLOOD POLICY.
Establishment of a High Power Committee of experts to investigate
into the flood problems of the State to undertake flood control
measures on a long term basis.
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LABOUR POLICY.
1. Emphasis
on settlement of industrial disputes amongst labour and
management through negotiation .
2. Effective implementation of all labour and welfare measures that
have been provided in different Central and State Labour laws.
3. Revision of minimum wage, bonus and other facilities of the
Industrial labour with a view to increase their present standard of
living .

TAXATION POLICY.
1. Tax structure to be revised with a purpose to lighten the burden
on the poor and the middle class and putting more burden on
those who can pay.

2. Structure of sales-tax to be revised . Exemption of certain necessi.
ties of life from the tax and introduction of an easier system of
accounting.

3. Reconsideration and revision of the proposed , betterment levy and
water rate.

PROHIBITION POLICY.
1. Progressive enforcement of prohibition according to the directive

principles of the Constitution.
EQUALITY AND AUSTERITY.
1. Effective measures to reduce the disparity between higher and lower
income groups in the society.
2. Revision of pay scales of lower grade employees in both Govern .
ment and local bodies with a view to raise their present living
standard .
3 . Ministers to get a salary of Rs. 500 per month .

4. Curtailment of unnecessary expenditure on pomp and show and
introduction of simplicity at all levels of State activities.
ADIVASIS AND HARIJANS.
Special care should be taken for economic , social and cultural pro
gress of the Adivasis and Harijans in order to bring them at par
with other caste people within a reasonable period .
CULTURAL PROBLEMS OF THE STATE.

All attempts will be made to preserve the art and culture of Orissa
and to raise the cultural level of the people in various spheres.
OUTLYING ORIYA TRACTS.
Continued attempt to bring pressure on the Government of India

for settlement of Orissa 's claim on the outlying tracts.
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